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FROM THE ARMY
ACQUISITION
EXECUTIVE
Discovering The Best Path
To The Future
We know what we know. How do we find out what we don'l
know? There are really two ways. In combat operations. the
an wer are found at the price of casualties. [n experiments. the
an wer are found without that high co t. During experimentation,
we explore the mo t effective u e of new equipment and technology
advances to develop doctrine and concepts of operation . Here we
cooperate with olller Services and allies to discover the best path to
the future.
Several years ago. the Army embarked on a program of experimentation to gain in ights that are guiding our top-level decisions.
Our ad anced warflghling experimen . combined with our battle
labs, advanced concept technology demon trations, advanced technology demonstrations, and other plans and studie , are helping us
de ign and build Ule future Army. For example, compelling experimelllal ucces in advanced warfighting experiments such as Task
Force XXI and Divi ion XXI allowed us to make de isions that
accelerated Ule pace of modemizarion and digitization of our heavy
force.
We also recognize the value of experimentation as a means to
illleract with our iter Service in developiog doctrine and materiel
10 promote illleroperability. Future warfare demands that we fight as
ajoint team. ln fact, we believe that joint experimentation and
increa ed integration of our common developmental efforts are central to that process. We have many mechanisms in place to foster
and upport various cooperative efforts of development and experimentation 'unong our sister Services. Joint e perimentation offers
significant potential to save time and money while increasing total
force capabilitie .
Thi fall. the Joint Contingency Force Advanced Warfighting
Experiment (JCF AWE) at Fon Polk. LA. will take Ie ons learned
and core systems from prior experiment and l"'.Ipidly apply them to
modernize our light forces. The experiment' focus is to improve
capability in command. control. communications. computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais ance: Military Operations in
Urban Terrain; and early entry. Article in thi i sue provide additiOnal details.
This i the fir t joint experiment endor ed by the Joint Forces
Command. a command created from the U.S. Atlantic Command in
October 1999 to erve as the executive agent for joint warfighting
experimelllation to include efforts to improve OUI interoperability
and effectivene s with multinational partners.
The Joint Experimentation Program, anoUler important initiative. is designed to complement. not replace, exi ting Service experimentation efforts. The debut event within the Joint Experimentation
Program for this year will be Millennium Challenge 00. This experiment provides an overarching joint context and scenario for the integration of four Service-based experiments into a ingle joint event.
The Service events are the Army's JCF AWE, the Navy' Fleet
Battle Experiment Hotel. the Air Force's Joint Expeditionary Force
Experimelll 00. and the Marine Corps' Millennium Dragon.
Our aim is to achieve full-spectrum dominancc 0 our forces
can operate unilaterally or in combination with multinational and

interagency partners to defeat anj
adversary and control any siruation a ross the full range of conflict. With fuJI-spectrum dominance, our force will be able t
conduct prompt, ustained, and
yn hronized opemtions with
c mbination of forces tailored to ~
pecific ituations and with freedom to operate in all domainsspace, sea, land. air, and information. Let's take a look at some of
our joint progrUlllS for which the
ArnlY is the lead Service or
jointly executes the program.
• The Joint Biological Point Detection System will be installed
on vehicle, hips. and at fixed local ions to automatically detect and
identi fy biological warfare agents.
• The Joint Service Lightweight BC Reconnai an e System
will provide field unit commanders with intelligence for real-time
field asse sments of nuclear, biological, and chemical hazards.
• The Joint Service Lightweight Integmted Suit Technology
System is in development as the next generation chemicaljbiological
protective system. It will provide our warfighters with the highest
level of protection while reducing heat train, weight. and bulk to an
absolute minimum.
• The Army Common Ground Station (CGS), hou ed in a light· ~
weight multipurpose helter mounted on a High Mobility
Multipurpo e Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), is the commander's sit
uational awarenes , battle management. and targeting tool. First
used during Operation Desert torm, CGS receive. tore,
proce es, manipulates, displays, and disseminate near-reaJ-time
radar imagety data from the Air Force's Joint Surveillance Target
Allack Radar Sy tern aircraft and many other systems as well.
• The Joint Tactical Ground Station di' eminates warning, alening. and cueing infOlmation On theater balli tic mi siles and tactical
event throughout the theater by using exi ting communication networks.
• The Joint Tactical Terminal i an intelligence and largeting
information di emination terminal for all Services. It is the critical
data link to battle managers. intelligence centers. air defense. ftre
uppon elements, and av iation assets.
• The Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated
Netted Sensor or JLE Sian airborne ensor platfoml that provides
over-the-horizon land attack cruise mi ile defen e for joint forces.
• The XM777 Joint Lightweight 155mm Howitzer will provide
close and deep fire uppol1 to Army light forces and Marine Corp
maneuver force .
• The Joint Tactical Radio Sy tern (JTRS) had its genesis in les- ~
on learned from inter- ervice cOfilmunicati n problem during U,e
Grenada Opemtion and Operation Desert Storm. JTRS is a family
•
of radios that builds on a common open architecture for interoperability.
The e and other progmms, together with our advanced
warfighting experiments. will help us achieve the full potential of
Joint VISion 2020. As stated by Chairman of the Joint Chief of
Staff GE Henry H. Shelton, our obj tive is "a joint force that i
~
persuasive in peace, decisive in war. and pre-eminent in any form f
conflict." ff we conduct our experiments right, we will discover the
best paUl to the future witllOut paying the ultimate price in soldiers'
liv lost.

Paul J. Hoeper
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COVER
The Joint Contingency Force Advanced Warfighting Experiment is
combining information technology, the materiel developer, and the
warfighter to provide the operational foundations to further transform
the Army.

..

Transforming The Army's Light Forces . ..

THE JOINT CONTINGENCY FORCE
ADVANCED WARFIGHTING EXPERIMENT
Van E. Brewer
Introduction
By incorporating experimentation
and infonnation technology enabler , the
Joint Contingency Force Advanced
Warfigbting Experiment (JCF AWE)which will be executed in September
2000 at the Joint Readines Training
Center (JRTC), Fort Polk LA,-will pave
the way for more mobile, lethal, survivable, and responsive Anny force. In particular, the JCF AWE will focus on the
"light-axi "component of the Anny
Experimentation Campaign Plan CAECP),
an ongoing experimental proce s for rapid
technology and operarional concept integration. The JCF AWE will take Ie sons
learned ,md core y terns from earlier
AECP evenlS (Task Force XXI and the
Division AWE in 1997) and add capabilities such as the Enroure Mis ion Planning
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and Rehearsal System (EMPRS) and
Land Warrior ( ee article on Page 7 of
this magazine).
The JCF AWE will employ a
Digitized Light Infantry Brigade Task
Force (centered on the 1st Brigade, 10th
Mountain Division) thar will be equipped
and trained to execute contingency force
operations. Ultimately, future digitized
divi ions and the Interim Brigade Combat
Team will funher contribute to the
Anny' transformation.

Experimentation
The AECP's principal focu j gaining insighl into potential improvements in
doctrine, organization, training, materiel,
per onnel and leader development
(DOTMPL) that are made pos ible by
technology enabler. Tbe AECP combines

materiel developmem with operational
experimentation; in doing 0, y tem are
developed and fielded in les time but
with more operational focu . The AECP,
which focuse on the Army's major and
upponing commands. fonnulate an
operational hypothesis describing the
expected impact of emerging technologie
on warfighting capabilities and then creates a real-world laboratory environmem
to as ess the hypothesis and detennine it
impact acro s the DOTMPL pectrum.
The e re ults are fed back into thc development proce ,a proce s known as "spiral development," which has been demonstrated in major exercises to date and will Icontinue to suppon the ongoing transformation of the Anny into the future.
An AWE is based on a hypothesis,
which guide the capabilities to be

...

A

..

examined. the design of the experiment.
and the development of the asse mellt
methodology. The JCF AWE hypothesis
is as follow :
IF knowledge-based bailie
command capabilitie • gained
tbrough enhanced digital connectivity and new equipment. exi t acro
the DOTMPL areas during JCF
operations,

THEN JCFs will achieve
increa es in lethality. urvivability.
and operational lempo.
Supporting objective are then
derived to provide additional delail for
,. tructuring the experiment. The JCF AWE
supporting objectives are:
• Commal/d. control. communications. computers. intelligence. sl/rveillance, alld reconnaissance (C41SR).
Improve joint C4ISR effectiveness and
.. efficiency through digitization, enhanced
'communications. and joint interoperability of sy tern • proce e, and procedures.
• Milirary Operations in Urban
Terrain (MOUT) (see article on Page 13
of this magazine). Enhance JCF ability to
execute operation in urban and restrict Live terrain.
• Early Emr)'. Enhance JCF ability to
plan and conduct forced and early entry
operations.
The U.S. Army Traini.ng and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Battle
_ Labs ubmit initiatives and arguments
supporting the e objectives, which are
assessed by integrated process teams
(lPTs) for inclusion inro the JCF AWE.
Additional lPT wprk to develop scenarios, force structure • asse ment plan .
.. and all required component to execute a
real-world experiment to demonstrate and
employ. assess. or gain in ights again I
the key upporting objectives.
While the focus of Ule JCF AWE will
be on the AECP's light axis. the heavy
~ axis experimentation proce
will continue with the Divi ion Cap lone Exercise
... (DCX) in FYOl. in which the 4th Infantry
Divi ion (Mechanized) (commonly
known as the 4th ID(M)) will incorporate
updated versions of the Army Battle
~ Command System (ABCS) and the

Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and
Below (FBCB2). The DCX will be followed by the Corp AWE. cheduled [Q
be executed by ill Corps in FY03.

Digitization
Core sy tern bui Id on and extend the
architectures of earlier AWE . Battlefield
functional area and foundation ystems
provide enhanced capabilities across the
batllefield operating sy tems (maneuver,
fire uppert, intelligence. air defen e.
mobility. logi tic • etc.). By extending
digitization to below brigade. FBCB2 will
provide digital capabilities for vehicle .
Furthermore. for the ftr t time in a largescale experiment. the JCF AWE will
include a ignificant urrogate dismounted FBCB2 capability. providing an
opportunity to examine the impact of digitization at the individual soldier level.
All of the e sy terns are linked togeuler
via a Tactical Internel compri ed of
radios. routers. and networks providing
data throughout the ta k force. In total,
the AWE y tem archilecture will take the
digitized capabilities of the 41h lD(M),
adapt them lO di mounted operalions. and
extend them to accommodate light-force
requirements.
The EMPRS represents a new capability for contingency force. Thi system.
characterized as "ABCS-on-the-fly," will
link the aircraft carrying forced and early
entry forces to each other and to JTF HQ.
By extending the Tactical1nternet 10 this
phase of the mi sion. JTF HQ will be
able lo pass updated intelligence and
orders to the commander en route. as well
as provide the ground feed 10 the common operating picture. The task force will
then use it ABCS over a "flying local
area network" to update. modify, and
rehearse plans. Although Ihe EMPRS is
not an objective ystem. its u e highlights
the purpose of experimentation-u ing
surrogate capabilitie to detennine the
operational impact of new technology.
The Land Warrior, provided to a plaLOOn of Ihe 3-325 Infantry, 82nd Airborne,
will participate in the forced-entry and
MOUT phases of the JCF AWE. Land
Warrior include a modular weapon

system (to include pointing la ers and
advanced sights). la er rangefinder. digital compass, and daylight digital sight; a
day and night helmet-mounted display of
computer and sensor input ; night vision
capability; protective clothing and individual equipment enhancements (body
armor and chemical equipment); and an
individual oldier computer/radio.
Participation in the forced-entry and
MOUT phases of the JCF AWE will provide an early look (prior to customer
acceptance te I ) at a key light-force
modernization effort in a reali lic freeplay force-an-force environmel1l and a
night assault event. The JCF AWE will
provide a venue 10 as ess the sy tem's
pOlentiallo increase the lethality and urvivability of the di mounted oldier.
The JCF AWE will also examine 54
distinct initiative from acros the spectrum of light-force operations. These initiative range from simulation of new
weapon systems. to products and y tern
as varied as mobile kitchens and ration
heating systems. to display windowing
systems for the commander' infonmation
center. Here again. the JCF AWE will
provide the opportunity to u e urrogate
or limited number of actual y terns. or
imulations of new ystems. pennitting
the assessment of operational impact in a
large-scale. free-play. realistic environment. This will allow future development
of the e systems to be more clo ely tied
to warfighter requirements.
Finally. the JCF AWE will be executed in coordination with the Millennium Challenge. the Joint Force
Command exercise that will test the environment for large-scale cooperative
experimentation. During the Millennium
Challenge. all Service will conduct exerci es within the arne timefnanle as the
JCF AWE-the avy Fleet Battle
Experiment-Hotel. the Marine Corp
Millennium Dragon. and the Air Force
Joint Expeditionary Force. JTF HQ. initially de ignated JTF-2 as the Second
Fleet commands during the flf t phase of
Millennium Challenge. will hand off
command to JTF-XVlll at Fort Bragg.
NC. with the Joint Force Air Component

Conclu ion

Commander remaining onboard the USS
MOLl/It Whitney. For the execution of tbe

forced and early entry missions. the
Glob..1Commmd md Control Sy tern,
ABCS, and EMPRS will link Fort Polk,
en route aircraft Fort Bragg, md the USS
MOI/II/ WhifJIey in a large- cale demonstration of joint interaction.

Execution
As noted earlier, tbe JCF AWE will
equip and train a Digitized Light Infantry
Brigade Ta k For e (centered on the 1st
Brigade, 10th Mountain Divi ion) with
XVllI Corp and 4th fD(M) components,
to ellecute forced and early enu'y operations. Four main "fight" will be executed: forc d and early entry using
EMPRS; the digitized brigade fight with
the bulk of infonnation technology
enablers; the di mounted digital fight
centered around ARCS. di m unted
FBCB2. md Land Warrior; and the overarching joint ellecution of Millennium
Ctlallenge. Each fight will previd the
environment-working systems, trained
soldier. and a tactically realistjc scenario--to support a credible as e ment
of each ystem's operational impact.
Following elle ution of the forced
entry u ing the EMPRS, the 3-325
Tnfmtry will ellecute a battle handover to
me I ·t Brigade Task Force, which will
execute a typical series of JRTC engagement to allow for baseline comparison.
This includes earch and attack. defend,
low-inten ity contlict, and MOUT.
including Land Warrior participation in
several pha es. U ing a cost-efficient
architecture. only nine of the tactical
operations centers (TOCs) involved will
be functioning as rolling TOC . The balance will operate from fixed ite or from
building . providing the surrogate capability to examine the effect of infomlation technology enabler while minimizing the development and infrastructure
co IS for the experinlent.
An auxiliary inlUlation environment,
augmeming tbe normal capability used at
JRTC, will be integrated with the Ijve
fight to extend the ize of the force
involved, implement the effects of initia-
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TheAECP
was initiated
to reduce
the Army's
development cycle
to keep up with
the accelerated
pace of commercial
innovations,
within fiscal
limitations,
and in doing so
support the Army's
continuous
adaptations
to new missions
in a dynamic
geopolitical
environment.
lives used solely in simulation, and
enhance the fidelity of repre entation.
Thi federation of simulation include.
JANUS (a computer simulation that models large-scale warflghting engagements),
the extended air defen e imularion. and
field artillery simulation; and is integrated
with the ARCS to provide direct ensor
feeds, situational awareness messages,
and over-the-air integrated simulation of
artillery me aging.
The TRADOC Analy is Center at
White Sand Mj sile Rlmge, M. is leading the analytical effort in preparation for
the JCF AWE. This effort coordinates the
complex interaction of initiatives, scenario development, in trumenration. data
collection, and analy i to achieve the
goal of the JCF AWE.

The AECP was initiated to reduce the
Army' development cycle to keep up
with the accelerated pace of commercial
innovations, within fiscal limitations, and
in doing so upport the Army's continuou adaptations to new mis ions in a
dynamic geopolitical environment. The
J F AWE highlight this process bringing together infonnation technology, the
materiel developer, and the warfighter.
Tru team of indu try, civilian, and military personnel ha created a laboratory
environment For the Army to gmn critical
operational in, ights before investing
heavily in additional development.
11le spiral development prace s ha
enabled the AmlY to develop major new
ofrware capabilities in the space of a few
years instead of decades, in a way that
allow the swift development of operational and organizational oncepts with ~
new, significam capabilitie . Succe sful
execution of the JCF AWE will provide
the materiel and operational foundations
for further Iran fOmlation of the Army,
ensuring that future warfighler have
state-oF-the-art technological capabilitie
and the operational know-how to employ
them-reaching the goal of 0 emlatching
combat power acros the spectrum of
AmlY mi sion .

VAN E. BREWER, an employee of ~
Computer Sciences Corp., supports
the JCF AWE program management
effort ill TRADOC's Joilll Vemure
Directorate. He has a B.A. in physic
from rhe University ofTemressee at
...
Knoxville and an M.S.E.E.from the
University of Alabama at Hunrsl'iIIe.
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"Newr forger Ihar a small group of ded·
icared indh'idllals can change rhe world.
Indeed, norhing else ever has."
..
-Margaret Mead

Introduction
In 1997, the Defense Advanced
Re earch Projecl Agency (DARPA)
accepted a great challenge. The post-conflict
problem presented by landmines had
.achieved notori ty, a problem of global
humanitarian imponance. The international
community estimated that more than 100
million landmines were buried in approximately 60 countries, which represented a
considerable military challenge. Reports
from U.S. field oldier consistently listed
-landmlne as one of the top three threats they
fa ed in Bosnia. In fact. during the Bosnia
conflict. more than 2 milLion landmines were
_ laid in a country less than half the size of
Colorado. As a result, mine detection had
taken on great urgency.
The problem of landmines, however. i
ot new. "For the last 60 years, a harply
increasing percemage of American soldiers
have been killed or wounded by landmines.
~ ~rom World War Jl to Somalia Ihe percentage of casuallies caused by landmine has
'grown from 2.5 percent [0 26 percent," noted
LTG Paul J. Kern, MiJitary Deputy 10 the
-A istant Secretary of the Army for
Acqui ition, Logi tics and Technology.
Although there had been some technological progress in landmine d teclion, the
problem was made more difficult by the
wide-scale production of cheap. low-metalcontent plastic mine. TIle be t mine detection y tem available in 1997 were techno)ogically uperior to the L940s-style metal
detector. but only barely. Indeed, the only
landmine detection equipment i ued to .S.
soldiers In the field were the metal detector
and a harp. pointy tick. In conflicts around
the world, landmines were going in the
ground at a rale of mil Lions per year and
.were only being removed at a rate of hundreds of th usands per year-in a good year.
Further. f revery 5,000 landmines removed.
one deminer was killed or maimed. The
• Uniled States was falling behind and in de • perate need of a technological breakthrough
in landmine detection.

Background
DARPA's goal in 1997 was to develop a
;. new mine deteclor with unparaUeled perfonnance. We (DARPA) began with an idea
from humble origins-the dog. canines are
exquisitely good at landmine detection and
• are able to earch for the explosive material
itseU·. Thi dramati ally decreases the advem
of fal e alarms. Indeed. if we could find a
• way 10 earch for the explo ive material
itself. we could fundamentally change landmine detection.

THE MAKING OF A DOG'S NOSE
Dr. Regina E. Dugan
Conventional mine detection involves
searching for features as ocimed with the
mine, sucb a mall changes in the electric or
optical propenies or the small amount of
metal associated with tJle fire pin. As a
result. there are approximately 1.000 or more
false alamls for every actual mine found.
Nature causes many changes in electric and
optical propenies, and there are many small
piece of metal ,mywhere humans have been.
All of these seriously confound traditional
sensors. Philosophically. a more robust olution was 10 earch for what was unique 10 the
mine.

Chemically Specific Detection
Canines provided the incentive for our
idea: chemically specific detection via the
explo ive material. But. humans are capable
of many creative interpretations of biology.
DARPA devised many engineering de ign .
Some were based only on the overarching
principle of chemically pecific deleclion,
while others mimicked the actual design of
the biological system. Indeed, there is something fundamental that nature has taughl uS
about odor detection. Tbe biological sy tem
uses a broadband array of sensors, none specitic 10 the chemical of inlerest. Dogs do not
have trinitrotoluene (TNT)- pecific sen ors.
Rather. they use a sensitive but highly crossreactive array of en ors and provide for
high. fidelity proce. ing of the signals from
this array.

It is thi processing that provides for the
capability to leam new odors. You may never
have smelled orange jui e. cut gras , or fullbodied wine, but the manlmalian olfactory
y tem has the ability to di cern, leam. and
remember new and complex odor. TIlis,
combined with a well-designed and adapted
sampling system, provides for the miracle of
mammalian olfaction.

Research And Development
With thi basic approach. we el oul to
build new landmine detection systems 10
serve those in the field. In our pursuit of thi
goal. we focused nOI only n the technical
tasks before u . but ulso on the people we
were serving. To develop something of use,
our researchers hud 10 understand the problem; they had to understand our cu IOmer.
Therefore. we took them to the fjeld-again
and again. We consrructed a 22-acre, stateof-the-art experimental facility ut Fort
Leonard Wood, MO, home of the U.S. Army
Engineer School. Because this facility was
constructed 10 tesl explosive detection sy tem • it allowed uS 10 move y tern out of
Ihe laboratory and into the field quickly. It
al 0 allowed u' to be close to our CU 'tomer.
We showed our re earchers how landmine detection i accompli hed now, from
breaching 10 probing. We had Ph.D.s use
metal detectors and pointy sticks to search
for booby-trapped mines. We taught them
about the threat and had them talk 10 ser·
geanls and generals. A subset of the
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A great challenge for any revolutionary'
technology development is transition to the
user. While it i neces ary to prove the basic
principles in prototypes, it is not sufficient.
Tran ition requires a whole new set of participant dedicated to Lhe fielding of equipment,
and Lhe timing of Lhe e tran itions is critical.
In DARPA's rapid-pace developments, there ..
is often little time for a graceful Iransition.

Other Programs

Dog's Nose Program researchers learn mine-clearance
techniques.
researchers visited aClUal operational fteldshumanitarian mine-clearance effons in
Mozambique and Bosnia-mld brought the
message back to the group. We worked to
ensure tbat the problem was realisticaUy
identified and that we understood what was
happening in the field-to Mozambican
deminers. to Bo nian . and to our oleliers
and Marines. We put face and name on Lhe
problem and made it personal becau e we
believed that the ultimate test of success
would be measured by Lhe confidence and
enthusiasm of Lhe user.
We buill a team through common experiences and common purpose. Their comJnit-

ment broke down in titutional barriers and
imerdi ciplinary work became more exciting.
The team of researchers worked nights and
weekends to olve dle landmine detection
problem. They were absolutely uncompromi ing: good enougb imply wasn·1.

Quadrupole Resonance System
In the 3 short years of Lhe program,
detection of underground explosives was
succes fully demonstrated using three different prototype ystem , both in the laboratory
and in the field again t real explo ives buried
in the ground. With our quadnlpole resonance system, which is not explicitly a mammalian 01 faction de ign, we can now detect
very mall amowlts of explo ives. the size of
antipersonnel mine. with near-perfect detection rate and almosl no false alarms.
The improvements in y tern perform,ffice increased dramatically. In 1997. we
were able to detect hundreds of granls of
RDX; in 1999. we were able to detect as few
as 10 grams. The detection of small quantities of T Tithe Holy Grail of mine detection. and Lhe ability to detect Th'T u ing

quadrupole resonance was largely believed 10
be impossible. In December 1999. this la. t
scientific obstacle feU. The prototype quadrupole resonance system was tested at dle U.S.
AmlY Engineer School. The prototype system detected 100 percent of all TNT, RDX,
and plastic and metal mines with no fal e
alarms after a ingle re can of initial alarms.
Detection of TNT in the field using quadrupole resonance technology was po ible
afterall.

Electronic Noses
We al 0 had two electronic nose sniff
landmines underground. The initial field
results must be reproduced. improved, and
verified. but Lhe principle i proven--<me can
con truCt a en or to detect a landmine via it
chemical signalUre. We have demon trated
detection sensitivities IO,OOO-fold greater
than current airport security niffers. Another
sy tern i able to determine not only the pre ence of a landmine. but al 0 Lhe odor of the
local environment. The en or learn the
smell of the ground and is able to adapt to
new field settings. It provides a rich "image"
of smell.
Recently. researchers exposed an electronic no e to a variety of odors and recorded
Lhe response in a two-dimensional digital
movie. The movie hows the changing
response acro an aTTay of. ensors to a variety of chemicals as changing colors. In other
word . it allow a human to see odors. These
nose technologie promise to re olutionize
chemical sen~ing in warfare environments.
The first goal is landmine detection, but the
future impact of providing a oldier with the
olfactory acuity of a canine has not yet be
realized.

..

The most important breakthrough in
the Dog' ose Program occurred at the end
of Lhe third year. Ju t I year earlier, we did
not know if Lhe Objectives of the program
were a hievable. Despite the late-breaking
developments. the Proj ct Manager for
Mines. Countermine and Demolitions began an aggre ive 12 million, 3-year program to
further develop and field quadrupole re 0nance equipment for landmine detection on
roads. As part of dlis effort, Lhe U.S. Anny
Communication -Electronics Command
Night VISion and Electronic Sen ors
Directorate initiated .111 immediate multimH- ..
lion doUar science and technology "bridge"
program to address the most critical technical
challenges for using quadrupole resonance
...
technology on vehicles. Simultaneou Iy, the
U.S. Marine Corp, in cooperation with the •
Office of aval Research, laid out a program
to field quadrupole resonance for hand-held ~
detection applications.

Conclusion
As a re ult of the e effons, LTG Paul J.
Kern commented. "We enter Lhe 21 t century
with new optimi m. Quadmpole resonance
technology holds great promise for our 01diers becau e it will detect a mine in place
and eliminate the need to conduct exceedingly dangerou manual probing. We finally
have a viable solution 10 a problem that has
indiscriminately plagued soldiers and civilians for more than 6 decades,"
ThroUghoUI Lhi program, individuals
with courage and commitment made the dif- ..
ference. During Lhe last 3 years, a group of
heroic cientists and engineers, soldiers and
Marine . and civilians and contractors waged
~
a quiet batde again t landmine . And they
won.

..

DR. REGINA E. DUGAN is a
Program Manager at DARPA. She was
selected as DARPA Program Manager '
of the Year i/l1999. Dugan has a B.S.
and an M.S.from Virginia Polytechnic
Institl/te and a PhD.from Califomia
Institute ofTechnology, all i/1 mechanico/ engineering.
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The JCF AWE

LAND WARRIOR CAPABIL TIES
COL Henry Kinnison and COL Bruce D. Jette

Introduction

~
Land Warrior is the U.S. Army's premi.er program for integrating infantry soldier combat capabilities into a warfight~ing system optimized for close combat. In
addition, Land Warrior is a key component in the overarch.ing vi ion of modernIzing infantry soldiers as weapon platforms. It not only provides enhanced
cfpabilities al the infantrysoldier level, but also increases
e combat effectiveness of
infantry teams, squads, crews,
~nd platoons to achieve overmatch in the close fight.
Land Warrior will participate
in the Joint Contingency Force
Advanced Warfighting
Experiment (JCF AWE) in
September 2000 at the Joint
eadines Training Center
(JRTC), Fon Polk, LA. Land
Warrior's panicipation enables
"the Army to obtain soldier feedback, collect technical perfoffilance data, and begin to demon«trate the increases in combat
effectiveness at the platoon level
and below that Land Warrior
"provides. Because Land Warrior
provides capabilities that current
.. infantry soldiers do not possess,
IDe result of the JCF AWE (Ole
largest exercise of Land Warriors
operating together to date) wW
..be valuable in refining the system capabilities and def1l1ing
new tactics, techniques and pro4:;edures (TIP ).

(Figure I). Fifty-five system will be
fielded to the 2nd platoon and other elements of C Company, 3rd. Battalion of the
325th Airborne Infantry Regiment for use
during the JCF AWE. Tn addition to supplying the rille platoon and it as igned
med.ic and forward observer, systems will
aI 0 be provided to a portion of the
company headquarter ,a mortar section,
and to fIre support and apper per onnel.

Preparation

JCF AWE Missions
The JCF AWE version of the
Land Warrior is commonly
referred to a Version 0.6

Land Warrior-equipped elements of
the 3rd Battalion will be limited to
approximately 7 days of combat operations ,md three major missions. In the
first mission, the 325th will perform a
night airborne assault and seizure of a
flight landing strip held by an opposing
force. Once the initial airhead is secure,
the 325th will conduct search-and-attack
operations to expand the lodgment surrounding the landing strip.
Once the 325th hand the
battle over to the 1st Brigade of
the lOth Mountain Division, the
2nd platoon, equipped with the
Land Warrior, will begin planning
and preparing for its second mission: a platoon assault into the
Shughart/Gordon urban training
facility. At Shughart-Gordon, the
2nd platoon of Company C will
conduct a live-fire seizure of an
urban target at night. Following
the attack into the Shughart/
Gordon complex, the 2nd platoon
will plan, prepare for, and. execute
its third mission: a night live-fue
ambush. The e three mis ions
will provide a broad pectrum of
operations in a short period during the JCF AWE.

Figure 1.
Land Warrior for JCF AWE

Training for the Land Warrior
platoon began at Fort Bragg, NC,
in June. Performance-oriented
training on the Land Warrior
equipment, use, functions, and
TIPs is being conducted into
July. After the performanceoriented training, the infantry platoon will conduct unit-training
exercises to become proficient
with system capabilities and

•
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Figure 2.
Land Warrior navigation screen

employment prior to deploymelll to the
JCF AWE in September. Training ill
also include a 2-week deployment to Fort
Benning, GA, to conduct training at the
M Kenna urban training facility and other
facHitie in preparation for the JCF AWE.
Land Warrior i currently in engineering and manufacturing development
with a production decision cheduled for
FY03. While the Land Warrior protorype
system in the JCF AWE will not be fully
compliant with the Land Warrior
Operational Requirement Do ument
(ORD), key performance parameters. and
thre hold requirements, Ule ystem will
provide Lhe platoon many capabilities
they do not currently pos e .

Land Warrior Version 0.6
The following is a brief summary of
capabilities ro be included in Land

8 A"'!YAL&T

Warrior Ver ion 0.6 to be employed during the JCF AWE. elected infantrymen,
appers, medic. and forward ob erver
will be equipped with a uite of electronic
equipment integrated Onto the modular
lightweight load-carrying equipment,
a aull helmet ystem, and weapon sy tem. Integration of the equipmem on the
oIdier i a fll1ldamental hallcnge
becaus the human platform i quite variabLe, dynamic, and mobile. Land Warrior
uses a systems approach to provide a
uite of equipment that is adaptable for
the mi ion to be perfonned. The JCF
AWE will provide soldier leedback to
further improve the physical inlegralion
of th equipmem on the oldier for the
production version.
Land Warrior will al 0 have dala
communications provided by integrated
electronics and a military global position-

ing y tern. Inf,mlrymen can accurately
jdentify their location and the location of
their fellow member b gianciJ10 at an
eLectronic color map (Figure 2). The map
can be annOlaled and tran&milted within
the quad and pial on 10 lcarly communicate 111 i ion change to each quad
mem ber. The system also provides a
dead-reckoning apabilit for position
location when oldier are in re Iri ted" ~
terrain where global po itioning atellite
communica,tiol1' are ob ctlred, uch a in
an urban area.
The oldier will ha e the ability to
engage targets around corner and from
under cover by u ing weapon-mounted ..,
ights with the image sho n on the
helmet-moumed displa . TIle daylight
video ight provid Jaylight vi ual targeting capability, while the thennal
weapon igbt provide target acqui ilion

..
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.. in day, night, and moky battlefield condition . Image from each of the sight
can be captured, annotated, and transmitted within the platoon. Tran mis ion of
images can be u ed to clearly identify the
objective, identify lanes of fire, and send
.. intelligence data back to headquarters.
Some capabilitie will not be incorporated or will be partially incorporated
I" into Land Warrior for the JCF AWE, but
~
will be fully incorporated into the ystem
prior to production. For example, full
~ Tactical Internet connectivity with a full
complement of Di mounted Joint Variable
Me' age Format (JVMF) messages
~ pas ed to Force XX] Battle Command
~
Brigade and Below (FBCB2) is required
for the production system but will nol be
~ available for the JCF AWE. However, this
capability will. be demon trated by digitally sending message 10 and from the
~ • rifleman up through the squad leader and
, platoon leader to the Tactical Internet.
Seven key JVMF mes age (4 of which
are two-way messages for a total of II
mes age) have been elected to demontrate the connectivity between Land
Warrior and FBCB2. These messages
include position, situation, and medical
evacuation repon .
Other capabiJitie of the JCF AWE
Land Warrior that will not yet meet full
ORD compliance include interoperability
with combat identification, full operational temperature range, era ure of computer data if captured, threat laser detec" tion. and interoperability with the Joint
Chemical Agent DeteclOr. These capabilities are being worked for Ihe next version
of Land Warrior, Version 1.0. which will
undergo the formal testing and become
the baseline for Milestone Ill.
The Land Warrior for the JCF AWE
> .·s powered by a 2.4-pound state-of-theart, lithium-pouch-cell primary ballery
that provides reliable power for 12 misI' ion hours. During the lTaining at Fort
Bragg, a lithium rechargeable battery wa
"" used to power Land Warrior. This same
technology wiJl be used for production,
but the battery will be reconfigured into a
1.6-pound version. The technology provides for an extremely afe and stable
battery that can be punctured yet continue

..
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In providing
the Land Warrior
hardware and
software,
PM, Soldier
has taken
a streamlined
acquisition approach
involving rapid
prototype
development and a
teaming effort
with industry.

to work without ri k to the soldier.
Additionally. the battery can be discarded
as normal waste instead of the usual
requiremcnts for the di posal of hazardous waste. Power management in the
electronics and software combined with
lower power con uming hardware will
reduce the total power consumption and
enable the lighter weight battery configuration.
The Project Manager, Soldier (PM.
Soldier) and the TRADOC Sy tern
Manager-Soldier (TSM-Soldier) are
working together to prepare Land Warrior
for the JCF AWE. In providing the Land
Warrior hardware and software, PM,
Soldier ha taken a streamlined acquisition approach involving rapid prototype
developmelll and a temning effort with
industry. Teaming provides daily interaction between government and indu try
where experti e from both is responsible
for various a peets of the program in
parallel. The re ult is rapid progress in
providing solutions and incorporating
user and technical improvements.

TSM-Soldier is the interface to the JRTC
and Fon Bragg u er community and i
working on the training and operational
aspects of preparing the Land Warrior for
the AWE.

Summary
In summary, many of the Land
Warrior capabilities will be included in
the JCF AWE Version 0.6 to enable the
infantry to experiment with determining
the be t TIP and provide recommended
improvements in Land Warrior prior to
production.

COL HENRY KINNISON is the
TSM-Soldier. U.S. Army Infanlry
Centel: He is a graduate of the U.S.
Military Academy, commissioned as
an il~fantry officer. He hold an M.A.
degree in experimental psychology
from Texas Tech Universiry. As a lieutenant colonel, he commanded The 1st
Battalion I87th infanlry during its air
assault inro the Euphrates Valley during Operation DeserT STOrm.
COL BRUCE D. JE17E is The
PM, Soldier, U.S. Army Soldier and
Biological Chemical Command. He is
a graduate of The U.S. Military
Academy, commissioned as an armor
officer. He holds M.S. and PhD.
degrees in electronic materials solid
state physics from the Massachusefls
InsTilure of Technology. As a lieutenallT colonel. JeTte receil'ed fhe
Producf Manager of The Year Award
in 1997.

USING
FLUORESCENCE
IMAGERY AND
MICROBES
FOR ORDNANCE AND
MINE DETECTION
Robert L. Fischer, Dr. Robert S. Burlage,
Dr. John DiBenedetto, and Michael J. Maston

Introduction
The cost to remediate sites that contain
landmine , unexploded ordnance (UXO),
and contamination from high-explosive
(HE) materials is taggering. Because of
the ever-increasing demand for land
re ouree , this problem will continue to
grow in importance, both within and outside
of the United States. Landmines and other
forms of UXO cover vast areas in countrie
such as Bosnia, Angola, and Cambodia. As
such, their impact i immense in terms of
civilian casualtie and the loss of productive
fanning and grazing land. Within the
United State • injurie cau ed by these
device are rare. but their impact on restricting land u e is till high.
Co t-effective methods must be developed to survey and remediate in tallation
impact areas, training zones, and munition
di po al site before they are considered for
new u age (under legislation such as Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAe». If the
locations of the landmines, UXO, and contanlination are accurately mapped, remediation can be done afely and at a sub tantiaUy reduced co t.
A new approach with exciting implications is to combine fluorescent biosensors
and Laser-Lnduced Fluorescence Imaging
(LIFL). This technique was originally developed to locate landmines, but can be used
on all types of explo ive devices. Usage
requires only that a minute amount of
explosive leak from the device. The detector i a train of genetically engineered bacteria that produces a fluorescent protein
when in contact with trinitrotoluene (TNT).
Thi innovative technique is a potentially

powerful 1001 in detecting landmines, UXO.
and HE contamination. Because both bacteria delivery and detection can be accomplished from airborne platforms, thi technique is far afer than ground-based systems
and can cover large areas in short periods of
time.

Background
The actual detection system is composed of two parts. The first part i the
microorganism Pseudomona putido, a naturally occurring, innocuous oil bacteria
that ha a protein that recognizes TNT and
expresses (turns on) a gene in response.
Thi bacterial gene has been genetically
fu ed to a second gene called green fluorescent protein (gfp), by scientists at the Oak
Ridge ational LaboralOry (ORNL). The
gfp gene, found naturally in the jellyfish
Aeqlloera victoria, produce a protein that
has a strong fluorescence in the green
region (S IOnm) of the vi ible Light spectrum. When in the pre ence of TNT, the e
bacteria are very ea y to detect becau e of
the gfp fluore cence. The bacteria can be
grown and harvested in high numbers using
standard growth media. When applied in
the field, the bacteria will search for organic
molecules that they can use a food. When
the bacteria come into contact with TNT,
they will attempt to digest it with their
enzymes, but will instead produce tIle fluorescent protein.
The second part of the y tern involves
detecting the fluorescent microbe. The
detection instrument used is the LIFI sy tem
developed by Bechtel Nevada Special
Technologie Laboratory (STL). The LIFt

sy tern was initially developed to detect sur- ~
face uranium contamination. The LlFI
instrument i a 35-pound ba kpack portable
y tem that includes a laser power supply
and onboard computer. LLFl uses an eyesafe, pul ed ultraviolet (3SSnm) laser as the
excitation source. An intensified chargecoupled device camera capture ambient
background and fluore cence imagery.
Onboard hardware and oftware controls the
laser. captures imagery. eliminales the back- ..
ground, and produce a real-time di play
howing fluorescence intensity. All imagery
can be saved to a hard disk for processing
and further analysis.

Initial Test
This combined technology was demonstrated at the ational Explo ive Wa te
Technology and Evaluation Cenler
(NEWTEC) in Edgefield, SC. The site was
proposed as a realistic minefield, with surrogate landmines containjng TNT filler
planted at locations unknown to the dentific team. The mines were buried approximately 3 months before the demonstration
took place 10 allow the mines enough time •
to leak explosives into the soil. The resulting conditions were similar to actual aban- ~
doned minefield in temperate woodland
climate . All targets were buried at lea t 4
inclle beneath the surface with no evidence
of soil disturbance.
Using a tractor equjpped with an agricultural prayer and a modified agricultural
spraying boom, the bacteria were applied to
the quarter-acre test plot. The application
solution was prepared by loading a quantity
of the bacteria into a ISO-gallon reservoir.
then adding ile weU water (nonchlorinated)
to bring the total volume up to the desired
level. Four-and-a-haJf liters of bacterial
olution, containing approximately 10" total
bacteria, was added to approximately 75-80
gallons of water. The te I plot was fir t
sprayed with water to saturate the soil prior
to applying the bacterial olution.
Both a gantry syslem and mobile platform were used to position the LIFt sensing
head in a nadjr orientation over the test area.
Typical working di ranee were 4-8 meters
above the surface. The LTFI sy tern located' ~
four of the five hlind targets with.in a djstance of 2 meters. The remaining target was
identified about 3 meter from it actual
po ition. Two false positive were al 0
identified, one of which involved TNT
migration cau ed by heavy rainfall. 1lle
econd false positive was not near any
buried mine, however, oil sampling
showed TNT 00 the urface of thi location.
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Full System Development
Based upon these encouraging results,
a multiagency team (ORNL, STL, U.S.
Anny Engineer Re earch and Development
Center, and Los Alamos National
Laboratory) is pursuing funding to further
test and eventually develop an operational
mine detection ystem (Figure I). A fully
operational ystem would consi t of bacteria
creation and airborne delivery components,
airborne la er-induced fluorescence and
imaging components, and oftware 10 perform signature matching and geographic
information system (GIS) product generation. A breakout of the airborne detection
..and ground-based components is shown in
Figure 2.
Of the three components, bacteria
growth and delivery is the mo t mature.
Techniques for growing large amounts of
bacteria are well known, as are methods of
aircraft delivery via crop dusters. However,
re earch is stiJJ needed on the bacteria to
anlplify the fluore cence signal, on refining
the position of the wavelength maximum,
and for adapting more bacterial strains to
detect other explosive material , uch as
RDX (hexahydro-trinitro-triazine).

Scaling the current LIFl syslem to an
airborne plalform i feasible. STL has built
two airborne fluorosensor sy terns, one of
which is similar to the technology u ed in
the NEWTEC experiment. The system
could be fielded in Anny helicopters without airframe modification. Increased laser
power would be required to illuminate
larger area from higher altitudes, and the
imaging hardware would require improvement to detect lower flu ore cence levels.
Hardware capable of meeting the e requirements should be commercially available
within the proposed 4-year development
cycle.
The oftware system would produce a
georegistered mosaic by combining the aircraft's Differential Global Positioning
System (OGPS) and inertial measurement
unit (IMU) with the fluorescence imagery.
The imagery would then be compared to
emission spectra from a spectral database to
separate out background features (i .e., oils
and vegetation) and identify "hoI" regions.
The final product would be multiband fluorescence images and overlays that are compatible WiUl existing GIS and image processing y tems.

The goal for a fully functional ystem
i to cover approximately 25 acres per hour.
If this technology succeeds, it will represent
a hreal.:tbrough in coverage capability.

Concerns
As with any new technology, certain
drawbacks, Limitation, and assumption
must be addressed. The public perception
of using genetically modified bacteria is an
obvious concern. Hopefully, these concerns
can easily be dispelled. The Environmental
Protection Agency bas reviewed the bacteria
construction and bas approved limited
releases. Functionally. the genetically
altered bacteria have no competitive advantage over nonengineered bacteria. The only
major difference is that the modified bacteria "tum on" the gfp when they come inlo
contact with the target ubstance (in this
case TNT).
As with any detection instrument, the
proposed system should be tested under a
variety of different environmental and meteorological conditions. Question about
TNT transport and chemical interaction
with the soil mUSI aJ 0 be addressed. Other
researchers in thi field have studied many
of these parameters and their re ults should
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Figure 2.
Block diagram of airborne and ground-based components

provide insight into the full capability of
this system.
A final concern i that the landmines or
UXO would need a minimum mnOUIll of
ti me to allow the TNT to reach the ground
urface. 111i will probably limit the use of
thi technology in tactical situation .
However, in most humanitarian and other
civil applications, the landmines and UXO
have been in place for everal years and
have been ubject to con iderable diurnal
and easonal effect .

Potential Payoff
Having a single technique work as a
"silver bullet" for the landmine and UXO
problem is unlikely. We would advocate the
fusion of OUf proposed system with existing
and future detection platfonns. However, a
new technology that can detect landmines
and UXO over a wide range in a timely
manner would be of substantial benefit.
When considering both the worldwide
humanitarian mld monetary co t from landmines and UXO. any sy tern that can provide even moderate afety and effIciency
improvem 01 would be a breakthrough.
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"'Introduction
The Mil itary Operati ns in Urb,Ul
TelTain (MOUT) Ad 'Ulced Concepl
Techno! gy Demon o-<1tion (ACfO) will
c nducl i(~ Culminating Demonslrdtion
~(CD) during the Joint Contingency Force
dvan ed Warfighting Experiment CJCF
A
) in eplember 2000. Soldiers from
the 2nd Ballalion 22nd lnfantry Regiment.
10th Mountain Divi i n and Marine from
K Comp,Uly, 3rd Battalion 6th Marines
>Regiment, 2nd Marine Division will
demon trate the military us of approximately 25 product in the MOUT ACTD
··kit." Thi article summarizes the programmati path leading to this ignificam
event.

~Responding To An Urgent Need
The miJirary has Iraditiomllly avoided
J}ghting in citie becau e they are often
the most omplex balileground fa ing
-U.S. force. Line- f- ighl re trictions.
.Iimited imelligenee, den~el con~tructed
areas, and I he pre ence of non om batants
limit the capabilitie of current .S. technology. The e reaJilie were brought
home in ctober 199 when the U.S.
+ Army' rlrefight with Somali mililia in
M gadi hu lefl18 American dead.
The MO
A D began in 1997 in
.respoo e to th Defen e Science Board's
1994 tudy, Military Operation in BI/iff
Up Areas, , hich recommended an ACTD
be undertaken to addre s the need of
U.S. tro p in flllure urban combat. The
objective was to improve th operational
..capabilities of eli moumed infamry in
MO T through the inlegralion of
advan ed te hnolog1 sand tacti . tech.. nique . and procedures (TrP ). Th.is
developed into a three-part mi ion: to
evaluate advan ed teehnologie 10 prol ·de dominance in MO T, to provide
interim capabilities to operational units
with TIP , and to set the tage for rapid
> acqui ilion of ucce fultechnologie.
The MO T ACTO i a joint Army
and Marine Corp effort led by the AmlY
.Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADO ). The MO T ACTO i managed by the DlsmouJ1led Battlespace
Balile Lab (OBBL). Fort Benning, GA:
the Marine orps WarfighLing Lab
(MCWL), Quantico, VA; and the Soldier
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MOUT ACTO
TO DEMONSTRATE
NEW TECHNOLOGY
AND TACTICS
FOR URBAN WARFARE
Carol Fitzgerald, MAJ Richard E. Stockton,
and Sheila Ryan
Center, u.s. AmlY oldier and
Biological Chemical Command,
mick, MA.

Sy~tems

An Innovative Approach
To achieve iLS objectives. Ihe MOUT
ACTO cemraIJy involved the warfighter
from the beginning. In MOUT ACTD~ponsored workshop, oldier. 'lI1d
Marine experienced in aclual MOUT
deployments identified deficiencies where
the A TO could pur ue lechnological
'olution . These deficiencies were refined
into a Iist of 32 requirement Lhat
included areas uch as personal protection, powered optics. and p rtable method 10 ga.in entry into buildings and
tructure .
Once the two Service agrced nand
prioritized Ihe requirement. a y tem
inlegration team began searching for
technology olulion . The global search
focused on commercial and government

off-the-shelf lechnologies. The learn
identified mor than 600 produclS
through solicitation in the Commerce
Business Daily, tradeshow attendan e.
Web earches. market searches, and a
MOUT ACTD-sponsored Industry Oay
event.
Becllu e of the diversity of both user
requirements and candidate olulion technologies. the MOUT Aero team, in conjunction with the lnstitute for Defen e
Analysis. developed a technology as e mem process to systemalicaUy evaluate
each product and determine its military
u e "on paper." 'Each product was
assessed against u r-defined criteria for
each requirement u ing commercial deciion upport oftware. All products then
underwent qualificalion testing 10 determine if they performed as adverti ed: thi
limited the field 10 230 product. Finally,
the MOUT ACTO manager at DBBL
and MCWL conducled an operational

"show and tell," where 128 products were
selected for evaluation in live force-onforce experiment. These experiments
were conducted at the McKenna MOUT
ite at Fort Benning and the MOUT
Collective Training Facilily at Camp
Lejeune, NC.

Determining Operational Utility
Beginning in January 1998, the
MOUT ACTD executed 10 quarterly
experiments (6 Anny and 4 Marine
Corp ), each of which examined a sub et
of the 32 requirements mentioned earlier.
These "vertical" experiments, whkh typically lasted 21-30 day, were de igned 10
compare the technology candidates for
each requirement, assess their technical
performance, and determine if they were
user-friendly to soldiers and Marines. The
experiments included technical side tests
and tactical force-on-force squad- and
platoon-level vignettes evaluated against
a baseline. Evaluation criteria included
specific mea ures of performance for
each requirement, user acceptance ratings,
and training impacts. In the end, the
analysis of collected data, combined with
qualified military judgement, formed the
basi for electing technology product
for inclusion in the joint experiments.
Sufficient time for training was al 0
pan of the experimentation process
including training to standard for base
case situations, new equipment training
(NET), and individual and collective tactical training. This ensured thalth.e technology was evaluated trictly on technical
merits, given proper field use.

Integrating The Best Technology
While the focu of 10 vertical experiments was on individual tech.nology candidates ver us requirement , the rwo joint
Army and Marine Corps experiments
were designed to test the collective mili-

tary use and interoperability of the 32
successful products as a "system of ytern ." Joint Experiment I (JEI), a company-level experiment, wa conducted at
Camp Lejeune in July 1999, and Joint
Experiment 2 (JE2) was conducted at Fort
Benning in September 1999. Marines
from G Company, 2nd Battalion, 8th
Marines Regimenl, 2nd Marine Division
and oldiers from the 2nd Battalion, 22nd
Infantry Regiment, 10th Mountain
Divi ion participated as experimental
force (EXFOR).
The joint experiments evaluated the
collective military u e of non-line-ofsight communication , intelligence gathering system ,weapon optic ,night
vision device, door-breaching munitions,
blunt training ammunition, and several
other technologies. One measure u ed 10
detennine a tech.nology' effectiveness as
a sy tern was the percent of casualties. As
shown in the ca ualty ummary below,
tlle MOUT teclmologies system of ysterns dramatically improved tbe EXFOR
performance.

Transitioning Technology
The ucces of any ACTD, including
the MOUT ACTD, is detennined by the
amount of technology that is ultimately
transitioned from the ACTO to the field.
As such, the MOUT ACTD team has
worked with several program management offices to facilitate the tran ilion of
promising tech.nology 10 the soldier in the
field. One such exanlple is the Simon
Breaching Launcher System, whicb i the
olution to the door and window breach
requirement. Shown in the photo on Page
15,!hi Y tern was developed by Israel's
Rafael armament development authority;
was transitioned to the Army Warfighter
Rapid Acquisition Program; and is being
execuled by the Progtam Manager, Small

Arms as the Rifle Launched Entry
Munition Program.
The Blunt Tmuma Training Round
lechnology has aI 0 been transitioned and
approved as an FYO I Soldier Enhancement Program and is being executed by
the TRADOC System Manager-Soldier.
Additionally, the Shark Radio head et
was transitioned to the Land Warri.or
4
Program for incorporation into the Land
Warrior Version 0.6. Other nontraditional
transitions include the modification of the
joint ArmylUSMC Body Armor
Operational Requirements Document to
reflect capabilities of the Special
...
Operations Command-developed body
armor leveraged and used in the MOUT
ACTO. Also, the MOOT ACTO has transitioned experimental operatioual lessons
learned to the Center for Army Le ons
Learned at Fort Leavenworth, KS.

Exploring The Way We Fight
From the outset, the MOUT ACTD ~
not only looked at technology to addre s
the urban warfare challenges, but al 0 th
TIP that will maximize the tactical
employment of the candidate technologies. In upport of experimentation, the
MOUT ACTD developed eight TIP
handbooks that are being u ed by the 10th
Mountain Divi ion in its MOOT Leaders
Combat Certification Cour e and are
incorporated into Marine Corps Training
•
Standards. The e handbooks have also
attracted the attention of other U.S. Army
Force Command units. Seven of the
handbooks cover urban tactics from individual level 10 infantry battalion level and
the eighth is the training upport package
•
for MOOT ACTD technologie .

CD Preparation
The MOUT ACTD will conduct the ..
CD, its final fonnal event, during the
MOUT portions of the JCF AWE that will

CASUALTY SUMMARY

JE2
Base Case
Experimental Case
(with MOUT ACTO technologies)

% Casualties
EXFOR
28%
17%

% Casualties
Opposing Force
55%
100%

combined efforts of technicians, vendor ,
researcher, and soldiers. It is a great
training opportunity to help shape, for the
future, the way our soldiers will fight in
an urban environmenl," he added.

A Marine fires the Simon Breaching Launcher System during the MOUr
CrD at Camp Lejeune.
be held at the Joint Readine s Tra.ining
, Center at Fort Polk, LA. The purpose of
the CD is to confirm the collective military use of the MOUT ACTO system of
system at the battalion level and to finalize the composition of the residual package (discus ed below). The MOUT
ACTD i preparing for the event at a full.. bore pace. Botb the Army battalion and
the Marine Corps company have completed NET and will continue to execute
collective training events u ing the
MOUT ACTD equipment through the
spring and summer of 2000.

..

Interim Operational Capability
The technologies that demonstrate
• significant operational effectiveness during the CD, a determined by leaders of
EXFOR units, will constitute the residual
~ package. The re idual package will be
provided to the Army and Marine
EXFOR for a 2-year extended user evalu10 alion (EVE). This EVE is designed to
provide the EXFOR an interim operational capability and additional data col.. lection opportunities to further upport
technology transition and refinement of
TIPs. Detailed planning for transition to
the re idual phase and EUE has been
underway for l year.

Making A Difference
"In every way, the MOUT ACTO i
a good news story. The primary focus of
the MOUT ACTD is to enhance our
warfighting capability in an urban environment at the tactical level," said BG
Gary Speer, Assistant Division
Commander-Operations, 10th Mountain
Oivi ion. He added, "The evolving TIPs,
equipment, ,md training manuals have
already provided marked increase in unit
capabilities. Already, Ihe 10th Mountain
Division has incorporated tessons leamed
from the MOUT ACTD into a comprehensive train-the-trainer MOUT course
and platoon-focused training package that
include clo e-quarters marksmanship
and TIPs for close-q uarters com bat;
spreading urban warfighting skills to oJdiers, squads, and platoons throughout the
whole divi ion."
Soldiers and junior leaders from the
10th Mountain Division have been
involved in every step of the process from
concept development and testing to
a' es ment. "It has been a positive and
professionally rewarding experience not
only for Ihe soldiers involved but for the
entire division," said Speer. "The success
of the MOUT ACTO to date is a direct
result of the tremendous teamwork and

CAROL FITZGERALD is the
Technology Program Managerfor the
MOUT ACTD. She holds a B.S. in
functional design and textiles from
Cornell University, an M.S. in science
and technology commercialization
from the University of Texas in Austin,
and has completed the Advanced
Program Management Course at the
Defense Systems Management
College. She was named the Office of
the Secretary of Defense 1999 ACTD
Technical Manager of the Year and
was awarded the Order of Saint
Mauricefrom the National
Infantryman's Associationfor her outstanding contributions to the infantry.
MAl RICHARD E. STOCKTON is
the Chief of the MOUT ACTD at
DBBL, U.S. Army Infantry Center,
Fort Benning. He holds a B.S. and an
M.B.A.from Troy State University and
is a graduate of the Command and
General Staff College.
SHElLA RYAN, an employee of
Battelle Memorial Institute, provides
comraci SUpport to fhe MOUT ACTD.
She hoLds a B.S. from the Universiry
of Massachusetts and is a major in
the Massachusetts Army Nationa.l
Guard.
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THE PM/ACQUISITION
COMMAND
SELECTION PROCESS
Introduction
Does it seem to you like the command selection process is all done with
.. moke and mirror ?" If so, read on to
find out how the Army selects the "bestqualified individuals" and places t~em in
centraUy managed command posltlons.
Simply stated, the Army uses the
Command Selection proce s to select
indi.viduals to erve in "command positions." These posi tions represent all
LTC/GS-14 (or equivalent) and
COL/GS-IS (or equivalent) product/project manager (PM) and acquisition commander position .
The purpo e of this article is to
describe to the AmlY's Acquisition
Workforce the Acquisition Command
Selection board process and the decision
tools used to identify the best-qualified
individuals, illustrate how the bestqualified methodology is applied ~o the
selection board proce , and provIde
information on how best to prepare your
file for the board.

Selection Board Process
The selection of best-qualified individuals to fill command po itions i based
on statutory requirements stipulated in the
Defen e Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWlA). Because of the scope
of responsibilities and importance of
these positions, the Army Chief of Staff
Command Selection List (CSL) board
process is used to select the best-qua(jfi~d
individuals. The Secretary of the Army JS
the convening authority for acquisition
command election boards.
The process begins with the General
Officer Steering Comminee (GOSC). The
GOSC, whose members represent a broad
range of diverse acquisition commands,
determines which command positions are
to be filled by individuals elected by the
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Gail L. DiNicolantonio and
MAJ Brian C. Winters

CSL process. Potential command po ~
tions are submitted by acquisition major
Army Commands (MACOMs) and are
projected for up to 3 years in the future.
The committee also designate "mililaryunique" po ition and those positions that
are "best qualified" (i.e., open to either
military or civilian applicant ). Positions
will be ftlled by the best-qualified individual unJess the MACOM can justify
that the dutie of the po ition require the
unique skills of a military officer. The
Army Acquisition Executive approve
GOSC recommendations. Once this
occurs, an acquisition CLS is established.
The next step in the proce is establishing the list of individuals who will
compete for the available command po ition . The initial pha e of this process differs slightly for military and civilian
applicants. Military officers eligible to
compete are automatically considered
unless they formally decline. Eligible
civilians interested in competing for these
positions mu t ubmit an application in
accordance with announcement instructions posted on the U.S. Total Army
Personnel Command's (PERSCOM's)
Web site. Once civilian applications are
received and military officer chao log to
compete are identified, a common process
for both military officers and civilians is
implemented.

Board Files
A board file is compiled for every
individual competing for command posi-

..

tion . Acqui ition Career Managers
(ACMs) in PERSCOM' Acqui ition
Management Branch (AMB) per onally
review every file to en ure that it is complete, accurate, and best renee! the individual's career. lbi i an important,
time-con uming task. ACM spend many
..
hour preparing file for a board and, if
discrepancies are found, the applicant is
asked to correct them.
Civilian board files are compri ed of
the Acquisition Career Record Brief
(ACRB), a Civilian Qualification Record
(DA Form 2302-R), and microfiche thar
contain the applicant's last six perform-.
ance appraisals and Senior Rater Porenllal
Evaluations (SRPEs). Other item ubmitted with the application, uch a the
mobility statement. tenure agreement, and
SF-50, are retained in the file but not ent
to the board. Military board mes are compri ed of an official photograph, the
Officer Record Brief (ORB), and mIcrofiche that contain the officer's evaluation
reports and military awards.
During the civilian file scrub, the
fir t item checked is the ACRB, a onepage document containing critical inf~r
mation that, if completed correctly, pamts
a complete picture of an individual'
career. The ACRB is very similar to a
military officer' ORB. A common problem in the past has been inconsistent
inform.ation (specifically, education and • --assignment hi tory) on the ACRB and the
DA Form 2302-R. Thi causes confUSIon
to board members and que tion the
validity or credibility of the board file.
Prior to producing microfiche for
civilian applicants, ACMs verify that the ~
latest performance report is dated within
the last IS month . The six appraisals are
reviewed to ensure that there are no gap
in performan.ce periods. If there are, the
applicant will be asked to provide
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rationale for the missing report or to
.. account for the period not rated. ACM
also verify that the sen ior rater who
igned the SRPE is the same one who
igned the last perfoffilance apprai al. If
there is a difference, the enior rater wiU
be contacted for verification. ACMs
... review microfiche once they are produced
to ensure they contain the correct reports
on each individual and that the documents are legible and in chronological
sequence.
During the military me review, the
first item checked i the official photo.
Does it belong to the officer, is it a good
quality photo, and is it current? ext, the
ORB is checked 10 ensure that education
levels are correct, there is a recent physical examination annotated, and the current duty title is accurate and understandable by board members. Finally, the individual's microfiche are reviewed. Are all
documents on the fiche in chronological
, order and legible? Are any documents
mi sing or duplicated? Do all documents
belong to the officer and doe the information On the fiche match the infoffilation on the ORB?

..

Board Members
•

•

•
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The selection board is campri ed of
Army Acquisition Corps members who
have demon trated out tanding performance in challenging assignments and who
repre ent various functional area pecialties and major command . By tatute, the
board must have five or more member
and all mu t be a higher grade or rank
than those being considered. Additionally,
member mu t not have served on the
previou Acquisition Command Selection
board. Policy require members to pose s a variety of acquisition skills and to
be currently erving, or previously
'served, as CSL commanders. Policy also
require ethnic and female representation
and that military members be graduate of
the Command and General Staff College
(LTC/GS-14 level board) and/or Senior
Staff College (COL/GS-IS level boards).
Potential board member are nominated
by AMB, but are selected by the Am1y
Secretariat, the organization that conducts
central selection boards on behalf of the
Secretary of the Am1y.

Guidance And Regulations
The Secretary of the Army provides
gu idance to the board by means of a
Memorandum of Instruction (MOl). The
Mal is the only written guidance provided to board members and includes
directions regarding equal opportunity,
the minimum and maximum number of
individual to be selected, and any pecial
requirements needed for the po ition
being fiLled. The actual MOl i publi hed
with the board results.
Communication with the board i
limited to written correspondence from
the individual under con ideration and is
governed by Army Regulation (AR) 6008-29, paragraph 1-33.C.3. The AR state
that no one may appear before the board
in person and that no one may criticize or
reflect on the character, conduct, or
Illotives of any applicant under consideration. Letters by third parties may not be
forwarded to the board unless endorsed
by the applicant. Additionally, sending a
letter to a selection board is an individual
decision and should be made only after
careful consideration and advice from an
applicant's ACM.

Conduct Of The Board
Board members use the Mal, the
per on' board file, and their own experience and judgement to paint a word picture of the applicant. The word picture is
then converted to a numerical score or
vote. The vote of each board member is
recorded on a "blind-vote" card. Thi
blind-vote card protects the privacy of
each vote by en uring that board members cannot see the votes of others. Based
on the votes of all member, Relative
Standing Lists (RSLs) are produced.
There is one RSL for principals selected
and one for alternates.
When the board adjourns, AMB
receives the RSL and prepares the slate.
ACMs in AMB identify the requirements
for each po ition to be filled, analyze the
qualifications of elected individual, and
put "the right person in the right position"
to best meet the needs of the Army, while
addressing the needs of the individual.
Once the slate is completed, it is briefed
through the chain of command at

PERSCOM. It i al 0 briefed to the
Military Deputy to the Assi tant Secretary
of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics
and Technology; the Army Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel; the Army Vice
Chief of Staff; and to the Army Chief of
Staff. When the slate is approved by the
Army Chief of Staff, it is released to the
MACOMs for review. The MACOMs
have approxinlately 2 weeks to review the
slate and, if desired, submit proposed
changes (within their command only).
After this proce s is complete, the slate i
released to the field.
After AMB receive board result ,
the ACMs compare the files of those
selected against those not selected to
identify po sible discrinlinators and perform a trend analysis. Board members do
not out-brief ACMs on the board result.
There is no sharing of personal knowledge, nor is there "social re-engineering"
of the board results to meet quotas. The
board proce s i a tried-and-proven one
that has shown to be inherently fair to all
applicant.

Conclusion
1£ you are con idering applying to the
Acquisition Command Selection board,
we highly recommend contacting your
ACM to review your file well in advance
of the application deadline. Thi allow
sufficient time to incorporate any needed
changes to en ure that your board file is
complete. The ACM review will help you
prepare a competitive package that accurately reflects your accomplishments and
your career.

GAIL L. DfNICOLANTONJO is
an ACM in PERSCOM's AMB. She
has an undergraduate degree in business administration from George
Mason University and an executive
M.S. in science and technology commercializationfrom the University of
Texas at Austin.
MAl BRIAN C. WINTERS is an
ACM in PERSCOM's AMB. He has
an M.S. in transportation engineering
from the University ofWashington.
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THE WARHEADS
AND ENERGETICS
TECHNOLOGY
CENTER
Steven M. Nicolich

Introduction
The U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command's Armament
Research, Development and Engineering
Center (TACOM-ARDEC) at Picatinny
Arsenal, NJ, is the Army's focal point for
ammunition and ammunition-related technologies. Today, this responsibility is
more difficult than ever because of
reduced spending, con otidalion, and
downsizing of government and industry.
For example, the ammunition procurement appropriation is down 78 percent
from the 1986 peak, and the number of
ARDEC engineers and scientists has
declined 21 percent with another 37 percent reduction planned for 2003. Sixty
percent of current engineers and scientists
could retire by 2004. The labor shortfall
caused by the booming U.S. economy, as
well as competition with the commercial
technology sector, makes retention of key
engineers a serious problem. Additionally, industry-independent research
and development (R&D) funds, largely
generated by production dollars, are
greatly dimini hed.

The Plan
To deal with thi adverse bu ines
environment, many government organizations have tried to develop long-term
partnerShips with industry. Traditionally,
these relationships have taken the form of
Federally Funded R&D Centers,
University-Affiliated Research Centers,
Centers of Excellence, or Cooperative
R&D Agreements. However, these part-
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nership arrangements are inadequate to
meet the challenges of technology management in the current bu ine environment of the munitions industry.
Because of it unique mi sion,
TACOM-ARDEC i developing a new
type of partnership with academia and
industry to overcome the adverse business
environment. SpecificaLLy, TACOMARDEC and the Army Research
Laboratory (ARL) are partnering through
use of a concept called an lndustry,
Academia, Affiliated, Research Center,
now commonly Imown as the Warheads
and Energetics Technology Center
(WETC). An industry/academia con ortium is an integral part of WETC. By
using WETC capabilities, TACOMARDEC can focus all available resources
on the technical challenges that the Army
faces in warhead and energetics science
and engineering. Other center and consortia are planned in various key munition
technologies.
The purpose of WETC is to provide a
means 10 develop, maintain, and archive
corporate knowledge and to facilitate
technical expertise for the future. The
center's major goal is to improve U.S.
indu try, government, and university abilities to ustain military supremacy in warhead and energetics research, development, engineering, and production.
TACOM-ARDEC and ARL must
determine how to leverage available
resource to their maximum potential in
this environment of limited personnel and
resources. To do this, several key ques-

tions must be an wered. For example, in
..
the area of warheads and energetics,
where the expertise i gained through
many years of on-the-job experience, how
does the Army maintain experiential continuity? How will corporate knowledge be
maintained? How will energetics and
It
warheads be developed in the future, and
how will the government define its role in
the future of This technology? How will
funding be maintained in the technology
ba e? FinalLy, what is the future of the
indu trial ba e in a shrinking procurement ...
environment?

Vision, Objectives, And Goals
WETC will integrate academia,
indu try, and the government into a single
enterprise that will execute separate
industry and govemrnent-fwlded projects
and co-funded initiative . It will jointly
develop goal and objectives and hare
resources and assets. Cooperating with
TACOM-ARDEC and ARL, the center
will oversee warhead and energetics
research, development, and engineering
activities that address the Army's longrange goals. These goals will be consistent with the Army's Warheads and
Energetics Strategic Master Plan.
Consortium mern ber w iH team with
other industrie , uni versities, and government members for their mutual benefit.
The government and consortium will
enter into a long-term nontraditional partnership. This new parmership will give
the con ortium's industry and academia
members opportunitie for greater participation in the long-range planning of government research pragranl . One of the
center's objectives is to develop a
focu ed, goal-oriented, technology-driven
program that is technically and programmatically sound.
WETC will develop and maintain a
master plan that defines performance
goals and maximizes the team's capabi.lities. With industry and academia
included in the planning process, complete "buy-in" to overall plans hould be
achieved that will assist in executing a
flexible multiyear integrated R&D plan.
This new arrangement will provide a single team focused on aggressively addressing hort- and long-term technical and
programmatic objectives. Further, the
arrangement will provide more efficient
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u e of capital and will encourage
employee exchange to facilitate cross
Iraining and multiple experti e
development.
The collaboration and collocation of
technologists, systems integrators, prot" ducers, and customers will provide customer participation from the earliest stage
of development. This will result in
slreamlined development and tran ition,
close adherence to customers' y tern
requirements, and high potential for hori.. zontaltechnology in ertion to other applications. In short, this collaboration will
effectively and efficiently develop and
tran fer critical technology to the
warfighter to maintain a decisive lethality
overmatch.

.

How It Will Work
The government's role will involve
directly participating in these collabora-

,

~

.. live efforts, providing funding, and
haring expertise and facilities. Nongovernment collaborators will share costs
in warhead and energetics technology
development and contribute their own
re ouree , including per onnel, materials,
facilitie , equipment, and instrumentation.
The e actions will be accomplished
through other transaction (OT) agreements with the consortium, wherein
members participate through articles of
collaboration that define their purpose,
goal, and responsibilitie . These responsibilities include how the members will
safeguard and hare intellectual property.
Use of OT agreements and preagreed-upon articles of collaboration,
especially regarding intellectual property,
will greatly streamline the acquisition
praces . The basic structure of the
ational Rotocraft Technology Center
and American Automobile As ociation
are two examples of how WETC could
- ultimately be organized, with some specific variations attributable to the nature
of the ammunition business. The government must still establish priorities and
track progre s to ensure deliverable dates
are met.
The consortium will consist of industry Oarge and mall businesses), universities, and nonprofit organizations working
with TACOM-ARDEC and ARL personnel and their laboratories and facilities
when nece sary. Government funding

e timates range from $3 to $4 million
annual ly. The term of the agreement is
expected to be at least 5 years.
As the WETC and the consortium
develop, the other Services (Navy and Air
Force) might join in the TACOMARDEC/ARL partnership. If this happens, it is anticipated that the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and other key
organizations would serve on the various
committees in the center.
Comment from industry and academia during two lndu try Days hosted by
both ARDEC and ARL resulted in the following concerns being expressed.
• Tasks involving management of the
consortium and any required dues should
be kept to a minimum to encourage the
highest amount of participation.
• Profitabi1ity must be a motivating
factor for industry to remain in the consortium, especially if it is to provide costshared funds and show a reasonable
return on investment with military technology that usually has minimal commercial application. To accomplish this, a
much clearer link to Iran ition and production mu t be established for all the
technologies.
• The Army's role as a user advocate
and an honest broker of industry must be
maintained; i.e., it must support the
Army's "smart buyer" capability.
• The competitive process should not
be undermined.
The procurement process will be
greatly simplified by using OT agreements 10 establish contracts with consortium members. Currently, about 45 members of academia and industry have
expressed interest in joining the
consortium.

Benefits
Although the WETC structure continues to evolve, we expect that this center will result in a unique world-class
partnership among the government, academia, and industry for warhead and
energetic re earch and development.
Other key benefIts and payoffs
include the following:
• An Army strategic plan for energetics and warheads that clearly defmes the
objective, goals, and payoffs in terms
that Congress and DOD can understand;

• A fully coordinated requirement
defmition and research, development,
test, and evaluation activities;
• Trme-phased and measurable programs;
• Reduced duplication of effort;
• A proactive role for industry and
academia in R&D planning;
• Increased industry investment;
• Shorter procurement timelines;
• Focused resources;
• Full partnering;
• Development and retention of critical skills;
• Acceleration of technology transition to weapon systems; and
• Continued U.S. battlefield superiority.

Conclusion
The viability of providing worldleading energetics and warhead technology to future munitions developers will
be sustained by constantly focu ing and
fully leveraging all resources. This will
provide teday's warfighters with worldclass munitions and enable future
warfighters to maintain a decisive lethality overmatch. Further information can be
found at the Warhead and Energetics
Technology Center Web site at
http://w3.pica.army.millwetc or by contacting Ray Pawlicki at (973) 724-3386,
Dr. David Downs at (973) 724-3016, or
Albert Horst at (410) 306-060 I.

STEVEN M. NICOLlCH works in
the TACOM-ARDEC Warheads,
Energetics and Combat-Support
Armamellts Center. He has a B.S. in
chemical engineering from the New
Jersey Institute of Technology, an
M.S. in environmental engineering
from Stevens Institute of Technology,
and a master's in business administration from Florida Institute of
Technology.
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ACQUISITION
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
FOR THE 21 ST CENTURY
AT THE COMMAND AND
GENERAL STAFF COLLEGE
LTC Scott Y Higgins

Editor's Note: In an article in the
July-August 1998 issue ofArmy RD&A
magazine (Page 38), LTC Steve Boshears
described the initiation of acquisition
ed/Ication and training at the U.S. Army
Command and General Staff College
(CaSC). This article updates developments addressed at that time.

Introduction
In the past, selection for the resident
Command and Oeneral Staff Officer
Course (COSOC) was a mixed blessing
for acquisition officers. While re ident
selection repre ented a ignificant midcareer achievement, acquisition officers
knew that the year at Fort Leavenworth,
KS, delayed them for a year from fulfilling acquisition career requirements mandated by Congre s in 1990 through the
Defen e Acquisition Workforce
Improvement Act (DAWlA). DAWIA
required that officers achieve "certification" to qualify to work in acquisition

positions. To accomplish this, officers
completed appropriate college-level business and/or quantitative course requirements, attended specialized courses
offered through the Defen e Acquisition
University (DAU), and gained multiple
years of acquisition experience in pecifically approved acquisition po itions.
However, the resident COSOC curriculum did not include certificationcompliant bu ine and/or quantitative
courses or DAU-equivalent acqui ition
course . In 1996, Director for Acqui ition
Career Management (DACM) LTG
Ronald V. Hite recognized this problem
and initiated a plan to bring acquisition
training to officers anending the resident
COSOc.

Area Of Concentration
Before 1996, the resident COSOC
curriculum required officers to elect an
area of concentration (AOe) ba ed on
their branch. functional area, and career

Table 1.
Acquisition AOC Courses, AY 99/00

goals. This process resemble a university tudent declaring a "major." Each
AOC had specifIC elective course requirement . Officers could elect from one of
the following discipline: combined arms
studie , combat ervice upport tudies,
joint and multinational studies, or general "'
studies. Typically, acquisition officers
were compelled to select an AOC that
wa aligned with their basic branch rather
than tbeir acquisition specialty.

.

TheAETP
In July 1996, the DACM and the
COSC Deputy Commandant jointly
igned a Memorandum of Agreement
•
(MOA) that provided guidelines for
e tabU bing an Acqui ition AOC, an inhouse acquisition graduate degree program, and a tate-of-the-art acquisition
clas room. In addition, the MOA provided guidelines to acquire the personnel ~
nece ary to instruct and supervise. As
such, the MOA resulLed in establisbment
of the Acqui ition Education and Training
Program (AETP).

The Acquisition AOC
Fundamentals of Contracting (CON 101)
Fundamentals of Contract Pricing (CO 104)
Intermediate Contract Pricing (CO 204)
Government Contract Law (CO 210)
Intermediate Systems Acqui ition (ACQ 201)
Intermediate Information System Acqui ition (IRM 20 I)
Advanced Acquisition Seminar
Introduction to Simulation-Based Acquisition

-
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Under the Acquisition AOC, officers
select from a full complement of DAUequivalent and acquisition-related courses.
DAU-equivalent courses enable most
acquisition officers 10 complete the education requirements necessary to achieve
DAWlA Level II certification. In addition
to DAU-equivalenr courses, two non-DAU
course are offered to all Acquisition Corps
officers.
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Table 2.
AGOP Curricula, AY 00/01

M.A., Procurement and Acquisition Management

M.A., Computer Resources and InformatioD
MaDagemeDt

Fall Term I
PROC 5270 - Acquisition ManagemeDl

FaU Term I

Fall Term II

COMP 5920 -Information Systems Applications

PROC 5220 - System Procurement and Project

Fall Term II

Management

COMP 5940 - Project Management of Information

Spring Term I

Systems

PROC 5810 - Acquisition Law

Spring Term I

PROC 5820 - Operations Management

COMP 5960 - Systems Analysis, Design, and
Implementation

PROC 5830 - Pricing
Spring Term JJ

COMP 5970 - Database Management

PROC 5840 - Negotiations

COMP 5980 - Network and Telecommunications
Management

PROC 5850 - Logistics
PROC 6000 - Integrated Studies in Procurement and

Acquisition Management

Spring Term

n

COMP 5200 - Computer Security
COMP 5220 - Internet Management Applications
COMP 6000 - tntegrated Studies in Computer Resourus

The Advanced Acqui ilion Seminar
and the Introduction to Simulation-Based
Acquisition Course are unique to the
casoc curriculum. The fo.rrner ha a
guest lecturer format, bringing together
senior DOD military and civilian acquisition leaders and representatives from the
Defense industry to Fort Leavenworth to
share ideas with CGSOC student. The
Introduction to Simulation-Based
Acqui ition Course allows tudents to
familiarize themselves with current DOD
and Army policy on use of modeling and
imulation for materiel acquisition, and
how to apply ilto a notional major
Defense acquisition program. Table I
includes a list of the Acqui ition AOC
cour es offered during academic year
(AY) 99/00 al case.

TheAGDP
In 1997, Webster University was
competitively selected to provide an
Acquisition Graduate Degree Program
(AGDP) for acquisition officer attending

the resident CGSOe. The terms of the
AGDP allow students to acquire either an
M.A. in procurement and acquisition
management or a master's in computer
resources and information management.
To en ure that tudents successfully complete both the AGDP Program and the
CGSOC, the MOA between the casc
Deputy Commandant and the DACM
allows most of the AGDP courses to
count concurrently toward CGSOC elective requirements.
Both students and the Acquisition
Corps benefit from the AGDP. Students
benefit because the Acquisition Corps
fully funds the program, and the curriculum is tailored to the government acquisition process. An additional move to
attend a fully funded graduate degree
program is not required. In addition, the
program run concurrently and at the
sanle location as the CGSOC, thus student can return TO acqui ition assignment immediately after CGSOC graduation. The Acqui ition Corps benefits
because the costs of providing this program concurrently with the CGSOC are

significantly less than tran ferring and
funding an officer for an IS-month master's
degree program at a separate institution. In
addition, the trained officer is available
immediately following CGSOC gmduation.
A Webster University degree requires
the completion of 36 semester hour.
Student may transfer 12 hours from the
resident CGSOc. Students may complete
the remaining 24 semester hours by successfully completing evening Webster
University courses at Fort Leavenworth
throughout the academic year. To date,
41 acquisition officers have taken advantage of the AGDP through Webster
University at casc. Table 2 show the
AGDP curricula offered during AY 00;01.
Webster University AGDP courses
offered during spring terms I and II are
considered CGSOC electives.

Classroom Facilities
In addition to upgrading educational
opportunities for acquisition officers, the
MOA between the DACM and the CGSC
Deputy Commandant established guidelines for a state-of-the-art multimedia
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distance learning clas room at
Under the terms of the MOA, the
would oversee the room renovation, to
include providing partitions for subdividing classroom pace, dropping the ceiling,
installing improved lighting and new carpet, painting, and performing electrical
upgrades. The DACM would oversee
room furnishings as well as the installation and maintenance of the multimedia
equipment, hardware, and software. The
room would include tudent work tation
equipped with Microsoft Windows NT
and Microsoft Office Suite, an lntranet
network server, a video teleconferencing
(VTC) system, and an instructor's tation.
The instructor's station would include a
VCR, an opaque and transparent document projector, and a remote-controlled
projection system linked to the instructor's
workstation. In fall 1999, aU renovations
were completed, all equipment was
installed, and classroom 17 in Bell Hall
became the new home of acquisition education and training at

casco

Distance Learning Capabilities
With the renovation complete and
equipment online, classroom 17 exempli[les the full range of available instructional environments. In addition to routinely using the room for traditionallectures using projected presentations,
instructors can conduct di tance learning
using student workstations and/or VTC
equipment. For example, AODP distance
learning courses in AY 00/0 I are being
conducted in classrooms in Kansas City,
MO; San Antonio, TX; and at Whiteman
Air Force Base near Kansas City, MO.

Web-Based Learning
Network accommodations within the
room also allow students to participate in
Web-based instruction, including tho e
provided by DAU. During the first two
terms of AY 99/00, more than 30 COSOC
acquisition officers completed Web-based
DAU courses such as Fundamental of
Systems Acquisition (ACQ 101) and
Ba ic Information Systems Acquisition
(IRM 101).
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Computer-Based Training
With the technology the Acqui ition
Corps has provided through classroom 17
and it workstations, students can now
participate in several computer-based
training (CBT) cour es that provide training in Micro oft Windows and Micro oft
Office Suite applications. As a ervice to
the COSC, the Acquisition Corps also
purchased "Smart Force" CBT software.
Smart Force provides online training in
20 separate modules for various logistic
support systems. The program went
online in January 2000. This CBT has
serviced 176 students accessing more
than 900 cour es per month.

Other CGSC Opportunities

casoc's

The
core curriculum provides officers with an in-depth study of
the tactical and operational levels of war.
In addition to the core curriculum, acquisition officers can participate in the
annual Prairie Warrior exercise. Here they
can serve in battlefield acquisition positions such as contingency contracting
officers at division, corps, and echelon
above corps level . Officer with ign ificant prior acquisition training can
research acqui ition-related topic .
Selected officer may take the
Partnership With Industry (PWl) Course
sponsored by the ease Department of
Logistics and Resource Operations. TIle
PWl Course links tudent teanlS with
local industries in the Kansas City metropolitan area to study and solve real-world
business problems. The Acqui itinn Corps
officer's curriculum at COSC can also
include writing research papers ranging
from 5 to 10 pages or preparing a thesis
leading to a master's in military art and
science.

casc

(SYS 20t); and Intermediate TesL and
Evaluation (TST 202). The Contingency
Contracting Course (CON 234) is scheduled to be added to the AY 01/02 course
listings.

The Future

case

provides a state-of-the-art curriculum and learning environment, and
the Army Acquisition Corps i poi ed Lo
incorporate any appropriate technological
or procedural advancement that might
enhance its officers' education. Distance
learning and Web-based and computerba ed training techniques continue to
evolve. The challenge will be to use
these resources while balancing the synergy that student experience through
interaction, group work:, sharing, and dialogue with classmates and instructors.
Whatever the future holds, acquisition
officers slated to attend the resident
are certain to have a wide range
of trdining and educational opportunities
that will prepare them Lo assume the most
challenging assignment the Acquisition
Corps has to offer.

casoc

LTC scorry. HIGGINS is the
Chief ofAcquisition. Education and
Training, Department of Logistics and
Resource Operations, CGSc. He
graduated from the University of
Utah and has an. M.S. in industrial
engineering from Kan as State
University. He is Level III certified in
contracting and has served since
1993 in a variety of acquisition positions.

Postgraduate DAU
ORsite Courses
Immediately after graduating from
COSOC, acquisition officers can. stay at
Fort Leavenworth and participate in several onsite DAU courses, including
Intermediate Contracting (CON 202);
Intermediate Sy terns Planning, Research,
Development and Engineering
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SBCCOM'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO
TRANSFORMING THE FORCE
Introduction
Anny Chief of Staff (CSA) GEN Eric K.
Shinseki stated that "the soldier remain the
centerpiece of our formation." To this end,
the U.S. Anny Soldier and Biological
.
Chemical Command (SBCCOM), through Its
research, development, and application of
soldier, soldier-suppoJ1, chemical-biological
defense and smoke/obscurant technologIes,
is comntitted to the soldier and to creating an
enhanced force that is deployable, survivable,
and sustainable. Moreover, SBCCOM is
comnliued to developing innovative technologies to meet Shinseki's vision of
improved strategic responsiveness and a
reduced logi tical footprint for deploymg and
sustaining U.S. forces.
Outlined below are the contributions of
SBCCOM's Research, Development and
• Engineering Center (RDEC) and progmm/
project/product managers (PMs) in uppon of
the CSA's vision.

BG J.A. Mangual

reduces costs for future developments, procurement, and operations and support.
The greatest improvement in NBC protection will be the Joint Service General
Purpo e Mask (JSGPM). Slated for introduction in 2005, the JSGPM replace the M40 as
the common mask for aJI ground forces
across the Services. Lighter and less expensive than its predecessor, the JSGPM provides protection not on Iy against chemical
and biological agents on the battlefield, but
against lethal industrial materials and tOXlns
as well. The JSGPM will have an Improved
field of view, be compatible with all night
vision and weapon sights, and allow for
much easier breathing.

PM, Soldier
PM, Soldier is responsible for developing, integrating. testing, acquiring, fieldi~lg,
and managing the total life cycle of soldIer
systems. For more infomlation on PM,. ,
Soldier refer to the ankle on PM, SoldIer
Land Warrior Program in the March-April
2000 issue of Army AL&T magazine (page
47).

PM, Soldier Support
PM, Soldier Suppon assists the soldier
in strategic, operational, and tactical environments. PM, Soldier Support provides and
develops systems that focus on strategic airdrop operation, and soldier "life suppon."
These systems include cargo and personnel
airdrop equipment, lmd systems such as field
laundries, showers, and latrines; non powered
heaters' both rigid (hardwall) and softwall
(tent-like) shelters: and field-feeding equipment.
Specific PM. Soldier Support initiatives
that upport the CSA's guidance 10 improve
trategic responsiveness encompass the
design, development, and fielding of airdrop
systems in support of strategic C- 17 and C-5
operations, mass airborne assaults, speCIal
operations, resupply, and hu~anlta~lan rehef
efforts. Support focuses on mcreaslllg strategic payloads, increasing operational llexibility, improving safety. and improving accuracy
and reliability of airdrop equipment. Examples
of strategic airdrop systems currently under

development include the Dual Row Airdrop
System, the Universal Static Line, and the
Advanced Tactical (Personnel) Parachute
System. To SUPPOJ1 the objective force, precision airdrop for the Future Combat Vehlcle
and low-altitude heavy precision airdrop will
botb be addressed.
PM, Soldier Support wiU also reduce the
logistical footprint of deployed force and
enhance deployability by fielding a variety of
soldier life- uppon systems. Tbe e sy terns
suppon soldiers in austere field env~onme~ts
and enhance combat readiness, qUalIty of life,
and morale. The following item wiU suppon
the initial or interim brigade: the family of
Cargo Bed Covers, Lightweight Maintenance
Enclosure, and the Modular General Purpose
Tent System.
Examples of field-feeding and fieldservice systems that support the CSA's vision
include the Containerized Kitchen, the
Battlefield Kitchen, the Modem Burner Unit,
the Advlmced Food Sanitation Center, and tbe
..
Laundry Advanced System.
Soldier support systems are Wlse lI1vestments. Wholesale aspects of the Army are
improved for relatively low funding amounts.

PM, Smoke/Obscurants
PM, Smoke/Obscurants manages and
directs development, production, and initial
fielding of new and major modification and
product in,provements to smoke and obscurant systems and products. Programsc.over
all technical disciplines in the acqUl lUon hfe
cycle nece sary to provide Army forces with
a state-of-the-art battlefield ob curant capability. These program provide products and
systems that focus on large-area and mpldob curation smoke. Large-area smoke provides visual, infrared, and millimeter-wave
obscuration capabijjty to our forces. Rapid
obscuration also provides visual, infrared,
and millimeter-wave ob curation capabilities,
but is designed primarily for self-protection
for maneuver vehicles.
PM, Smoke/Obsctlrant provides systems that defeat threat ensors across the
electromagnetic spectrum, Obscurants provide a low-co t, lightweight alternative to
expensive and logi tkally burden orne heavy
armor and munition and electrDllJcs-ba ed
countermeasures. in addition to threat systems operating in the vi u,11 band, obscurants
block thermal larget sights, laser desIgnators,
laser range fmders, radar syslems, and
millirnet~r-wave guidance systems for a fullspectrum defeat capabi! ity.
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PM, Force Provider
Force Provider, the Army' premier base
camp, contributes to Shinseki's vision by
increasing operational readine and enhancing the quality of life in suppon of military
forces deployed allover the world. Force
Provider modules, which can support 550plus soldiers each, offer climate-controlled
billeting; quality food and dining facilitie. ;
hygiene service ; and morale, welfare, and
recreation facilities. The ongoing insertion of
new technology will continue to increase the
efficiency of the base camp while decreasing
operation and maintenance costs.

SBCCOM RDEC
The SBCCOM RDEC focuse on lechnology developments thal will transition
through the engineering and manufacturing
development process before they are embedded in a fielded item. SBCCOM's ROEC
achievements will primarily find their way to
the objective ystems of the new vi ion
(2012) and, to a Ie er extent, the interim and
initial systems.
SBCCOM's ROEC is the result of the
merger of the Edgewood and Natick
Research, Development and Engineering
Centers. The combined RDEC is benefIting
from increased efficiencie , business opportunities, and joint ventures. Within the new
single RDEC, however, the identities of the
soldier and the chemical/biological mission
areas remain largely intact. The two centers
have been renamed the Edgewood Chemical
Biological Center (ECBC) and the atick
Soldier Cemer (NSC). The DOD Combat
Feeding Progranl is part of the atick Soldier
Center.

NSC
NSC is perfectly poised to enhance the
new Army vision by conducting technology
and engineering research and development
thaI maximizes the oldier' urvivability,
sustainahility, mobilily, combat effectivene
and quality of life.
Challenges to today's warrior systems
are ovcrall weight. power. energy, fightability,
and affordability. The Army vi ion's goals
will be significantly enhanced by integrating
the efforts of multiple agencies in applying
technology aimed al meeting the thresholds
established for future warfighters. For
instance, today's power threshold for a
12-hour mission is 1.6 pounds. In 20J 0,
power for a 72-hour mi sion will meet a
threshold of 0.5 pounds. TIlese challenges
can be achieved only through the coordinated
effon of multiple agencie with a single
clear goal of an enhanced, integrated soldier
y tern.
An airdrop development progtanl
involving pneWllatic muscle technology will
result in vehicles that can roll on or off an aircraft with less rigging. Significant deploy-

menl enhancements will be achieved along
with training of the sustainment personnel
required 10 uppon the deployment. This
capahility will be available in the FY08 timeframe and be ready for use with the objective
vehicles for the Army vision.
DOD Combor Feedillg Program. The
intent of the Department of Defense Combat
Feeding Progranl (part of NSC) is to provide
combat feeding systems (combat rations and
field food service equipment and y terns)
that are lighter. require Ie fuel and water,
and enable rapid power projection.
Innovations in equipment and energy
technologies, particularly thermal fluid heat
transfer and cogeneration, will revolutionize
combat fieLd-feeding equipment. These innovation will reduce the logistical footprint and
repleni hment demands tI1rough a near
30-percent weight and cube reduction and a
50-percent fuel and water reduclion.
Self-healed meals for remote site feeding
wi II incorporate advances in chemical heating
to provide compact, self-contained, selfheating meal modules that automatically heat
meals for remote ite feeding. This wiJJ
reduce meal preparation costs, logistical footprint, weight, and labor for remote site feeding.
Combat ration-enhanced warfighter
logistics effOll are expected to create a system thal tailors the components to the combat
situation and improves mobility. Revolutionary comhal ration processing and packaging technologies and modeling and simulation
will be used to develop a sensor-based ration
selection and logistics tracking sy tern and an
integrated ration upply and distribution ystern. This ration sy tem wilrensure that warriors receive the right nutrients at the right
time to optinlize performance and en ure sustainability at every point along the spectrum of
operations. Biosensors will be developed to
provide real-time rapid detection of food quality and afety.

ECBC
ECBC supports the Army vision through
a series of lechnology tmnsitions, beginning
alnlost immediately and continuing throughout the life of the objective force.
[n sup~rt of the interim brigade, the
portable Sorbent Decomamination System
will be used for immediate decontamination.
Immediate decontamination removes gros
comanlinant , prevents the spread of chemical contamination, and preserves the integrity
of mission-oriented protective posrure gear.
A new generation of chemical and biological agent decontaminant , based on
enzymes, natural products, and enzymecompatible chemical catalysts, will be developed for use wherever water can be tolerated
(vehicles, equipment, large facilitie , and possibly personnel and ca ualties). The material

would be packaged as a powder, representing
a 25- to 50-fold reduction in the current quantity of decontanlinant required. The decontaminant would be prepared in the field by
dissolving it in water or any available waterbased material. It wiII be relatively nontoxic,
noncorro ive, nonflammable, and environmentally afe. This will be available for the
objective force and may be available for the
interim force.
Regenerative filtration offers several
opportunities to provide ftltered air inside
future combat vehicles. Regenerative filtration involves several chemical agent removal
proce es that differ from the current singlepass filtration approach. The ftlters renew
themselves, thereby eliminating or greatly
reducing tile logistics train associated with
/ilter repla ement.
The ECBC also conducts the Army technology base program in moke and obscurants. In an environment of lighter, "Ie
annor" protection vehicles such as those of
the Future Combat System, smoke technologies that provide visible, infrared, and
millimeter-acqui ition and hit-avoidance protection from enemy weapon systems wi II
improve survivability.
Through biotechnology, materials will be
created for incorporation inlo low-observable
coating or for obscurant systems. These
materials will be nontoxic, biodegradable,
and ab orb electromagnetic radiation from
the ultraviolet to the near-infrared region of
the spectrum.

Conclusion
A Shinseki pointed out. "Soldiers
enable America to fulfill its world leadership
re pon ibilities of safeguarding our national
interests, preventing global calamity, and
making the world a safer place." By taking
care of our soldiers with the late t advance
in food, clothing, and helter technology,
SBCCOM enables our soldiers to best serve
their Nation and the world. SBCCOM is also
contributing to improved national security by
addre ing nuclear, biological and chemical
threats.

BG I.A. "YOGI" MANGUAL
seilies as the Deputy for Acquisition
and Readiness for SBCCOM. He also serves as Commander ofthe Soldier
Systems Centel: He has a B.A. in economics from Norwich University and
an M.S. in contracts and acquisition
management from the Florida Institute
of Technology.

Introduction

THE ACQUISITION
CAREER EXPERIENCE
PROGRAM

<

It's coming. we all know it.
we 've all talked about it at lengtha train wreck is about to happen
because more than 50 percent of
DOD's Acquisition Workforce
becomes eligible for retirement in
the next 5 to 10 years. The Army
acquisition community is not just
talking, it' doing omething about
the problem this year-tesling a
U.S. Army Materiel Conunand
(AMC)/Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) pre-intern program-the
Acquisition Career Experience (ACE)
Program.
ACE i a 2-year program in which college tudents enrolled in integrated science
and technology and business degree programs
work in Army acquisition organizations for
the last two ummers of their undergraduate
tudies. The tudents learn aboUt the issues
and challenges faced by the Army' acqui i·
tion community and offer their ideas in a
working environment. The intenl of this program is to build the relationships necessary to
encourage successful ACE students 10 opt for
a government service career by becoming
interns in one of the acquisition career fields
after graduation from college.

Background

.

The idea for the ACE Program began m
1998 with an initiative called the Conrracting
XXI Blueprint. Thi effort was led by 'enior
members of the AMC contracting community,
who examined i ues thm would affect Ole
future of contracting and the entire acquisition community. Blueprint developers
throughoul the command identified a number
of bu ine areas needing improvement for
the future success of Army contracting. One
of the most critical areas identified was workforce revitalization.
Representatives from HQ AMC in
Alexandria, VA, and the U.S. AmlY
Communical ions-Elecrronics ComlmUld
(CECOM) Acquisition Center Anny
Acquisilion Workforce Development Group
in FOrl Monmouth, NJ. developed a program
outline that incorporated the Blueprint developers' consensus thai the future acquisition
professional will need to assume a broader
• integrating role. Because of thi , the program
outline reflect an irmovative educational
approach combining bu iness and the sci- .
ence into one degree program. A chance dIScovery identified a university that had
recently worked with indu try to develop a
new, multifunctional degree program thai
very nicely paralleled fulUre educational
.
needs outlined in the ACE Program. That UDlversity is James Madison University (JMU)
in Harrisonburg, VA.
The largest hurdle facing the program
was finding a sponsor with seed money to
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Sallie Flavin and Emily Clarke
test the concept. Finally, in late 1999, thi
problem was solved when Emily Clarke,
AMC Procurement Analyst; Melinda M.
Darby. AMC Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel; and Sallie Flavin. AMC Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Re earch....
Development tOld Acqui ition-Acqui lUon,
Contracting and Program Management presented Ole idea to then Army Deputy Director
for Acquisition Career Management
(DDACM) Keith Charles.
The Acquisition erreer Management
Office (ACMO) agreed to upport a pilot.
ACE program, but with a broader apphcatlOn
10 all acquisition areas. Since thaI time, the
ACMO has played a significanl role in locating and developing larget positions for the
sllldents a well as handling odler inlponant
implementation delail . In February 2000, a
formal partnership was established between
AMC and lbe ACMO to conduct a pilol ACE
Program. Participants included Ihe DDACM:
lhe AMC Deputy Chief of Slaff for Personnel
and the AMC Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff
for Re earch. Development. and AcquisilionAcquisition. Contracting and Program
Management. both at HQ AMC: and the
CECOM Acquisition Center.

Key Program Elements
ACE is n 2-year ummer program Lhal
provides sludenls an opportunity to work in
Army acquisition organizalions. During lhls
period. they will rotale belween acquisiLion
organizations at least once to rccelve dIe
broadest possible perspective.
SllIdents will be assigned a government
mentor and a university facully advi or. The
government. mentor will en ute the tudem is
provided meaningful assignments and WIll
imroduce the student to the AAC.
Many aspects of the new degree progmm al JMU are especially appealing in Ihe
ACE context. The program is called the
Integrated Science and Technology (ISAD
Program. It is designed to provide a broadbased understanding of business. science, and
technology using lhe computer as a problemsolving tool. Sludents learn to olve problems
in n "real-world" context. using a collaborative approach. and they are taught to be sensilive to polilical, social. and elhical issues. As
~m added benefit, lhe JMU faculty welcomes

Ole pilot program as an opportunity
for students to get hands-on experience.

Students majoring in the JMU
ISAT Program must do a senior thesi
on a real-world problem to graduate.
Parlicipaling acquisilion organizations should provide students many
opponunilie to fmd a thesi ubject
that will challenge them and at the
same lime provide the Army with a
useful assessment or solution.
Those students who ucce fully
complete their educational program
and receive favorable ACE evaluation will
be offered an opportunity to ent.er direclly
into one of the acquisilion intern progmms or
another similar program like the AMC
Fellows Program.
During the pilot te t period, the ACE
Progranl will focus on the tudents in th.e
muitidi ciplined ISAT Program and busmess
disciplines at JMU. The first students will be
placed at host sites in the National Capital
Region and the Fort Monmouth, NJ, area.
The program will be expanded and refined as
program admini rrators gain experience; the
base of universities will be broadened as
other schools wilh innovative programs are
identified; and additional host sites al other
acquisition organizations will be used.

Conclusion
Army acquisition leaders identified multifunctional education, rraining. and expenence as desirable qualities for acquisition
leaders of the 21st century. The ACE Program
is a positive step toward solving this urgent
need. Hopefully. ACE participants will fmd
challenges and reward in thi program thai
will encourage them to stay with the Army in
an intern program-and beyond-to become
the Army's future acquisition leaders.
For further information 00 thi program.
visit the Web site at hltp:llwww.monmoulh.
army.mil/cecomlncltrain/aac.html.

SAUJE FLAVIN is Assistant Deputy
Chief ofStafffor Research, Developm~nt
and Acquisition-Acquisition, Conlractmg
and Program Management at HQ AMC.
Flavin is a member of the Army AcqUIsition Corps, a previous member of the
DOD Acquisition Corps. and a Level III
certified acquisilion professional. She
received her BA. in political sciencejrom
The George Wa hington University in
1972.
EMILY CLARKE is a Procurement
Analyst in the Contract Operations
Support Division at HQ AMC. Clarke is a
member of the Army Acquisition COlpS,
Level III certified in contracting, and is
completing a master's degree in business.
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THE ACQUISITIO
LIFE CYCLE
OF A SOLDIER
MAJ Matthew T Riordan

Introduction
The Lockheed Martin Orlando [FL]
Program Support Team (PST) oversees the
U.S. AJmy Multi-Purpose Individual
Munition/Short Range Assault Weapon
and the Target Acqui ition Designation
Sight/Pilot Night Vi ion Sensor Program .
The PST, along with its military Program
Integrator, recently participated in the
3-day U.S. AJmy Greening Program at
Fort Benning, GA, home of the Anny
Infantry and Airborne School. The Army
Greening Program supplements the
Defense Acquisition Workforce
Improvement Act (DAWIA) cerrification
proce s and provides hands-on, operational
experience to Acquisition Workforce
members. "Greening" refers to placement
of civilians in a military operational
environment.

Day 1
On the first day of the program, the
PST met soldiers who had been in the
Army for 2 days or less! The team
learned aboU! the indoctrination of new
recruit and how the Army provides them

medi.cal shots, clothing, and housing. In
addition, the PST was briefed on the
14-week initial trainiJlg program conducted by the Infantry Training Brigade.
Later that morning, the team observed
soldiers practicing hand-to-hand combat
and hand-grenade training.
[n tlle afternoon, the Noncol11mi sioned Officer in Charge of the U.S.
AJmy Pathfinder School took the PST to
the field to observe pathfinder training in
progress. Pathfinders are trained to
maneuver on the ground and to secure
and operate landing sites for multiple aircraft. Just as tlle PST arrived, tlle instructors i ued a "FRAGa" (fragmentation
order) to the pathfinder student team. The
Army developed the FRAGa as a quick
method to update the current situation and
assign a new mission.
The pathflllder student team was
required 10 plan, coordiJ13te, rehearse, and
configure a load that could be lifted by
helicopter (called a slingload) within 2
hours. As scheduled, two UH-60 BLACK
HAWK hel.icopters arrived and successfully picked up the pathfinder team's gear

on a slingload under the aircraft.
Additionally, me helicopters picked up
me soldiers. The PST departed the field
ite on a "deuce-and-a-half' (2.5-ton
truck) and a "hufODler" (High Mobility
Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV».

Day 2
The second day began with formation at 0450. After this early start, the
PST marched to the physical fitness field
with the airborne students while they
loudly sang cadence. Everyone paused at
the sound of reveille at 0600. The team
then joined the students in their phy ical
fitness training. This was all before 0730!
Next, the PST observed soldiers load
an Air Force aircraft for an actual parachute jump. While the aircraft's engine
idled, each team member was allowed to
board and watch the airborne students
prepare for their flfSt jump. To get the
feel of jump preparation, PST members
also donned parachute . The airborne
cadre explained to the PST the behindthe-scenes opefluion of buying, packing,

The Army Greening Program supplements
the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
certification process and provides
hands-on, operational experience
to Acquisition Workforce members.
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and repairing parachutes and providing
quality assurance. Finally, the PST met
members of the Silver Wings, an elite
free-fall parachute team, and received
explanation of how a parachute work
!lnd the details of advanced airborne
training.

Participants
receive
an explanation
of how
a soldier
is inspected
before
a jump.

Day 3
On the final day, the PST watched
airborne tudents fall with an open parachute from the 250-foot tower. This
activity provided students an opportunity
to experience the effects of wind on the
parachute with the guidance of an airborne instructor on the ground.
Next, the PST observed advanced
rifle marksmanship training perfornled by
per onnel from the Sniper School and
basic rifle marksmanship training performed by initial-entry soldiers. These
activitie illustrated the range of skill
and methods used 10 ensure that soldiers
are prepared for battle.
An additional highlight of the day
was a lunch consisting of Meals, Readyto-Eat (MRE ). This lunch helped to dispel rumors about the taste of MREs and,
at the same time, gave the team renewed
respect for the soldier.
To put the infantry oldier into perpective, the PST vi ited Fon Benning's
ationallnfanrry Museum. As a final
activity, the PST visited Andersonville, a
pri oner-of-war camp from the Civil War.
This was an enlightening and emotional
experience for each PST member.

The team spent many hour talking
about issues of concern to soldiers on the
ground, including weight of weapon systems, lack of training funds, housing, and
internationaJ relations. The program provided a great team-building exercise, and
the team will never look at a soldier or
C-130 aircraft in quite the same way
again! Hooah!

Conclusion
The Army Greening Program was an
innovative training opportunity (attendees
received Continuous Learning Point) and
a good way to connect to soldiers on the
ground. The following comments from
participants illustrate the success of the
3-day Army Greening Program:
• "The trip was so impressive and
outstanding.... From indoctrination to
specialized training, we watched civilians
being haped into OUI country's fighting
elite (ArRBOR E)I"
• "The tremendous benefit to me was
a newfound appreciation of the training
facilities needed and the quality of troop
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Watching soldiers "fa/l" from the
250-foot tower

MAl MATTHEW T. RIORDAN is
Program Integrator for the U.S. Army
Multi-Purpose Individual
Munition/Short Range Assault
Weapon, the U.S. Army Target
Acquisition Designation Sight/Pilot
Night Vision Sensor, alld the U.S.
Marine Corps Predator Short Range
Assault Weapon with the Defense
Contract Management Agency
assigned to Lockheed Manin in
Orlando. He holds a B.S. in mathematics from the University of Florida
and a master's ill procurement and
acquisition management from Webster
University. Additionally, Riordan is
Level III certified in contracting.

and training investment we (taxpayers
and civil servants) put into them .... The
visit to Andersonville highlighted the ullimate sacrifices made generation after
generation by our service men and
wOInen."
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THE SINGLE PROCESS INITIA IVE
Michael Hutchison and Glenn Harris

"The Single Process Initiative
is a vital key to bringing about.
wholesale transformation in the way
the Department [of Defense] does business."
-Jacques S. Gansler
Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics
Introduction
What is the Single Process Initiative
(SPD and how did it start? SPI is a method to
reduce or consolidate multiple contractor
processes to a single process and save
money. Contrdctors can use il to propose the
elimination of duplicate or overlapping
processes. It's a way to save money or
reduce the costs of buying goods within
DOD, the Federal Aviation Admini tration
(FAA), and NASA. It's an integral part of
ODD acquisition reform and the overall hift
toward performance-based contracting. SPI
is also a vehicle to achieve DOD's goal of
integrating civilian and military processes at
contractors' manufacturing facilities. Finally.
it's a way for the Army to use indu try' best
practices and commercial standards.
The SPI Program is an outgrowth of an
earlier effort to use performance rather than
design specifications to acquire good and
services. In December 1995, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSO) targeted
block changes on existing contract as a
means of streamlining and provided guidance
for the elimination of overlapping or redundant facility practices. Further, OSD
requested that the Defense ConlTact
Management Command (now Defense
Contrdct Management Agency (DCMA» be
the program administrator for DOD, the
FAA, and NASA. To show support. the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Acquisition, Logistic and Technology committed the Army to successfully apply the
SPI concept.

cussing the new concept with the government "cu tomer," the contractor ubmits a
concept paper (a written proposal) to the
facility's management council. The Services,
the Defen e Logistic Agency (DLA), or
both, evaluate the technical merits of the propo al and approve it, if warranted. Once the
approval occurs, the administrative contracting officer (ACO) issues a block change
modification to all contracts affected by the
proposal.
Benefits from the approved proposal can
accrue in several way ,including reduced
future unit prices, additional unit or services, or, in some cases, negotiated reductions
in the value of the contract(s).
For example. the XYZ Co. makes its
.. pectacular widget" for all the Services, and
there are minor difference in the surface
machining processes that each Service wants.
The XYZ Co.• recognizing an opportunity
for improvement, then puts togemer a proposal to establish one machining process mat
will meet the needs of all the Services. The
Services then review and approve (if warranted) that proposal.
The ACO men negotiates a IO-percent
price reduction on all future spectacular
widgets produced by XYZ and an equivalent
increase in the logistics support that XYZ
provides for the product. Finally, the ACO
issues a block change to modify all contracts
where that new machining process occurs.
The accompanying figure provides an
overview of SPI and the approximate amount
of time each segment takes.

How SPI Works

Key Players And The Army's Role

Initially, the contractor identifies potential overlapping or redundant processes that
are candidates for SPI proposals; for example, a contractor facility currently using three
or four different contract property management repons that could be replaced by a ingle commercial process. After informally dis-

DCMA is the lead government facilitator for implementing SPI proposals. The
DCMA Commander chairs the local management council. The council generally meets
quarterly to discuss SPI proposals and other
topics of interest to the contractor and its
government cu tomers. Th.e local management council is comprised of personnel rep-
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resenting the contractor, DCMA, and the
Defen e ComractAudil Agency (DCAA),
and Service or OLA cu tomers who have ignificant acquisition programs with the
contractor.
Component team leaders are the key
individuals for the Services and DLA. They ,
have five main re ponsibilitie : serve on the
local management council, assist OCMA in
coordinating Army customer evaluations of
contractor proposals, represent Army cus- .
tomers in the acceptance (or denial) of contractor proposals, resolve di. agreement
among Army cu tomers concerning contractor SPI propo al , and e tablish the Army
priority list for any contract savings that
result from a proposal.
Corporate-level council have al 0 been
e tabli hed for the largest Defen e contraclOts. These councils meet periodically to coosider corporate issues related to SPI, acquisition reform, or other top-level policy issues.
Technical expens from program executive office , project management offices. and
the major ubordinate commands of the
Army Materiel Command (AMC) review
and approve those propo aI that will significantly benefit the Army. Designated Army
representative attend regional and nationallevel counci I meetings.
AMC is both the designated Army program manager for SPI and the Army representative on the SFI Management Team
(SPIM1). The SPIMT's goal is to faciLitate
and expand use of the SPI concept. Team
members are from aiL Services, DLA,
NASA, FAA, DCAA, and the Office of the
DOD Inspector General.
Additionally, the Department of the
Army is a member of the spr Executive
Council, whose members include seniorlevel acquisition manager from all Services.
Thi organization sets broad DOD policy and
guidance on the SPI Program.
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Prneess Builds on
Elisllng Organization Strueture

Benefits To The Army
Thus far, the largest single benefit of the
SPI Program was a $9 million savings on the
acquisition of the AH-64 Apache. improvements to this Anny front-line system that are
directly attributable to SPI occurred in several areas, inclucling wiring harnesses, soldering, quality tandards, and management
of subcontractors and suppliers.
Por example, improvements introduced
through the SPI Program wiU help 10 reduce
maintenance costs on the Apache because of
the adoption of new processes that call for
use of aJ uminum and titaniurn alloys to
extend the ervice life of parts. In addition,
two concept papers led to a change in the
paint used on the exterior of the Apache,
which resulted in both a cost savings and
more environmentally friendly paint compounds. Because of one concept paper, the
Anny is now using a significant portion of
Boeing's metrics for surveillance of subcontractor activity. This resulted in an overall
$2.8 million savings, part of which was
hared with the Anny,
Smaller benefit have also been
achieved for the Apache and a number of
other programs. Some of these benefits are
also nonmonelary, such as no-cost torage
agreements.

The Downside
Like many Anny and federal programs,
SPI has its critics. In part, they focus on
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more recent SPI proposals that haven'l generated "instant" savings or the same level of
returns achieved from some of the program's
earlier initiatives. To some extent, these arguments are valid. The earliest SPI proposals
focused on the most visible problems or
opponunities, so these were the ones most
likely to have a high payback. An organization's nornlal resistance to change can also
lead to objections to programs like SrI that
are change-oriented,
More recently, a number of implemented SPI proposals achieved respectable
cost avoidances. That i ,the Anny didn't get
money back or an immediate reduction in a
contract price, but was able to avoid pending a number of dollars Ihrough improved
processes. While cost avoidances are harder
10 measure and don't result in "cash in
hand," their value can be potentially significant. For example, OSD currently reports a
DOD-wide cost avoidance figure of $521
million that is attributable to SPI.
The real value of SPI over the long tenn
will likely be its contribution to DOD's goal
of integrating civilian and military assets.
Part of the goal of this program is to provide
incentives to industry to merge their civilian
and military facilities and practices, Each
SPI concept paper that is approved and
implemented is another step toward this end,

SPI's Future
In 2()(Xl, there should be some overall
process improvements as a result of sugges-
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tions from attendees at a 1999 SPI workshop
held at Fort Belvoir, VA. There will be more
use of pilot programs to test specific new
concepts. For example, one process is an
ongoing test to determine the possibility of
replacing DOD packaging standards with
best-commercial practices.
The scope of SPI concept papers will
expand to include commercial applications,
as well as facility-oriented proposals, Finally,
the SPIMT will continue to advocate the
benefils and expanded use of th,e SPI
concept.
Future success of the SPI depends
largely on the suppon of DOD's acquisition
community. Continued commitment and support of SPI by senior and working-level
acquisition professionals will help DOD realize its reform goals and foster more longterm partnerships with industry,

MICHAEL HUTCHISON is
assigned to the Contracting
Operations Support Division ofHQ
AMC. He holds a B.S, in business
administration from St, Louis
University.
GLENN HARRIS works for
Parallax Inc. of Germantown, MD, as
the Support Conrractor for the Army's
SPI Program, A retired federal
employee, he holds a bachelor's
degree from East Carolina University.
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ACQUISITION
PROFESSIONAL
(AcqPro)
SOFTWARE
MAJ Kennedy E. Jenkins and Donna Brady

·

Introduction

What Is AcqPro?

In July 1997, Deputy Secretary of
Defense John J. Hamre established a corporate policy that digital operation be the
method of choice for all acquisitionmanagement and Life-cycle support information. He directed that by the end of
2002, the majority of DOD acquisition
and logistics operations be based on digital methodologies and products. Thus,
paperless acquisition was born.
In today's technology-driven environment, the Anny is looking for software programs that will support that digital environment for the entire acquisition
life cycle of systems. Current paperless
initiatives focus on life-cycle phases of
weapon systems related to their solicitation, contract award, modifications, sustainment, contractor payment, and contract close-out actions. Software programs
such as the Procurement Automated
Document Distribution System, the
Standard Procu.rement System!
Procurement Desktop Defense
(SPS/PD2) and the Joint
Computer-aided Acquisition and
Logi tics Support System support these processes in a paperfree environment. However,
none of these software programs
support the paperless generation
of requirements and pre-solicitation documentation, a critical
aspect of the paperless process.
Acquisition Professional, or
AcqPro, fills the "holes" in the
paperless process.

AcqPro was originally developed as the
Procurement Management Infonnation
System (ProMIS) software program to
update the U.S. AmlY Sinlulation, Training
and Instrumentation Command and the
Annament Research, Developmem and
Engineering Center. Other Anned Services
and Anny commands recogrrized its potential, and a Joint Configuration Control Board
(JCCB) was fonned in 1997 to examine its
attributes further. The JCCB includes members from the U.S. Navy's Space and Naval
Warfare Systems Command; the U.S. Air
Force Aeronautical Systems Center, Eglin
Air Force Base, FL; and the Program
Management Office (PMO), Abrams Tank
System,located at the U.S. AmlY Tank-automotive and Annaments Command
(fACOM) in Warren, MI. PMO, Abrams
chairs the ICCB, and that office has
provided the majority of the funding and
snpport as part of its paperless contracting
and integrated data environment efforts.

AcqPro is designed to be
a knowledge-based
document generator
that benefits from
in-house expertise.
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AcqPro is an affordable alternative
that provide an easy-to-use "tool" to create critical document text while providing
sample and online screen guidance. No
other software program curremly available is specifically targeted for "smart"
document generation of all kinds.
Although currently targeted for the presolicitation and requirements-generation
pha es of the acquisition cycle, it can also
fiJI document generation needs wherever
the current structure doe not.
AcqPro uses a WlN95/NT operating
system and functions as a "knowledgebased" document generator for presolicitation document. Some of tbe documents it creates include acquisition plans,
justifications for other than full and open
competition, source selection plans,
multiyear approvals, data items, and
scopes of work. AcqPro currently runs on
an Oracle database, a Microsoft SQL
Server database, or a stand-alone Personal
Oracle database. It operates on ruMbased personal computers in a
Microsoft Office environment
using an Lntranet for communication between the computers '
and the server-located
databa e.
AcqPro is designed to be a
knowledge-based document generator that benefits from in-house
expertise. It provides a structured
franlework that incl udes a
Service's or command's best practices validated by subject matter
experts and the latest policy and
guidance. Experts in acquisition,

y tem management, engineering, logistics, quality, and procedures at TACOM
are developing the question and answer
(Q&A) ses ions, document templates, and
be t-practice amples that will allow use
of the sy tern. The key to effective u e of
AcqPro is development and maintenance
of the Q&A sessions and document templates in the database and to keep them
current using the most recent command
directives and acquisition reform
initiatives.

How AcqPro Works
The program begins a user ession by
opening the "Package Wizard." The
Package Wizard consolidates all the
document-generation requirements for a
specific type of action into one grouped
package, selected by answering questions
like" Are you buying systems, services,
• or spare?," "What i the e timated
price?," and "Will this be competitive or
sole soutce?" After answering those ques•tions, the program generate a "basic
package." The package consi t of the
document templates, ftle , and form
needed for that particular acquisition.
Once the basic package is developed, the
user initiates document generation by
opening a Q&A ession, answering the
questions, and performing a "build." This
build is where users receive a document
that i tailored to their needs based on the
an wer provided to the system.
AcqPro builds the document and support the multiple scenario environments
by allowing the user to an wer the questions in as many ways and as many time
as necessary. If a user is having difflculty
answering a que tion, AcqPro provides
onJine guidance. During document generation and editing, users have built-in
. access to the guidance (law, regulations,
standard operating procedures, and manuals) needed to help them detennine the
right documents to u e and the final content of the document. This includes direct
Internet links to the latest government
information ources and sample of comparable documents that are located in
AcqPro. The document can be edited in
AcqPro by paragraph or a a complete
MSWord document.

AcqPro also has the ability for u er
and guests to revi.ew generated documents. Reviewers can add comments and
recommendations by using CLIP-IT
NOTES. which can be reviewed by the
document owner and by other users. This
allows the centralized document to be
reviewed by other offices and for these
offices to recommend changes or approve
the documents electronically. Control
over changes is managed using the
AcqPro security system, which fir t u e
security passwords to limit access to the
ystem. Security also allows the owner of
a document to select who can access the
document and the limits of that access.
The ecurity system also allow a
documem owner to pa s responsibility
and control of a package between users in
the ystem. For example, once the presolicitation documentation is finished,
reviewed, and approved by a requirement office, control of the package can
be transferred from the procurement anaLyst to the contract specialist in the acquisition office doing the procurement. The
contract specialist can import document
such as a scope of work directly into a
solicitation and electronically file the
imponed document and other documents
that will be part of the solicitation
package.

Other Applications
Although AcqPro ha been developed
primarily to uppon requirements offices
in their documentation development and
approval processes, it is not limited to
thi function. Procurement offices can use
it for document and approval requirements not directly related to or provided
by the SPSfPD2. Other offices can also
u e it to develop documentation and
processe as well. Alternate u es of
AcqPro depend on the types of documents, templates, and Q&A sessions
developed by the using agency. For
example, a legal office couId put in procurement law data and then develop a
Q&A session that would guide legal
review of procurement documents ubmined to the office. By accessing the correct Q&A se ion, the lawyer would be
provided with the legal requirement the

document should include, samples of
prior approved documents, and have the
guidance for the review immediately
available to them in AcqPro.

Conclusion
PMO, Abrams is currently in the
process of loading, training, and te ling
AcqPro for use by its requirements and
procurement offices. These office are
currentl y updating and expanding the
database put in by the AcqPro team. The
current version is being u ed at TACOM
to train new system administrators in data
input. It is also being used on a limited
ba i at TACOM for doing acqui ition
pLans, justifications for other than full and
open competition, and management decision document . PMO, Abrams is currently expanding u e of the program at
TACOM with all sites expected to be
using AcqPro by Oct. I, 2000.
AcqPro is currently available to any
U.S. government office. Inquiries about
AcqPro and requests for copies of AcqPro
presentations may be submitted to
bradyd@tacom.army.mil. An AcqPro
Web site is currently being developed and
will be available by August 2000.

MAl KENNEDY E. JENKINS is
the Assistant Program Manager for
Production for the Project Managel~
Abrams Tank System. He has a B.S. in
education from Southern Illilwis
University and is a graduate of rhe
Command and General StaffCo/lege.
DONNA BRADY is a Procurement Analyst for rhe Project Manager,
Abrams Tank System. She has a B.S.
in family studies from the University
of Missouri and is Levell/certified in
acquisition.
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TEST COMPLEX
EXAMINES
FUTURE MUNITIONS
Chuck Wullenjohn

Introduction
Driven by major scientific advances,
weapon system and munitions have
evolved rapidly in recent year and will
continue to do so in the future. Ground
combat operations in the 21st century will
incorporate more frequent application of
electronics and artificial intelligence than
ever before. Even to the casual observer,
many weapon and electronic systems
seen in movie classics such as Star Wars
and 200 I: A Space Odyssey no longer
seem so far-fetched.
A new test complex at U.S. Anny
Yuma Proving Ground (ypG) symbolizes
the installation's commitment to the
future. Through careful planning, innovative thinking, and a close partnership
between private industry and the proving
ground, the newly consrructed Smart
Weapon Te t Range complex wa dedicated in late January.
The Smart Weapon Te t Range was
developed to allow testing of sensors and
"intelligent" weapon ystern in a de erl
environment with minimal di ruption
from noise or vibration. The test site rep-

resents not only an important investment
in the future of munitions testing at YFG,
but i al 0 a ignificant tep toward
reducing the worldwide danger to civilian
populations po ed by unexploded
ordnance.
The vast range area, approximately
15,000 acres, feature relatively f1alterrain and restricted airspace. The test
complex consists of a solar power plant,
control building, target tracks, an in trumentation power grid, and access roads.
Jay Marchant, Mine, Countermine and
Demolition Nnexploded Ordnance Team
Leader, says that about 20 YPG employees will work at the ite during active test
operations, supplemented by another 10
to l5 flying in from around the country.

Purpose
TIle Smart Weapons Te t Range will
be used to test and evaluate modem
munition incorporating" mart" computer that enable them to di criminate
between targets. The e mart weapon
will operate only when programmed to do
so. The complex's olar power facility
will generate and provide elecrrkal power

for the complex, which is located about
5 miles from existing power lines.
The isolated location will help ensure
that the test site remains free from external noise and vibration and that people,
property, and the environment are not
endangered in the unlikely event of an
accident.
Alan Tinseth, who has 17 year of
test experience at the proving ground,
manages operation at the new range. He'
said formal planning began in 1996.
"Construction of the building and the
adjacelll olar power field was ongoing
for about 2 year ," Tin eth explained,
"and what we ended up with is a tate-ofthe-art facility that helps make Yuma
Proving Ground a leader in the smart
munitions test area. Because of the facility's size and remoteness, we can manage
and operate several tests at the arne
tinle."

Current Testing
Items currently undergoing testing at
the site include the Wide Area Munition
(WAM), a smart weapon meant to de troy
enemy armored vehicles, and various

The Smart Weapons Test Range
was developed to allow testing of sensors
and "intelligent" weapon systems
in a desert environment
with minimal disruption
from noise or vibration.
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The WAM currently
... being tested at the
Smart Weapons Test
Range incorporates
a characteristic
common to all
modern U.S. mines
} that ensures they won'
become a long-term
hazard. They are
designed to either
self-neutralize or
self-destruct at the
completion of the
mission.
• offshoots of WAM. Countermine operation , which often involve using exploive to clear mineflelds, are al 0 being
tested. Future tests include designing and
constructing a minefield to test airborne
detection systems aboard drones or satellites. Directed energy weapon may also
be te ted.
The WAM currently being tested at
the Smart Weapons Test R,mge incorporate a characteristic common to all modern U.S. mines that ensures they won't
become a long-term hazard. They are
designed to either self-neutralize or selfdestruct at the completion of the mission.
Tllis interval of bme, which ranges
\
.
between 4 hours and 30 days, IS set by the
per on deploying the device.
In the desert southwest, a variety of
unexploded military ordnance ha been
discovered in long-abandoned training
areas, some dating back to World War n.
- orne of these areas are now public lands.
Unfortunately, many of these 50-plusyear-old explosives remain potentially
lethal. Though some were removed
safely or detonated with no injury, others
may still remain. This problem will not
, occur as a result of the self-neutralizing
or self-destructing systems tested at the
Smart Weapons Test Range. Test activities at the range will help leave a positive
legacy for furore generations.

Soviet
T·72 tank
is killed

by a WAM
submunition

The ite's solar power facility was
developed through a cooperative research
and development agreement (CRADA)
between YPG and Arizona Public
Service, a power utility. This facility represents the proving ground's fir t attempt
at using outhwest Arizona's abundant
unshine to dependably provide the large
qmmtities of energy needed. The proving
ground has numerous other solar power
sites at a variety of locations, one dating
back to 1978, but this is the only test site
totally dependent on solar power. To
establish the power facility. the proving
ground provided solar panels, the building, and storage batteries. Arizona Public
Service provided computer software and
valuable electrical monitoring experti e.
"We're on the forefront of developing joint partnerships like this with private industry," explained Bob Allen,
Chief of YPG's Public Works Directorate.
"The benefit is that it demonstrates the
applicability of this renewable energy
source in the testing arena. This helps to
further the development of thi technology, which could be intensely important
to everyone in the future," he added.
Electrical power generated by the sun
is an alternate energy source that has
many advantages over conventionally
generated power. Most important, solar
power is not dependent on the Earth's

limited supply of fossil fuel, re ult in
fewer environmental pollutants, and
decreases America's reliance on foreign
oil. Le s than half of the petroleum
needed by our Nation is produced
domestically.

Conclusion
The Smart Weapons Test Range is
another important investment that helps
make YPG a leader in the munitions test
area.

CHUCK WULLENJOHN is Chief
of the Public Affairs Office at U.S.
Army Yuma Provin.g Ground, AZ. He
is a graduate of Humboldt State
University and has completed postgraduate work at San Jose State
University and Hayward State
University, all in California. He is a
frequent contributor to this magazine
and other military publications. He is
also al1 active Reservist in the U.S.
Coast Guard.
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ARMY WATER PURIFICATION MISSION
LEADS TO SUCCESSFUL PARTNERING EFFORT·
Introduction
The Army recently focused its attention on Guam and other areas of the
Pacific to test new technologies for converting field water into drinking water and
to determine if these technologies will
meet the Army's needs in the 21 t century.
The ucce of this story is not only in the
technology itself, but the uccessful partnering effort of variou agencie that will
ultimately benefit DOD and other agencies
on Guam and throughout the world.
With very short notice, the Army is
ometimes requested to send personnel to
remote sites to provide assistance in emergency condition. The single most essential element necessary for human survival
in these conditions is drinking water. The
key word, however, is safe drinking water.

Water Purification
The Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit (ROWPU) i a miniature
water plant that proce se tainted or dirty
water and makes it afe to drink.
ROWPUs are widely used by the military
to produce drinking water in emergency or
wartime conditions. ROWPU are
assigned to variou units among the
Service and come in different ires to
accommodate the amount of water to be
processed.
The ROWPU i a dependable piece of
equipment that does a tremendous amount
of good. However, it does present a challenge. Becau e the ROWPU filters out a
lot of the "junk" from the water, the
ROWPU ystem must be periodically
cleaned to unclog its fl1ters.
One cleaning proce involves reversing the water to unclog the filters. This
proces creates "backwash." Another
process using chemicals and detergents to
clean the system generates "brine." This
backwash and brine i nonpotable water
that must be properly treated 0 it can be
placed back inlo the environment.

Disposal Of onpotable Water
The Guam Army National Guard
(GUARNG) faced the problem of how to
di pose of brine and backwash and mrned
to the U.S. Army, Pacific (USARPAC), for
a istance. Under environmental regula-

tions in effect at that time, Guard units
were not allowed to dump the backwash or
brine back into the ocean, nor were they
allowed to place it in the municipal wastewater. There were concerns that the backwash and brine would be detrimental to
the environment and would disrupt operations at the wastewater plant.
USARPAC's search for olutions
began. Eventually, USARPAC's
Environmental Engineering Office and
Logistics Office worked closely to bring
together the private sector and every portion of the military as participants in finding the solution. (ROWPU backwash disposal turned out to be a concern throughout DOD and many other government
agencies.) The following agencie had a
role in the effort to find olutions: Office
of the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for
Logi tics (ODCSLOG); U.S. Army Forces
Command (FORSCOM); U.S. Army Tankautomotive and Armaments Command
(TACOM); National Guard Bureau;
GUARNG; U.S. Navy Public Works
Center, Guam; Guam Environmental
Protection Agency (GEPA); and Guam
Water Authority (GWA).

sharing about the ROWPU proce and
lechnology as well as the chal.lenges faced
by the Guam Army ational Guard,
helped foster communication and the spirit
of cooperation at the Guam meeting.
The GEPA began 10 discu possible
options for allowing the nonpotable water
to be disposed of al or near the test ite. In
addition, GWA initiated discu ion with
GUARNG for a potential joint project.
During GUARNG's exercise with the
ROWPU, GWA would accept the nonpotable water, usually high in salt minerals, for use in other plam operations.
Hopefully, this would improve the plant's
efficiency, create a method for GUARNG I
to dispose of their nonpotable water, and
provide a beneflt for GWA.
Thi initiative brought together
expertise from the U.S. Navy in Guam;
TACOM engineers and laboratory per on- nel from Warren, MI; and MMFFS manufacturer Global Environmental Technologies
in Penn ylvania. In addition, FORSCOM
supported the effort with the loan of a new
MMFFS. Lab testing of the water products
is ongoing.
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Conclusion
New Filtration System
During the search, USARPAC linked
with FORSCOM in Atlanta, GA, which
had been encountering the same dispo al
problems. FORSCOM had a new technology that met their needs-the MultiModular Auid Filtration System
(MMFFS). The MMFFS i a compact filtration system that can be easily retrofitted
and added to existing ROWPUs. It provides additional filtration capabilities to
help reduce the wear and tear on the
ROWPU and help minimize the byproducts of nonpotable wash waters. 1n Guam,
TACOM tested the new MMFFS using
Army standards for tropical-seawater
conditions.

Information Sharing
Because of ils stralegi location
between time zones from Guam to the
eastern United States, USARPAC orchestrated extensive coordination among all
agencies prior to a meeting in Guam to lest
the MMFFS. The participants' informalion

The potential wastewater di posal
solutions developed for Guam may contribute to the dispo aI olutions throughout
the Department of the Army, DOD, and
the private sector. The bottom line of this
"win-win" slOry, however, i cooperation
and partuering-with everyone benefiling!

The preceding article was written
by Mark MitsLinaga, an Engineer in
the Office of the Deputy Chief ofStaff.
for Engineering, USARPAC; Arthur
[nabata, Supply Management
Specialist, ODCSLOG, USARPAC; alld
MAl Randy Zelenka, Petroleum Staff
Plannel; ODCSLOG, USARPAC.

Introduction
The need to create a digital infrastructure that will provide a seamless flow of
- information has resulted in a natural shift
from computer desktop sy tern to an integrated data environment (IDE) and a
_ knowledge-centric organization. This shift i
underway in the Program Executive Office
for Aviation (PEa, Aviation) at Redstone
Arsenal, AL. An IDE will allow an organiza• tion to perceive and react to its environment
in a timely, effective. and efficient manner.
A knowledge-dominant environment is
critical to conducting efficient business
processes with both internal and external
busines partners. An environment in which
• knowledge is easily acce sible and hared
will provide a deci ive edge because people
will be integrated with technology. Benefits
will be realized not only in teons of co t
aving , but also in having a more intelligent
and efficient workforce.

Integrated Data Environment
An IDE i a natural outgrowth of the
need for seamle bu iness and information
flow, which is the lifeblood of a uccessful
busine . By centralizing infonnation and
making real-time data readi Iy available, an
organization can better respond to environmental challenge and requirements. Intranet
and Internet sy terns and tools will faciHtate
customer interface by e tablishing seamless
links between internal and external bu iness
contacts. A data flow is maximized, busines cycle are compressed and simplified.
The ultimate result is improved trategies for
bu ines operation.

Strategy
PEa, Aviation has implemented a strategy for an IDE and knowledge-centric
organization that i evolutionary. Because
tbe effort i immense, it has both short- and
• long-ternl goals. A structured approach is
critical not only in the conversion of legacy
y tem and ways of doing business, but
• aI 0 in gainiJlg the commitment and changing the mindset of indi viduals. The lOE and
knowledge management effon avoids the
" use of rigid rule and management hierarchie . At the heart of the effort are working
groups, which are struclUred to give optimum time and attention to completing
projects.
Three main group were fonned: the
IDE Overarching Integrated Product Team
, (OIP11, the Integrated Product Team (IPl),
and the Working Integrated Product Teams
(WIJYI: ). The OIPT is composed of the
PEa's top management personnel and is the
final voting authority on all is ues and deciion pertinent to the IDE and knowledge
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DEVELOPING AN INTEGRATED
DATA ENVIRONMENT
AND KNOWLEDGE-CENTRIC
ORGANIZATION
Natalie A. van Dam
management effort. n,e lPT is composed of
members from each program management
office (PMO) and the Information
Management Office (IMO) ,Illd is the liaison
between the OlPT and the WIPTs. The lPT,
a re ults-driven group, maintains the
momentum of the IDE effort by meeting
regularly to review slatu reports from the
WlPTs and to discuss proposed actions and
recommended solutions.
After interview with each PMO to
detennine critical and inlmediate i ues
requiring resolution, 10 infonnal WlPTs
were fonned to address the following issues:
Engineering Drawing with Boeing;
ASAALT (Assistant Secretary of the Anny
for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology)
Mandate Paperless Acquisition 2002;
Electronic PUe Management; Workflow
Manager; ECP (Engineering Change
Proposal) Processing; Electronic Signature :
ClTIS/CIDS (Contractor Integrated
Technical lnfonnation Service/Contractor
Integrated Data Services); Paperless
Contracting Mandate 2000 (includes
Contract Data Requu'ements Lists);
Integrated Master Calendar; and the PEa,
IMO Initiatives. Each WIPT has a process
lead, a technical lead. and members from the
PMO eeking resolution. Additionally, each
working group has outlined a plan 10 resolve
any problem or issue.

will help optimize and integrate technological solutions with human resources. The
IMO will be instrumental in researching recommended solutions to ensure that they
meet requirements and interface with existing technologie and external customers.
Rapidly changing technology requires a
hands-on approach to discover the correct,
requirements-driven olution.
People represent the heart and oul of
any successful business, and knowledge
sharing is a human behavior, not a technological 1001. Therefore, any technological
olution to a business need must include a
change in the workforce rnindsel. People
must be convinced of the enhancements and
benefits of an enterprise solution. Negative
responses must be tran itioned imo positive
actions.

Conclusion
PEa, Aviation i proud to hare its
belief on knowledge management and its
development of the IDE effon. The integration of technology and human resources is
an unbeatable equation for succes , and the
PEa is fortunate to have project managers
who know the benefits of infonnation technology and are willing to commit re ources
in the pursuit of improvements. Our future
as a superior military fighting force in the
next millennium depends on evolving
management of our business efficiencie .

Ideologies
Comprehensive identification of business requirements and the consideration of
organizational culture are two primary ideologies PEa. Aviation recognizes as intrinsic to IDE and the knowledge management
strategy.
AI 0 central to the WI PT strategy are
thorough busines processe and requiremellt definitions. Defining requirements wiU
include proces innovation a conventional
methods are converted or streamlined. This

NATALIE A. VAN DAM is the
Chief Information Officer for PEO,
Aviation. She has a bachelor's degree
from Seattle University and is pursuing an M.S. in managemellt with an
emphasis ill information systems from
the Florida Institute of Technology.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

fROM THE DIRECTOR
ACQUISITION CAREER
MANAGEMENT OffICE
After celebrating our own exciting first decade I was pleased
to join in recognizing the Army Acqui ition E ecutive Support
Agency' (AAESA') first decade of uccess as it celebrated its 10th
anniversary on May I 2000. I was delighted to have been part of
more Ihan 100 luncheon guests who participated in paying tribute to
MESA's accompli hments during the past 10 year. Congratulations AAESA and my be t wishes for another decade of success!
During my travels, 1 am frequently a ked what we can do to
create a profes ional career path for our noncommissioned officers
(NCO) working in contracting. Creating a new NCO career field i
certainly no ea y task. We recently took what wc consider the flrst
big slep in deveJopulg a contracting military occupational specialty
(MOS) for ou r NCOs. CW2 Cevilla Mosby ha been assigned to Ihe
Acquisition Career Managemem Office with duty in the Total Army
Personnel Command's Enlisted Personnel Management Directorate.
Her primary responsibilitie include development, implememalion,
and monitoring of career development policies and program for
NCOs performing contingency contracting duties and warram officers performing special qualification identifier duties. CW2 Mo by
has hit the ground running, and we are excited about the potential
for expanding our involvement with and support 10 the operational
forces. She can be contacted at mosbyc@Sanla.army.mil.
nder our new regional framework, career managers are available 10 provide you with "help-desk" support. A contact List with all
Acqui ition Career Managers is on the Army Acquisition Corps
(AAe) borne page at
http://dacm.sarda.army.mil/contacCareerManweb.htm.
I also encourage you 10 visit the AAC home page for the late t
illformation on acqui ition career management. La t ummer I
empbasized the importance of updated personnel ftle . This continues to be true. FYOI Colonel/GS-15 Project Manager/Acquisition
Command Board results are in this issue on Pages 38-39. You will
notice that because of the competitiveness for command, AAC officers and civilians mu t pay close attention to the components of
their board files to ensure accurate and updated information i
provided.
Among llle benefits of being a member of the Army
Acqui ition Workforce is being able to take advantage of excellent
educational opportunitie and degree programs. The Office of the
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition Refonn now
offers workforce members online courses, and llle Naval
Postgraduate School offer an excellent distance learning program.
The Acquisition Education, Training and Experience (AETE)
Catalog is accessible on llle AAC borne page at
http://dacm.sarda,army.mil (click on Career Development). The
AETE Board will have selected the individual to participate in the
Operational Experience Program by the tinle you read this i. sue. To
read about one individual's operational experience, ee MAJ
Matthew T. Riordan's article on Pages 26-27.

The Year Group (YG) 01 Competitive Development Group
(COG) 3-year progranl will be fonnally kicked off during an orientation session the week of Aug. 7, 2000, in the ational Capital
Region in Springfield. VA. Thi year's orientation will include a
graduation ceremony for the fltSt COG class, YG97. The COG
Program remains at the center of our illitiatives to develop multifunctional. broad-based, flexible leaders for the future Acquisilion
Workforce. Real evidence thal our leaders value the attributes gained
through the COG Progmm i the fact that 17 of [he 25 YG97
selectees were promoted to leadersh.ip po itions even before they
completed the prOgranl. Be sure 10 read the feature article on the
COG Program orientation in a future i ue of Army AL&T magazine.
As you know, the AAC celebrated its 10th anniversary in
October 1999 with a ball and associated ceremonies. We plan to continue the tradition again this year. This year's Annual Acquisition
Ball will be held at the Fort Belvoir Officer's Club. Once again, the
event will coincide with the annual meeting of the Association of the
United States Anny. To find out more about this dre s blue/black tie
event, contact LTC Greta Lehman at lebmang@sarda.army.mil.
COL Roger Carter
Director
Acquisition Career Management Office

Online Graduate And
Undergraduate Courses
The Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
Acqui ition Reform (ODUSDAR) is offering Acquisition Workforce
member an opportunity to lake courses online through several educational institution. The e are traditional college courses thaI adhere
to conventional grading, writing. and other procedures. SpecifIC progranl and colleges may have different requirement . The tart and
end dales are definite, and when students enroll, llley are expected to
fmi h all progranl credit hours. All course are conducted in conjuncLion with the college or university's academic calendar.
Announcements by Acquisition Career Managers (ACMs) will provide more detailed information.
Priority will be given to individuals requiring busine courses
LO become Corps Eligible or those in critical acquisition positions
who lack the required business credits. The target audience is civilian GS-II through GS-15 (or payband equivalent) and 0-3 through
0-6 military officers.
Funding for the student' application fee to the college and the
co I of tuition will be provided by DOD. Students must pay for their
own textbooks.
Interested individual should conlact their ACM. For a listing
of ACMs. go to hUp:lldacm.sarda.army.mil/contactsl
CareerManweb.htm.
'"

Naval Postgraduate School Update
AnlOng the benefits of being a member of the Army Acqui ition
Workforce is the opportunity to earn a master's degree through the
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) dislance learning and resident
acqui ition programs. The Army Acqui ition Corp (AAC), wh.ich
spon ors the NPS Master of Science in Program Management
(MSPM 836) distance learning program, al 0 now sponsors the
Master of Science ill Contract Management (MSCM 835) di tance
learning program for the Army. The MSCM 835 distance learning
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program focu es on management skills in an acquisition environment. Additionally, the AAC ponsors two resident acquisition
degree programs in Acquisition and Contract Management (8 I5) and
System Acquisition Management (8J6).
The Office of tbe Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Procurement implemented the MSCM 835 program at Fon
Monmouth, l, in September 1999. ix individual are participating in the 27-month program. The curriculum con i ts of 50 credit
hours completed in 9 quarters. For the fi.rst eight quaners. classes
are held via video teleconferencing with the c1as room in Monterey.
CA. The last quarter of the degree program i completed through an
accelerated 8-week ses ion in residence al NPS in Monterey. The
curriculum satisfies the mandatory Defense Acquisition University
contracting course requirements of the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement Act.
A briefing on the MSCM 835 program for prospective students
was held in April 2000 to expand the program at Fon Monmouth.
Another briefing was held in May 2000 10 inaugu.rate the program in
Hun ville, AL. One-on-one counseling sessions were also provided
to explain the appli ation process and to allow prospective students
to ask questions. The Acquisition Education, Training and
Experience Board (AETE) will convene August 15 to review applications and select participants for the program. Individuals inter. ested in more detail on MSPM 835 hould refer to the AETE
Catalog table of contents in the Career Development link on the
AAC home page at http://dacm.sarda.army.mil/. Scroll down to
the Educational/Academic section in the table of contents.
Application procedure are also provided at this site.

AAESA Celebrates
10th Anniversary
A luncheon marking the 10th anniversary of the Army
Acqui ition Executive Support Agency (AAESA) was held May I,
2000. at the Fort Belvoir, VA, golf facility. More than 100 allendees
joined ho tess Karen A. Walker. AAESA Dinector. in celebrating a
decade of ucces . Among the special guests in attendance were
LTG William H. "Bud" Forster (USA, Ret), former Military Deputy
to then Assi tant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development
and A quisition; and COL lame A. Thomas Jr. (USA. Ret) and
LTC Adolph H. Ernst III, both former AAESA Directors.
COL Roger L. Carter, Acting Deputy Director, Acqui ition
Career Management; and Director, Acquisition Career Management
Office; pre ented welcoming remarks and introduced guest speaker
Keith Charles, Director, Future Workforce and Career Development.
Office of the Secretary of Defense. Charles used a hi torical perpective to recall igrtificant event in AAESA's growth. He congratulated all those who contributed to the agency's accomplishments
during the past 10 years and wished continued uccess in the future.
On May I 1990, AAESA was establi hed as a staff upp0r!
agency under the Office of the Army Acquisition Executive (AAE),
HQDA. Today, AAESA serves as the AAE's agent for achieving
military upremacy through acqui ilion life-cycle management of
major and significant nonmajor weapon and infornlation systems.
The trategic plan i to research, develop, test, evaluate, produce,
field, and sustain the best weapon and information management systems; maintain a trained, motivated, and experienced Acquisition
Workforce; and provide an integrated network of infornlation systems thai deliver a seamless flow of data to customers.
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In clo ing remarks, Carter paid tribute to the present and former
AAESA dinectors and applauded their contributions that resulted in
AAESA's success.

FY02 Congressional
Fellowship Program
Headquarters, Department of the Army (HQDA) has announced
thai the FY02 Congressional Fellow hip Program will be conducted
August 200 I-December 2002. Thi program offers lOp Army officers
an outstanding opportunity to receive valuable training and experience by serving as staff assistants to members of Congress. Fellows
are typically given responsibility for drafting legislation, arranging
Congressional hearings. writing speeches and floor statements, and
briefmg Congressional members for committee deliberations and
floor debates.
The Acquisition Management Branch, U.S. Total Army
Personnel Command (PERSCOM), will conduct a review board
Sept. 12. 2000, to nominate Army Acquisition Corps officers for the
program. The Anny Congressional Fellowship Selection Board will
then review the list of nominees Dec. 12, 2000, and make final
selections.
To be eligible for the program, officers must meet the following
criteria:
• Hold the rank of major or lieutenant colonel with no more
than 17 years Active federal commi ioned service as of Jan. I,
2001:
• Be a graduate of Command and General Staff College
(residem or nonresident);
• Be branch qualified at current rank;
• Meet heighl and weighl requirements in accordance with
Army Regulation (AR) 600-9. The Army Weight Program; and
• Have no adverse actions pending.
The Congressional Fellowship Program begins with an Augu tDecember 200 I HQDA orientation and attendance al the Force
Integration Course and a variety of meetings and seminars.
Following the orientation, fellows complete a classroom pha e and
then erve as staff assistants to members of Congress from JanuaryDecember 2002. After completing the program. officers will incur an
Active duty obligation of approximately 51 month (per AR 3501(0) and then erve a 2-year utilization assignment in a position that
require knowledge of Congressional activities.
To apply for the FY02 Congre ional Fellow hip Program, officers should complete DA Fornl 4187, Personnel Action, reque ting
consideration. The form must be approved and signed by the i.ndividual's field grade supervisor or equivalent and forwarded by
Sept 6, 2000, to PERSCOM, ATTN: TAPC-OPB-E (paula Bettes),
200 Stovall Street, Alexandria, VA 22332-04J l.
Additional infonnation on the Congressional FeUowsh.ip
Program is available at the Office of Chief of Legislative Liaison
Web site at htlp:/Iwww.hqda.army.miVocIl.
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AMB Personnel Changes

The u.s. TOlal Anny Personnel Command (PERSCOM)
Acquisition Management Branch (AMB) recently bid farewell to
five officers and welcomed six new ones.
The followUlg personnel departed the AMB staff:
LTC Paul Myrick departed AMB for an as ignment in the
Progmm E ecutive Office for Tactical Mis iles, Red tone Arsenal.

AL
MAl Johll Masterson was selected as a Congre ional Fellow
and continues to reside in the Military District of Washington
(MDW).
MAl Stel·en Decato began a Training With Industry as ignment
in the MOW area.
MAl Thomas Deakins was elected for advanced civil choaling and is now attending Web ter University.
MAl James Norris departed AMB for an as ignment with the
Defense Contract Management Agency, Lockheed-Martin, Dallas,
TX.
The following personnel joined the AMB staff:
MAl James Simpson repolted to AM'B following attendance at
the Command and General Staff College, Fon Leavenworth, KS.
Hi previous acquisition assignments include Chief, Osan
Contract:ing Office and Contingency Contracting Officer, Fort
Campbell, KY. Simpson's new po ition is Lieutenant Colonels
Assignment Officer for year groups (YG ) 81-84.
MAl Neil Thurgood erved formerly at the Simulation, Training
and In trumentation Command. Orlando, FL, where he was
A' i tant ProdUCI Manager for Aviation Training Systems.
Thurgood' po ition in the AMB is Majors Assignment Officer for
YGs 80-87 (last names beginning with letters A-K).
MAl Jeff Gabbert joined the AMB staff following an assignment at the Aviation and Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, AL,
where he rved as Apache Assistant Project Manager. His previous
acquisition experience includes assignment as Chief, Logi tics
Support Bnmch, Defense Supply Center, Philadelphia, PA. Gabbelt
is serving as Majors Assignmeat Officer for YGs 80-87 (last names
beginning with letters L-Z).
MAl JOII Rickey came to AMB following an assignment as Test
Officer at the Army Te t and Evaluation Command, Fort Hood, TX.
Rickey is currently serving as Majors and Captains Assignment
Officer for YGs 88-89.
MAl Phillip Viersen is a recent graduate of the Command and
General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS. His previou acqui ition experience includes assignment as Computer Staff Officer,
Defense Informalion Support Agency, Re ton, VA. Viersen is the
new AMB Di tribution Manager.
CPT Mo Gutierrez reported to AMB from Fort Carson, CO,
where he was a Cavalry Troop Commander. His AMB position is
Majors and Captains Assignment Officer for YGs 90-93.

possible trends are ummarized below. The FYOl Lieutenant
Colonel (LTC)/GS-14 PM/AC Board results were still being tam~d
at the time this article was written, and the analy is of tho ere ults
will be in the next is ue of Army AL&T.

Overall Results
Board members reviewed the files of 76 MC members. These
files included 32 Active duty officers and 44 civilian. From thi
population. the board selected 28 principal and revalidated one officer for PM and AC assignments. Of the 28 principals elected, 5
were civilians. This is the largest number of civilians selected for
command by an AC board ince the Army began holding "bestqualified" board in 1996.

Who Got Selected?
• Twenty-two (95.6 percent) of the 23 Army officer selected as
principals were elected on their first time considered. Of the five
civilian electee , two are currently serving as PMs and were
elected for a econd project; the other three civilians are current or
fonner PMs.
• AJJ of the officers and civilians selected have advanced
degree.
• Sixteen of the officers selected and one of the civilians
selected are Senior Service College (SSe) graduates, five of the officers are SSC selectees, lind one officer is currently enrolled in the
SSC distance leaming education course.
• Twenty-seven (97 percent) of the 28 principal elected for
COL/GS-15 acquisition command served as LTC/GS-14 PM/commanders. Two of the civilian AAC members are currently serving as
career selection Ii t GS-15 PMs. The other three civilians elected
are current or fonner PM . The only officer selected without previous PM experience was in the Anny Medical Department category.

General Observations
The file quality of PM/command selectee continues to be high.
Competition is tough for th~ e key po itions. Generally, officers are
selected for COLIGS-15 PM/command assignments the first or second
lime considered afler successful completion of SSC and LTC/GS-14
PM/command assignments. For civilians to be competitive for
PM/command assignments, previous program office experience coopled
Witll LTCjG -14 PM/command assignments continue to be the mOSI
important combination. However, there is no evidence that consecutive
or repetitive program office tours better qualify an individual for PM
selection. On the contrary, a ucces ful PM tour, coupled with
successful perfonnance in a major headquarters, is a common formula
for PM selection. Contracting officers require extensive contracting
training and experience in pre-award and po t-award contracting along
Witll a very llCCes fiJI contracting command. Again, succe s in a
major headquarters enhances overall tile trength toward selection.

Additional Information For Officers

FYOl Colonel/GS-15
PM/Acquisition Command
Board Results
The Acquisition Management Branch (AMB), U.S. Total
AmlY Personnel Command, recently completed an analysis of the
FYOI Colonel (COL)/GS-15 Project Manager (PM)/Acquisition
Command (AC) Board re ults and overall command opportunity for
Anny Acqui ition Corp (MC) officers and civilians. Results and

Prior to future PM/command boards, it is impemtive that officers
take the tUne lO personally" cnlb" their Officer Record Brief (ORB)
and microfiche to ensure accurate information i conveyed to board
members. Before the board meets, AMB sends a packet to each officer
in the zone of consideration. This packet includes an ORB, a microfiche request form, and a checklist Officers should use thi packet to
prepare their file for the board. The photo is an important part of the
board fLie and officers should consider getting a new photo if theirs i
more than 3 years old. Prior to taking a new photo, offi.cers should
check their awards, branch, U.S. insignia, elC. Attention to detail makes
a difference.
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This was the first year the Electronic Command Preference
sheet was used to submit preferences through the lmemet. About 97
percem of the officers u ed the Electronic Command Preference
Sheet. 1bis online process appears 10 be a great success. The goal is
to incorporate competing AAC civilians into the process for the
FY02 Command Board.

Additional fnformation For Civilians
Civilians should also ensure their board appLication package i
complele. Special attention should be given to the accuracy of the
Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB). Date reflected on the
ACRB should match dates hown on DA Form 2302, Civilian
Qualification Record. Acquisition Career Managers will help en ure
ihal "clean" ACRBs are in each board file. Any discrepancie in the
record (such as missing evaluations) should be explained.

Summary
The file quality of the FYOI PM/AC selectee was very high.
Because of the competitiveness for command, AAC officers and
civilians mu t pay clo e anention to the components of their board
files to en ure accurate information is pre ented for board members
to make an infomled decision. The trend continues to be for command board to elect acquisition professionals with a diverse acquiiti n background coupled with a uccessfuJ LTC/GS-14 PM/AC
as ignmenl
FYOI COLfGS·15 PMlAC electees
Project Manager
Rank/Grade
Name
Branch/Series
Cole, Thomas M.
LTC(P)
FA
COL
MED
Danley, David L.
Davis, Debra
GS-l4
340
LTC(P)
Dellarocco. Genaro J.
QM
GM-14
Flamm, Kevin J.
340
GS-l4
Frazier. Carlyn
340
COL
FA
Grobmeier. John R.
TC
Haynes, Jacob N.
LTC(P)
LTC(P)
Holmes. Sharon L.
MI
LTC(P)
John on. Theodore E.
I
Johnson. William R.
LTC(P)
AR
Jones. Mark W.
FA
LTC P)
LTC(P)
Ju tice, Nickolas G
AG
LTC(P)
KOlchman. Donald P.
00
AV
Lake, William G
LTC(P)
McChe ney. Michael K.
COL
00
McElveen. Wesley
340
GS-15
Ogg, Robert D.
AR
LTC(P)
Reyenga. Robert L.
LTC(P)
FA
340
GS-15
Winkler. Gary

Rank
COL
LTC(P)
LTC(P)
LTC(P)
LTC(P)
LTC(P)
LTC(P
COL
LTC(P)

Acquisitioll Command
Name
Bames, Robert S.
Brown, Mary K.
Cripps. David B.
Leach. Kim C.
Jorgenson, Charles H.
Miller. Gregory S.
Sans, Luis D.
Wargo, James D.
Petty. Frank S.

Branch
AD

00
AV

QM
00

QM
AD

00
AV

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
If you are an individual who receives Army
AL&T magazine and you have changed your mailing
address, do not contacl the Army AL&T Editorial
Offi e! We cannot make address changes regard·
ing distribution of the magazine. Please nole lhe
following procedure if you need to change your
mailing addres :
• Civilian members of the Anny Acquisition
Workforce mu t ubmit addre s change to their
Civilian Per onnel Advi ory Center (CPAC).
• Active duty military per onnel mu t submit
addres change to their Military Per onnel Office
(Mll..PO).
• Army Re erve personnel mu t ubmit addre
change to the U.S. Army Reserve Per orUlel
Command (ARPERSCOM) in SI. Louis, MO.
• National Guard per orUlel mu t submit address
changes to the Anny National Guard Acqui ition
Career Management Branch at perkindc@ngbarng.ngb.army.mil or call DS 327-74 I or (703)
607-7481.
Your attention to these procedure will ensure
timely mailing of your magazine.

ACQUISITION REFORM

fROM THE
ACQUISITION
REfORM OffICE ...
As promised in the March-April 2000 is ue ofArmy AL&T
magazine, the progress made in achieving the goals and objectives of the luollllion in business affairs (RBA) will be discussed in this acquisition reform column. This columll also
addresses the subsramial progre 05 by DOD and the Army iu
improviug acquisition practices and policie through acquisition reform, and tmnsforming logistics systems to ill/egrmed
supply chains driven by modern information technologies alld
best business practices. These progress rep0rls are lakenfrom
Under Secrerary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and
Logistics D,: Jacques S. Gal1Sler's March 2000 dmji report,
The Road Ahead.
The Revolution ]0 Bu ines Affairs Progress Report
The primary foeu of the REA ha been on three top-level
goals. These goals and the progress made in achieving them are
as follows:
Goall: Field high-quality Defen e product. quickly and
upport them respon ively.
Progress: The average Major Defense Acquisition
Program (MDAP) cycle time for post-FY92 tan ha been
reduced 26.5 percelll (fTom 132 months to 97 months2 months below the objective of 99 months).
In addition, DOD ha reduced the logistics re ponse time
from an average of 36 days (in FY97) to the target of 18 days
in FY99. Asset vi ibility and accessibility have improved from
50 percent in FY96 to 94 percent in FY99. DOD upply inventory has been reduced by 12 bi II ion, from $67 bill ion in FY96
to an estimated $55 billion in FY99.
Goal 2: Lower the total ownership cosl of Defense
products.
Progress: DOD has maintained MDAP cost growth below
the objective of I percent annuaUy ince FY98. but annual co t
growth is expected to cxceed the I per ent objective in FYoo.
Since FY98 (and projected through FYOl), DOD's average
annual MDAP cost growth has been 0.1 percent, -0.3 percent,
3.1 percent, and 0.9 percent, respectively.
For fielded y tems, DOD has redu ed the annual 10gL~tic
SUppOIl cost per weapon system from the FY97 baseline of
82.5 billion to 77.9 biUion, ju t lightly behind the 76.7 billion target.
Goal 3: Reduce the overhead cost of the acqui ition and
logistics infra tructure.

Progress: Funding for logistic and other infm lructure
has been reduced from 64 percent of Total Obligation Authority
(TOA) in FY97 to 60 percent of TOA in FYoo, 2 percentage
points better than the target.

DOD And Army Acquisition And
Logistics Reform Progress Report
DOD and the Arn1Y have made exceptional progre in
acquisition and logistic. reform. Many dramatic changes have
taken place and continue to evolve. Some of the example are
as follows:
• Defen e Acqui ition Pilot Program. which include five
major weapon ystems pecifically identified by Congre [0 be
te tbed for many new acqui ition practi es, yield d savings as
high as 50 percent over previou official co t e timale . The e
programs have been or are on chedule to be fielded more rapidly than DOD' normal 8-12 years.
• DOD use credit card for more than 90 percent of it
transactions below $2,500, re lilting in aving and cost avoidance in the hundreds of million of dollar. TIle Army is the
largest federal government user of the Commercial Purchase
Card, leading DOD with 97 percent of micropurchase m,lde
with tile purcha. e card in FY99. 1n addition. DOD asked the
Army to e tablish and lead a joint progmm management effort
to bring DOD to a 90-percent level by Oct. 1,2000. In FY99,
tbe Anny led DOD to an overall performan e rate of 92 percenl
u e of purchase cards for micropurchase . I year in advance of
iL~ goal.
• By the end of 1999. the Army was electronically transmilting 88 percent of all contracting actions. FUIlher, the Army
fielded the DOD Standard Proeurem nt System to 7,733 user
at 350 ite throughout the Army and Air National Guard to
reptace legacy contracting sy tem . The Standard Army
Automated Contracting System (SAACONS was retired at the
end of the year. The Anny's Paperles Project Office continues
to identify and fill gap (uch as a requirement generation [001
for u e on ba e and at installation ) and to promote business
proee re-engineering of the contracting process. The Army
remains on track to eliminate 90 percent of all paper used in the
contracling proce by the newly revi ed completion date of
Dec. 31, 2000. This is in accordance with the goal e tablished
by the Office of the Secretary of Defen e (OS D).
• The Single Process Initiative was launched to eliminate
duplicative proee se and introduce appropriate, comm rciallike proee e at Defen e indu try manufacturing facilitie . Thi
initiative enabled the conversion of more than 200 fa ilitie, to
ISO 9000 standards (replacing DOD's traditional and unique
quality tandards) and saved or avoided more than
$500 million.
• DOD bas reduced it acqui ition and technology workforce by nearly 50 percent during the last 10 year. DOD con[inue to devote ignificant re ources to defining it long-tenn
workforce requirements. in terms of both skill and numbers.
for the years ahead.
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ACQUISITION REFORM
Army Contracting Efficiency Progress Report
The analy i of the FY99 Army Procurement Stati tical
Reports and Summary of Procurement Action ha been perfanned and the annual progress reports have been prepared.
The results are included in the FY99 Army Procurement Faci
Book, which can be accessed at
bttp:llacqnet.sarda.army.mil/library/factbook/98factlsld001.
htm. Additional metric charts that will help to discern trends in
Army contracting efficiency are available at
http://acqnet.sarda.army.mil/acqref/armet.rc.htm.
By examining hi torical data since the inception of acquisition reform efforts, conducting ratio analysis, and assessing the
•overall trends, individuals can reach important conclusions
about the health of the contracting mis ion area in general, and
the impact of Army acquisition reform in partiClLlar.
One key measurement tool in use since 1995 is the cost-topurchase ratio. This ratio provides the cost expended (in cents)
to purcha e one dollar's worth of supplies or services. During
• the analy i period FYs 95-99, the cost-to-purchase ratio
decreased 18 percent.

,

.

Another ratio under tudy i the average annual obligation
per person. Between FYs 95-99, the average dollar awarded per
person annually rose from $3.3 million to $5 million, an
increase of 52 percent. This indicates that the average Army
contracting professional has become significantly more productive in terms of total output. This increase in productivity can
be attributed to various rea ons, including personnel reduction.,
process improvements, and acquisition reform initiatives.
The average obligation per contracting action i being
examined. Between FYs 95-99, this rose from $14,400 to
$59,105, an increase of 309 percent. This reflects the increased
use of the Commercial Purcha e Card for atisfying mjcropurchase needs, as well as the continuing emphasis on consolidating contract requirements where possible and u eful. The Army
Centers and Satellites organizational concept has contributed to
this success.
The point of contacr for acquisition reform articles is
Monti Jaggers at (703) 681-7571, DSN 761-7571, e-mail
jaggersm@sarda.army.mil.

CONFERENCES

Army Operations Research
Symposium Announced
Approximately 200 invited government, academic. and
. industry leaders are expected to attend the 39th annual U.S.
Army Operations Research Symposium (AORS XXXIX),
Del. 11-12,2000, at Fort Lee, VA. This year's theme is "Shaping
the Transformation Force." Symposium registration and a social
will be held the evening of Oct. 10.
Concurrelll special sessions will cover Information
• Operation; Survivability Enhancements-Adding Internerted
Capabilitie to Armor; Advances in Analysis and Simulations
and Their Impact on the Transformation Force; Analysis of the
Digitized Force; Integrated Test and Evaluation and Spiral
• Development; Force Development, Modernization, and
Requirements; Reducing the Logistics Footprint; and Manpower,
Personnel, and Training Systems. In addition to these special
• s~ssions, the Anny Logistics Management College (ALMC) will
conduct two tutorials the afternoon of Oct. 10.
The sympo ium will allow an exchange of infonnation and
• di cussions aboul experiences on significant Army analyses. The
• goal is to enhance analysis efforts and broaden the perspective
of the analysis community. Papers that addre s the se sion topic
"listed above are being solicited.
The U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, directed by
MG A.J. Madora, is responsible for the overall planning and
, conduct of AORS XXXIX. The U.S. Army Combined Arms
Support Command and Fort Lee, commanded by LTG Billy K.

Solomon; and ALMC, commanded by COL Samuel H. Jones Ill,
will again. erve as hosts.
For additional information, conlact MAJ William M. Boruff
or SSG Sakinah A. Hall at OS 761-9887/9835 or (703) 6819887/9835, Janet Green at DSN 458-0429 or (410) 306-0429, or
the AORS Web site at http://www.atec.army.mil/aors.

49th Defense Working Group
On NOT Schedules Meeting
The 49th Defense Working Group (OWG) on Nondestructive Testing (NDT) will meet OCI. 30-Nov. 2, 2000 at the
Isle of Capri Crowne Plaza Resort, Biloxi, MS. The meeting will
be co-ho ted by Tinker Air Force Base, OK, and Keesler Air
Force Base, MS.
Restricted to U.S. government employees, this annual meeting of engineers, scientists, and technicians i tbe only forum for
military, Defen e Logistics Agency, and Defense Contract
Management Agency per onnel to freely exchange information
and discuss problems pertaining to NDT methods, equipment,
and appl ications.
Additional information on the 49th DWG meeting is available al http://members.aol.com/dodndt, or contact Ma'ter
Sergeant Dewey Buck at (228) 377-4279 or DSN 597-4279, or
bye-mail atdewey.buck@keesler.af.mil.

BOOKS

Power & Politics in
Project Management
By Jeffery K. Pinto,
Project Management Institute, 1996
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.),
Tidewater-Richmond Area Manager for WPI in
Hampton, VA, and former member of the Army
Acquisition Corps.
Practitioners of project management may bave. on occasion.
found tbern elve walking down the proverbial road with tbeir hand
on their head and a bump under it. An in ightful, one-of-a-kind book
by Jeffery K. Pinto, Power & Polirics in Project Managemem,
addres e a pos ible source for thi condition.
The book i a progressive march through what could be a minefield. 111e words power and politics are often taken as pejoralives,
suggesting unpleasant, even repugnant, activities. Pinto's premise is
that neither the words nor the activities are intrin ically bad. They
are naturally occurring elements of project management thaI must be
understood and considered to avoid their disabling consequences.
Pinto shows that power and politics are inexorably linked by
defining political behavior as " ... any process by which individuals
and groups seek, acquire, and maintain power." He describes how
the organiutional, life-cycle, constraint, and takeholder aspects of
the project environment combine to form a fertile field in which
power and politics may flourish.
Early on, Pinto differentiates between power and influence,
describing the laner a shorter lasting and narrower in scope. He discusses four common mean of influencing others: pers\lasion, ingratiation, pres ure, and guilt. Power-which rends to exist on a finner
foundation-arises from position, expertl e, information, centrality,
and non ubstitulability. He candidly discusses the dark side of power
and suggests ways to expand power that hold to the high road.
Politic receive the ame kind of treatment. Pinto begins
with a discus ion of the three modes of power-authority, statu,

influence-and follows with a eries of definition of political
behavior that is consistently negative. He counters this traditional
view with ix cogent propositions Umt define a more neutral path for
applying power and politics to achieve project goals.
Soch application, thoogh, can be laced with danger. Pinto
describes three characteristic approache : naive (avoid politics), sensible (u e politics to further organization goals), and hark (u e poli- ,
tics for personal gain at the expen e of others). Again, Pinto candidly
addresses the realities, discussing 10 practical tools that range from
predatory to benign. He does not advocate the ose of predatory tools,
but rather include them so Ulat readers may be infomled, forewamed, and forearmed. He foUows with everal hort case ludies
that may trike a chord of fanliJiarity with many readers.
Perhaps the most valuable contribution of this book is in a ropic •
not named in its title-negotiation. If the project disease is people
playing political ganles in a relenUe pursuit of personal power,
Pinto prescribes negotiation as the cure. He offers advice on when to
negotiate and suggestions for developing negotiating instincts. He
discu e at lengUl key tips for "principled" negotiations based on
Fi her and Ury' 1981 book, Gerring to Yes, and follows WiUl advice.
for dealing with problem negotiators.
Pinto comes full circle with a closing discussion of conflier.
including ouree, proces es and resolution techniques. Hi final
chapter answers the question, "What next?" by de cribing some peciftc steps Umt project managers can take to apply the infollllation
preiously presented.
Politics i ubiquitou. II exists from the presidency to the PTA: ~
In this kind of culture, Power & Politics in Project Management i a
unique resource that addresses an often-avoided topic rationaUy and
completely. Like an Internet recipe for an explosive device, the book
could be misu ed by tho e 0 inclined. Tts value lies ill its contribution to those more nobly directed who would integrate and exploit
the positive synergy of power, politics, and project management.
This book is available from the Project Managementlllstilllte at
www.pmibookstore.orgfor $2635 for members and $32.95 for
nonmembers.

NEWS BRIEFS

Army Develops New Fuel
In February 2000, the Army announced the development of a
low-toxicity fuel Ulat ignite on contact (hypergolic) with nitrogen
tetroxide or inhibited red fuming nitric acid. Known a Competitive
Impul e, Non-Carcinogenic Hypergol (CINCH), tile experinlental
fuel has been in development since 1994 and is a safer a11-porpo e
replacement for a variery of hydrazine and hydrazine-based fuels. A
recent test demonstrated that it could be used in satellite launchers
that u e Aerozine-50, a carcinogenic hypergolic fuel.
"CINCH is extremely versatile and can be used in many rocket
propellant applications," said Darren 11lOmpson, Chemical Engineer,
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM), Redstone
Arsenal, AL. "In 1998, CINCH was successfully tested in a monopropellant thruster. Tbeoretical calculations al 0 indicate that
CINCH performs better than RP-l with hydrogen peroxide or liquid
oxygen," he added.

L-_.A:J....Jil--.~;~i"J:

NASA' Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL, conducted a preliminary evaluation of the fuel. Edwards Air Force Base,
CA and the Marshall Space Flight Center have demonstration projects planned using hydrogen peroxide and liquid oxygen with
CINCH. ASA intends to pursue Ule use of CINCH with several
different oxidizers and as a monopropeUant in a satellite launch
vehicle. This would greatly reduce logistical costs because only one
fuel would be nece sary for an entire mis ion.
Unlike many developmenral fuels, CINCH is available commerciaUy. For example, 3M bas a pilot plant producing CINCH to
meet numerous request from liquid propul ion developers.
Funding from environmental research organizations has helped •
advance the development of CINCH. For example, the Army
Acquisition Pollution Prevention Support· Office funded CINCH
re earch through 1999. Currently, a pollution-prevention joult effort
among DOD agencies and NASA is funding the project.
For more information. contact Dan O'Boyle at (256) 876-4162,
PlIblic Affairs Office, AMCOM, Redstone Arsenal, AL.
-'r,,;..
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. Assessing The Danger From Aging
Chemical Rockets
For the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, troubleshooting is one of many support areas
in wbich re earch is often unconventional. Assessing the bazards
, from the abnormal degmdaljon of 35-year-old solid rocket fuel is
no exception.

Background
Roughly 400,000 M55 chemical-agent rockets (each 115mm in
diameter) were manufactured and tockpiled during the Cold War
,years 1961 to 1965. In 1981, these rockets were declared ob olete
and cheduled for demilitarization. Although these rockets were
built for long-term storage, unfore een problems have transpired.
Specifically, in orne instances, chemical agent have leaked from
warhead into fuel compartments. The agent-propellant reaction i
el>othernlic and volatile, thus raising the temperature and pressure
of the fuel. The question to be answered is whether there i a
'chance of autoignition in any of these unstable M55 rockets.

PM, CD calJed on ARL to design and conduct experimental
tudie to detemline the key cooling rate factor. ARL's Aerodynamics Branch simulated the projectile heating and cooling conditions that could exist in the storJge environmem (magazine) of
un table M55 rockets and collected data over an extended time
period. The degrading round's potemjal heat generation was simulated by a low-wattage rubular heater that wa designed and fabricated by Thermal Devices Inc. to fit in ide the fuel cavity of an
M60 training rocket (inert surrogate of dle M55). Granular magneium oxide (MgO), having virtually the same thennal conductivity
as rocket propellam, was poured around the heater to fill the void
between the heater and the fuel compartment walls. Heat was thus
conducted to all parts of the rocket motor case as it would be in the
agent-propellant reaction being simulated.
The heater, M60 rocket. and concentric layers of containment
canisters (overpacking that would normally surround a leaking
M55; see accompanying figure) were instrumented with thermocouples. Several such overpacked M60s were prepared and trategically placed within a palletized stacking arrangement, typical of
M55 torage.

Results And Conclusion
The Challenge
The Program Manager for Chemical Demilitarization
(PM, CD) was tasked with finding the answer to !hi question.
'Working with PM, CD, contractors from Science Applications
International Corp. (SAlC) estimated that the rate of energy release
from the propellant-agent reaction is likely to be less than 10 wall
for the entire 20 pounds of propellant. They concluded that
although !hi eems mall (Ie s than the light bulb in most refrigerators). the critical factor i the cooling rate. With sufficiem cooling.
the temperature rise i incon equential: however, in ufficient cooling could cau e the fuel to autoignite.

In all, 42 heating and cooling condition' were simulated for
more than 3,000 hours. From thi data, ARL computed heat tran fer
coefficients that were then used to assess the ordnance hazard. ARL
al 0 proposed and demonstrated an infrared imager that could be
u ed to quickly urvey the M55 stockpile and identify an unstable
rocket via its thermal signature. ARL's collaboration with PM, CD
and SAIC erved a vital role in determining the properties of aging
chemical rockets.
1he preceding article wa "'ril/en by Jim Gamer. an Aerospace
Engineer, and Dr. Mark Bundy. a Research Physicist, both
employed at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD.

Overpack container

M60 projectile

Heater element

/

MgO filler

M60 with heater and filler simulating an agent-propellant reaction
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Mortar Developers Don Helmets

M880 Short-Range Training Round. They al 0 set up the M303
training barrel in ert from which the M 0 is fired. This \Va practiced on both 120mm mortar version -the tracked carrier
In late 1999, employee from the .S. Anny Tank-automotive
(M
1064A3; basically an M113 personnel carrier with a mortar in
and Arnlaments Command' Am1ament Re earch, Development
it) and the ground-mounted version.
and Engineering Center (TACOM-ARDEC). Picatinny Arsenal,
The highlight of the entire course was live firing of M933
J, attended a I-week mortar familiarization course at Fort
120mm high-explosive and 120mm illumination round.
Benning, GA. hosted by the U.S. Anny Infantry Command
Participant donned helmet . flak jacket, and ear prolection and
(USAlC). The objective was to give the Product Manager (PM).
had
the opportunity to hear and feel real ammunition being fired.
Mortar y tern ,ARDEC Mortar Team experience in a reali tic
To prepare for this experience. refurbishment and firing of the
environment
M8 0 with the M303 81 mm in ert was condu ted and all afety
Participants from Picatinny Arsenal, the Anny' "Iethaliry cenprocedures were reviewed. Participants handled an inert 120mm
ter," represented every facet of mortar development and included
round to get a feel of hanging and dwpping this much heavier
logisticians. te ter . contract pecialists, contracting officers. and
round. They also executed [he misftre procedure using the M 120
even an acquisition center branch chief. Atlendance at this annual
ground-mounted mortar.
course has grown during [he past few years as altendees return to
The afternoon in truclion was conducted at the Red Cloud
their organizations and recommend it to their peers and uperiors
Range,
where participants fired at urplu M48 tanks. To get the
as an invaluable experience.
full experience, participants were taken through the entire operational procedure from removing the round from their packaging,
Classroom Training
elling the fuze. "culljng" the propellant charge, to firing live
The firsl day began with introductions and instruction on the
ammunition downrange. An evening demonstration or illnminalion how 10 lay the mortal u jng
general aspects of mortar operation
rounds showed the dranlatic impact on the battlefield provided by
[he M I6 plotting board and readi.ng azimulhs on map. as well as
the 120mm mortar.
the ba ic "call for fife." The afternoon included simulated night
The COllrse wa well planned and executed by the training
operations u ing light sticks and more instruction on mortar laying
staff. In particular. they paid altention to detail and allocated plenty.
and the use of the M23 Mortar
of time to respond to any que lions
Balli tic Computer.
and issues regarding military training
The most useful aspect of [he
and mortar equipment operation.
classroom instruction was the identifi"Their attention to detail and afety
cation of u er needs-what infantry
allowed u to grasp the mortar
soldie like and dislike and what they
materiel and Jive fire ammunition
would like to see in the future.
with confidence," aid one particiImportant issue were the need for
pant "Thi i definitely 3n impact
smaller, lighter equipment and the
course and hould be a requirement
importance of fielding [he Mortar Fire
for all materiel developers invol ved
Control System. Classroom infonn.awith PM, Mortars [PM, MonaI'.
tion wa designed to provide a umSystems] or IOC [Industrial
mary of mortar description. operation,
Operations Command] mortar proand fue control.
grams." he added.
"We now have a beller underField Experience
standing of the training i ues and
TIle course instruction shifted
warfighting i ue as ociated wilh the outside 10 the field the following day,
deployment of the mortar ystem
where participant got their hand
that we buy right here at TACOMdirty and experienced day-to-day morARDEC." wrote Harry Santa, Group
tar training operations.
Manager, Mortars and Warheads
The in u·uction. conducted at Fort
Contracting Group, Picatinny Center
Benning's Shelton Range, included
for Contracting and Commerce, in a '_
hands-on training for deflectionl
recent trip report.
elevation changes, aligning aiming
"Thi i truly a model program
posts, reciprocal laying. and borefor tbe entire Anny to follow. It is
sighting, using operatinnal AmlY
another WIlY to bring the
equipment instead of training aids.
Acqui itionlMateriel development
Participants learned detailed Illi fire
community clo er to the "USER"
procedure (how to safely remove a
community-The Soldjers."
The 120mm illumination cartridge sits atop
live round that is tuck in a tube) and
"Knowing that the materiel
packaging ready to be fired at Red Cloud
familiarized them elve with the
developers need to get side by ide
Range at Fort Benning, GA.

NEWS BRIEFS
with the ombal developers has provided us with some of the best
practical training that I have taken in my 16 years wilh the government:' aid Jame L. Wej 'a, Developmental Project Officer.
Mortar Sm ke and IUwnjnating Canridges.
'"My three new mortar engineers did nOI walll to leave because
Ihey had u h an overwhelming experience ening up monar
weapons and handling .md firing live mortar cartridge:' he said. "1
told them they would have to join the Army if they wanted to
Slay."

Conclu ion
How can you gel a beller endorsement for a job well done by
the USAIC mortar taft'? The PM, Monar Systems, ARDEC
Monar Team now has a deeper insight into the challenges a mortarnmn fac .
PM, Monar ystems and the USAIC took the initiative 10
de elop a mortars indoctrulation program for the PM. Monar
ystem , ARDEC Mortar Team. The purpose was to put them in
the boot of the combat infantryman. The result was a head-in-thehelmet. hand -on-the-ammo, week long mortar familjarization ,md
live-fire rraining course for manager ,md technical staff. The
a qui ilion community i now bener infornled and motivaled to
provide the best quality product to its customer-the 'oldier-having, for a short time, walked in the oldier's boot.
The preceding article was wril/en by Patricia L. Felrh. Depliry
PM. Morlar ysrel1ls.

Body Scanner Helps Create
Perfect~Fitling Uniforms
Researcher at the U.S. Army Soldier Systems Cenler. atick.
MA. are working to create virtually perfect-filling equipment and
clothing. U ing a 3-D body canner called the Whole Body
Digitizer. researchers can retrieve between 20 and 30 measurementS of th' human body in aboUI 30 second . The measurements
can be used to fit soldier with properly sized or cu ·tom-made uniforms. body annor, and hemical protectivc suit and masks.
Produced by C berware in Monterey. CA. Natick' scanner i. onc
of only eight in use around the world.
Anthropometry is the study of body mea urements. especially
variations within the general population. The Army' anthropometric dalabase is being updated using data gathered from the
body scan. Through a beller understanding of the wide rang of
izes and hape among soldier, researchers and designers seek to
improve the de ign. fit, and sizing of military clothing and equipment.
The laser canner works in the same manner as magnelic resonance imaging (MR.1) technology. only the low-powered lasers in
Ihe Whole Body Digitizer do not penetrate the surface. aid Dr.
Brjan Comer, Research AntJlropologist.
A horizontal la er line is projected onto the subject and
refle ted onlO a photoelectric panel. This proces generates mathematical data that is sent to a computer to reate a series of spalial
reference poil1\ . The computer enhances the image by connecting
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the points. which then becomes a digital model of the ubject'
body surface. Scienti IS and engineers can manipulate the 3-D
model through computer-aided design and engineering software.
According 10 Comer. the digitizer can also measure ubjecl
that are difficult to quantify through conventional measuring methods. For instance. the digitizer and ils software can measure the ajr
trapped between layers of protective clothing. "When you wear a
chemical or thermal protective garment, the air that is Irapped
between layers adds a certain amount of protection. One of the
thing we wam lO know is how much air is in the gap. We can
mea ure the trapped air through scmming mld then run tests to
detemline how much air provides optimal protection," Comer aid.
The scanner can also create olid model. for di play Oil tlte
computer screen. An item like body annor can then be manjpulated
onscreen to see if it provides belter coverage with longer ides or a
shorter front.
The Whole Body Digitizer can improve Army clothing inventorie' by having the correct ize for everyone. Recruits could be
canned and their information updated annually. On deployments.
the Anny would have this information either in a central database
or on a soldier's "sman card:' eliminating the guesswork aboul
unifonn and equipment sizes. Smart c,lrds tore exten ive per onal
information and are replacing Anny dog tags. The Marine Corps i.
already u ing a digitizer to measure recruits for dress uniform at
the Marine Corp Recruit Depot, S,m Diego, CA.
In addition to clothing. tJle digitizer and software can help
develop basic oldier equipment. Re earchers could perform virtual fillings on soldier item like backpacks. For example.
researchers can view onscreen how a oldier's load hif! when
they lean forward. then design a backpack that adapt to a oldier'
mobility. Researchers can also learn whether equipment a comlllodate different- ized oldiers.
Although atick currently uses the scanner for improving soldier equipment and clothing. the Whole Body Digilizer has other
application . According to Steve Paquene. Natick' Anthropometry
Group Leader, canning was u. cd succes fully by medical profe sionals to create beller fill ing at1i ficial limb ,a well as garments
and masks for bum victims. Other medicalu e include postoperative analysis of wound healing and preoperative a es ments of
facial features.
Comer said the scanner also has e-commerce applications.
"Once an individual is scanned. we have a virtual version of that
individual. You can lake all kinds of measurements from !hi virrual individual. You could send this scan to a clothing retailer and
then the retaBer could come up with your correct size, since sizes
can vary by retailer. and have it on record for future orders. The
technology could aJ 0 be u 'ed for cu tom-sizing," he said.
Comer said there i commercial intere t in the sc~mner for use
in creating cyberan and computer animation. Operators can can a
person and animale the resulting model.
Nmick i part of the U.S. Army Soldier and Biological
Chemical Command (SBCCOM). For more infonnation about
SBCCOM or Ihe Soldier System Center. comact
http://www.sbccom.army.mil.
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Modeling For Manufacturing At
Rock Island Arsenal
"If a picture is worth 1,000 words, then a good model is
worth at least LO,OOO." This has become the unofficial mOlto of
the employees at Rock I land Arsenal's (RIA' ) Engineering
Services Directorate. RIA's modelers can rum out solid and virtual model of any of the numerous items produced at RIA.
As a center in technical excellence for weaponry and support equipment, RIA manufactures gun mounts, artillery carriages, recoil mechani rns, and other equipment for the Armed
Forces; and as embles tools, sets, kits, and outfits to support
equipment in the field.
RIA' engineering staff can readily produce caled-down or
acrual-size model of item ranging from a spare part to an entire
weapon system. Process planners, engineers, designers, and others involved in the manufacturing proces can study the model
and u e them to find ways to produce item faster, beuer, and
cheaper.
High-quality models make rapid prototyping possible by
putting that which the mind conceives into olid form. Models
are al a handy for a sisting potential customers by uppJementing and explaining the infomlation found in drawings, chart ,
and written description .
Solid models can be made small enough to fit in a uitca e.
Detailed virtual model can be ent anywhere in the world via
e-mail. With their global reach and universal value, models can
integrate internal proces es and link customers to the factory
floor. When properly used, model can be the glue that hold
together the variou aspects of manufacruring.
Until recently, the state-of-the-art in soHd modeling at RIA
was the lamination object machine (LOM). Models can u e the
LOM to turn out highly accurate 3-D bonded and stacked-paper
representations that have a wood like appearance and can be used
as a basis for manufacturing. While the LOM is still in use and
will continue to play an important role in olid modeling, it has
been upplemented by a new machine that produces plastic
models.
The machine i called a 3-D printer, even though its
medium is plastic rather than paper. Within a space measuring
8 by 8 by 12 inches, the machine automatically injects and
shapes hot pIa tic to produce models detailed to within a
re olution of .013 inches.
Modeling information can be fed into the 3-D printer
from any workstation on RIA's computer-aided de ign (CAD)
network. A few mou e clicks can then tran form a model that
wa. made u ing CAD into solid reality.
While the LOM ha excellent re olution and can produce
one-piece model. measuring 32 by 22 by 20 inches, the 3-D
printer is much faster and easier to use. Solid models can be
turned out of the 3-D printer in I bour or less while the mo t
detailed models can take up to 40 hour. Because the 3-D
printer can operate unattended, tho e jobs can be programmed
to run over a night or weekend.

Although nothing compares to a good solid model, advances in
CAD technology have made virtual models more realistic than ever.
Using the latest CAD hardware and oftware, modelers using a
"spaoebalJ" can view and manipulate models from any angle.
Modelers can also color-eode different parts or classes of parts.
Models can be moved and examined for "interferences," those points
where two parts rub again t each other. MJUlUfacturing process adjustments can the.n be made.
This technology makes moving from model to manufacrured
item pos ibJe, but what about the reverse? This process, commonly
known as "reverse engineering," has become easier and more accurate thanks to a 3-D portable digitizer arm. The tip of the digitizer aml
can be moved over an item's surface. As it travel ,the ann scans and
plots all the points that it crosses.
After processing, the data gathered through the 3-D digitizer ann
can be converted into a CAD model, which can then be made into a
solid model. The digitizer arm gathers enough data to create models
that are accurate to within .003 of an inch.
More information on RIA modeling and engineering capabilities
can be found at www.ria.army.mil.

Fiber-Optic Cable
To Be Installed At
Yuma Proving Ground
The extensive data requirements of weapon y ·terns and munitions testing in the 21st century are being addressed head-on at the
U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground (YPG). AZ. At a dedication ceremony May 2, 2000, at Kofa F'uing Range. the Army formally kicked
off a project that will result in more than 600 miles of buried fiberoptic cable linking test facilities throughout the J,3QO-square-mile

range area.
The fiber-optic network, called the Range Digital Transmi sian
System, wiU overcome a number of current limitations caused by
antiquated. equipment, congestion of radio frequencies, and the use of
several data transmission ystems. Some of the copper cable being
replaced was installed nearly 40 years ago and is not capable of properly transmitting modem test data. The new ystern will allow automated and integraled voice, data, and video transmissions over a single tran port system.
A major benefit of the project is that more eXlensive data requirements of upcoming tests will be easily met Also, the time required to
connect equipment at t tiles will be dramatically reduced because
workers will need only to plug in to the already installed fiber-optic
sy tern rather than lay new cable or use microwave transmitters.
Construction of the ystem, perfomled by contract personnel,
will lake 6 years at an estimated co t of $50 million. When completed, the system will link 400-plus test sites at YPG
'This is one of the most ignificant forward steps I've seen at
YPG," said YPG Commander COL Robert Filbey. "It will pay big
dividends in years to come because of our ignificantly improved
ability to acquire and move test data. This is the key to efficient testing in our information age. We've now graduated from copper wire
and microwave data transmissions to fiber optic . This is clearly the
next generati n," Ftlbey added_

]ufy-ANgust 2000
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Burying the first length of fiber-optic cable. Shown left to right are COL Mark Russell,
Project Manager for Instrumentation, Targets and Threat Simulators; Arizona
Representative Jim Carruthers; COL Robert Fllbey, Commander, YPG; and COL John Deal,
Commander, Information Systems Engineering Command,

COL John Deal, Commander of the rnfonnation Sy tems
Engineering Command, Fon Huachuca, AZ, said that tbere will
be many lesson learned during this project that will be applied
at other military installations. He added, ''This project isn't just
_ about Yuma-it' about digitizing the force, testing new technologie that are coming out at an incredibly rapid rate, and cre• ating a template that we can adapt and distribute at other test
ranges around the Depanment of Defen e. My most immediate
concern is the digitizing of Yakima Range, WA, which has terTain very similar to Yuma Proving Ground."
Digitizing a range is imponant becau e of the vast amount
• of equipment that can be used to gather data and the ultimate
, correlation of the e data. Digitization allows engineers to manipulate and cro s-correlate infonnation much better than they could
in the past.
"No one will let Yuma Proving Ground sit still after this
great fiber-optic capability is installed," claimed Deal. "People

will take advantage of and exploit thi in trumentation
capability-it will be great for the proving ground" he added.
At the project's dedication ceremony, Arizona Representative Jim Carruthers stated that fiber-optic capability will
create a new communication threshold for YPG, which is exactly
the state-of-the-an transmi ion capability that will make YPG
even more valuable to future national Defense concerns. "Yuma
Proving Ground is essential to keeping America free," said
Carruthers.
As a pan of the Anny Test and Evaluation Command,
YPG' primary mission include testing medium- and long-range
artillery, aircraft annament and fire control ystems, cargo and
personnel airdrop systems, and annared vehicle and automotive
equipment. Last year, more than 167.000 rounds were fired,
36,000 parachute drops were made, and nearly 4,000 air orties
were flown at the in tallation.

Tile preceding article was wrilTen by Chuck Wuflenjo/m,
Public Affairs Office/; U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground.
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Besson Awards Recognize
Procurement Excellence
At a recent U.S. Anny Materiel Command (AMC) conference, E.I.iz<Ibeth H. Moulder, MAl Jeffrey A. Gabbert, and Joann
M. nderwood received the 1999 Frank S. Be on Award for
Procurement Excellence. Sallie H. Flavin, AMC's Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and
Acquisition-Acqui ition, Contracting and Program Management,
presided over a ceremony recognizing the awardees for their
accompli hment .
The pre tigious Besson Award wa e tabli hed in honor of
GE Fr<1llk S. Bc' on. the first AMC Commander, and hi lifelong achievements in acquisition. The award recognize individual excellence in the AMC contracting workforce. Selection
for the award i based on demon trated te hnical expertise and
development and implementati n of innovative procurementrelated ideas or proce se in support of AMC' mi sion. Award
are made annually to recognize exceptional achievements by an
AMC civilian careerist, military officer, and intern.
Elizabeth H. Moulder, a civilian careeri I. is a Lead
Contract Specialist at the U.. Army Aviation and Missile
Command (AMCOM), Red lOne Arsenal, AL. Moulder was
honored for her diligence in leading a Team Redst ne effort to
develop a flexible and efficient program for the acqui ition of
contract advisory and as i lance ervi e , the Omnibus 2000
Progranl. Moulder' leader hip enabled the tearn to create a
program that provides many cu tomers timely a ce to a broad
range of cost-effective logistics and programmatic and technical
expertise. She has both a bachelor's and a master' (Summa
Cum Laude) degree in music, has completed a cour e of study
in business, is Level III certified in contracting, and i a member
of a number of profe ional organization. Moulder has 19
years of tri-Service acquisition experience.
MAl Jeffrey A. Gabbert, Apache Procuremem Division
Chief. AM COM, Red tone Arsenal, AL. wa recognized for
designing and implementing a number of innovative paperless
business processes. Gabbert created automated letter log and
contract di eminati n proce es that will provide more than
450,000 in validated avings during the next 5 years. He collaborated with contractor repre entative to create a ecure Web
page that i' u ed in an "Alpha-contracting" approach to facilitate
communications and cut acquisition lead times. Gabbert instituted mctrics that improved his organization' ability to demontrate the value it provides to its customers and developed a system to integrate these metrics with employee performance objectives. He holds a B.A. in business management and is certitied
in both contracting (Level ill) and program management (Level
IT). During his 14 years of military ervice, Gabbert has
received numerous military awards and decorations.
Contract Specialist Joann M. Underwood, the intern recipient of the 1999 Besson Award, ·tacted her contracring career
with the U.S. Anny Communications-Electronics Command,
Fort MonmouUl, NJ, in 1997. Underwood was commended for
ber efforts in defining the item pricing structure, creating a complex cost-evaluation model, and for erving on a ource elec-

Pictured (left to right) are Edward Elgart, Principal
Assistant Responsible for Contracting (PARC), CECOM;
Underwood; Gabbert; Moulder; Marline Cruze, PARC,
AMCOM; Flavin

tion board to support the ArnlY's Infrastructure Solutions acquiition. She was also praised for her efforts in expeditiously
developing and i suing one of the Army' rir t enterprise software licen ing agreements, which resulted in a 42-percent saving for the Army. Underwood hold a B.A. in economic and
political .cience, is Level II cenified in contracting, and
received an exceptional intern performance award in 1998.
Each October, AMC reque ts nomination for the Be on
Award. Procedural guidance for the award is contained in AMC
Regulation 672-10 and cau be acce ed at
http://www.amc.army.miVamclrdalrdaaclbessonlbe on.htm. For additional infornlation. contact
Scott Cro on at (703) 617-0544 or
sera on@hqamc.army.mil.

Secretary Of Defense Awards
For Excellence
Three Department of the Army employees were chosen
from more than 100 participant 00 the Section 912c Product
..
Support Reengineering Implementation ream to receive the
Office of the Secretary of Defen e Award for Excellence. They
di tingui 'hed themselve and their organizations by providing
critical assessments and making sub. tantial technical and analyt- •
ical contributions to en ure the Product Support for 'ile 21 st
CelltlllY report reflected attention to enhanced warfighter agility,
improved customer service, and integrated logistics chain. This
report comprehensively identified effort· to re-engineer the
weapons system product support proces 10 u e best-commercial
practices, competitive sourcing, continuou . technology refreshment, and expandcd prime vendor processes. TIlese three
employees served as an effective bridge between OSD IUld the
Army in coordinating and resolving many implementation is ues
associated with this complex and far-reaching trategic change
initiative. This plan is a critical part of the DOD Logi tics
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TrIDsformation strategy and is the centerpiece for integration of
.. acquisition and logi tic initiatives, a key tenet of (lcquisition
ref ml. The Anny honorees and their contribution are a
folJows:
Betsy McChesney i a Materiel Acquisition Specialist in
the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the AmlY for
• PI' ns, Programs and Policy. As the Army acquisition organiza'" tion lead on the implementation team, McChe ney played a key
role in organizing Anny staff and subordinate command participation. McChesney was vital in upporting effons [0 identify
competitive sourcing strategies to improve weapon system performance and reduce total ownership costs.
Larry W. Hill erves as the Chief of the Integrated
Logistics Suppon Branch in the Office of the Deputy Chief of
• Staff for Logi tics. He was the Anny logistic organization lead
• on the implementation teanl and played a key role in organizing
Anny taff and ubordinate command panicipation. Hill was
vital in upponing effons to identify be, t commercial and gov• emment practices to re-engineer product suPPOtt.
Michael Rybacki works a an Operations Research Analyst
• at the AmlY Logistics Integration Agency. He led the implemen. tation tearn in examining how to increase the applicalion of
be t-commercial practices to DOD logistics operations. These
« efforts served as an architectural backdrop for all other product
suppon re-engineering initiatives. Rybacki wa vital in perform'ing analysis that contributed to the concept of operations for
• product uppon. He also identified key outcome measures to
guide product suppon implementation.

Bradley Team Wins EPA Award
For Halon Replacement Program
In September 1999. the Bradley Project Management Teanl,
• Progranl Executive Oftice for Ground Combat Suppon Systems
(PEO, GCSS) won the Environmental Protection Agency's
(EPA's) pre tigious 1999 StralO pheric Ozone Protection Award.
The team was recognized for its development of (I halon rerrofit
program. This program marks a significant trend in the Amly's
.. continued commitment to protect it 'oldiers and their
• environment.
Discovering a superior means to extinguish fires using an
• ozone-friendly agent, while imultaneou Iy protecting the '01dier, became team Bradley's mission from 1994 through 1999.
This effort resulted in the first halon retrofit program for any
major U.S. weapon system. The program will result in removal
of approximately 55,000 pounds of Halon 1301 from the field
by 200l.
When notified that his team was to receive the award. Ted
Vician Lead Engineer in the Bradley Fighting Vehicle Sy tem
(BFVS) Project Management Office, stated, ''The conversion
will ultimately extract all exi ting halon out of the entire fleet of
Bradley's engine compartment fire suppression systems and
• replace [it] with a safer less expensive flfefighting agent."
Benedict DeMarco, Chief of the Bradley Engineering Team.
represented the Bradley team at the award ceremony. The team

•

joined an elite group of award recipients from around the world,
all hailed for advancements in the areas of ozone and climate
ontrol.
Roben Perciasepe, EPA As iSlant Administraror, de cribed
the participants' efforts as a "technology breakthrough," elinlinating ozone-depleting chemicals and aving consumers billion
of dollars. He funher described the award recipient as "exemplifying the forefront of our effon to protect the ozone layer
and to mitigate the effects of global climate change." (The
ozone layer prevents many detrimental health effects by filtering
ultraviolet radiation from the Earth.)
The Bradley has long been an intrinsic a set in the Army'
weapon' arsenal and i identified a a turreted, full-tracked combat vehicle that weighs 30-35 tons, depending on model and
configuration. lt functions as an infantry-fighting (M2) and a
cavalry-lighting (M3) vehicle. As such. the Bradley see frontline combat action in conjunction with the M I Abrams tank.
An inherent threat of fire to the Bradley exist becau e it
can'ies several hundred gallons of diesel fuel, mis i1es, and multiple rounds of ammunition. 1t can be in danger from opposing
infantry-fighting vehicles, landmines, or aniLlery.
TIle Army currently has more than 6,500 fielded Bradleys
equipped with an engine compartment fife suppre sion system
(FSS). This system protects the crew and vehicle by preventing
uncontrollable engine fires. TIlese fire extinguisher systems
were initially designed using HaJon 130 I, a gaseous, colorless.
and odorless fire-suppression agent that has been used for more
than 30 years.
Before being recognized as an ozone-depleting chemical
halon was chosen a the be t fire- uppressant agent on the marker because ir is relatively harmless to people. It combinalion
of low weight and low toxicity deemed it capable of extinguishing a fire in les than 250 millisecond. the milirary requirement
for an FSS.
More thrul a quarrel' econd's expo ure to the intensity of
fire that can occur in rhe BradJey's crew area can be hazardou
10 the soldier. Exposure of less than 250 milliseconds, however,
generally Limits injuries to flf t-degree bum .
The fire detector operate' in 100 milli econds, leaving 150
milliseconds to extinguish the fire. The current FSS extingui hes
the fire by releasing 10 pound of Halon 130 I tored in two
high-pressure bottles on the curb ide of the vehicle, jusr behind
the turret. When the valves open, halon streams out of each nozzle and rapidly evaporates, ftlling the volume of the vehicle to
draw the heat away and suppre s the fire.
In 1989, DOD issued a directive 10 identify halon applications and to deerea e dependence on them. This directive
stemmed from the requirements of the 1987 Montreal Protocol
on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, an international
treaty negotiated through the United ations. Under the terms of
the Montreal Protocol, the manufacture of halon was halted
Jan. I, 1994, in most countries.
The great concern in protecting the ozone layer was
expre sed by an EPA assistrult administrator at the award ceremony when he said, "Ozone levels over Antaretic:\ fall by over
60 percent some years. In 1998, ASA/NOAA rational
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Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration] satellites determined the Antarctica ozone thinning covers the largest expansion of territory ince the depletion was fir t identified in the
early 1980s."
Though the Bradley team knew replacing halon would be
no ea y ta k, in 1994 it began the systematic, detailed investigation of the performance of the engine compartment PSS, the
operational requirements associated with that system, and characteri tics of various commercially available, ozone-friendly
fire-suppression agents.
In 1996, Steve McCormick, an Engineer with the U.S.
Army Tank-automotive and Armaments Command's
(TACOM's) Tank Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center, provided data that narrowed the research to
two po ible halon replacement : a dry powder and a gaseous
agent. The dry powder i primarily sodium bicarbonate (baking
soda) pressurized with nitrogen, and the gaseous agent is ha.Jon
ub titute HFC-227ea.
Initial testing of the two agents revealed that both could be
used on the Bradley. However, u e of the dry powder would
require rework of the FSS, whereas the gaseou chemical was
nearly a "drop-in" replacement for halon.
Consequently, HFC-227ea, known by its trade name
FM-200, was cho en. FM-200 conrains no bromine, the ozonedepleting agent in halon. The fluorine in FM-200 reacts readily
with water to form a trong acid 0 it never ri e high enough in
the atrno phere to harm the ozone layer.
FM-200 was patented in 1992 by Great Lakes Chemical
Co. and has the ~owest ob ervable adver e effect level (LOAEL)
relating to toxicity. The LOAEL is 10.5 percent, or 105 000
parts per million. The technical de ign goal for an FSS u jng
FM-200 is 7 percent, well below the LOAEL.
The retrofit program in progress at Red River AmlY Depot,
TX, is ba ed on an engineering change to the bottle-valve
as embly of the BFVS engine compartments' fire extinguishing
system. The cylinder is reused, as is the valve. The valve is
remanufactured to change some itelTIS. These remanufactured
assemblies are installed in production vehicles as they leave the
factory.
A retrofit team from United Defense Limited Partnership,
the prime contractor for the Bradley, is instaJling remanufactured bottles in fielded vehicles around the world.
The widespread interest in the halon replacement mandate
has caught the attention of military teams managing many different sy tems. In addition, the PEO, GeSS Bradley team routinely aI!SwerS inquiries from others about the halon retrofit program. In fact, the Bradley team has been discussing the retrofit
with Program Manager (PM), Light Armored Vehicles and PM,
Advanced Amphibious As ault Vehicle.
EPA's Dr. Stephen O. Andersen told the audience at the
award ceremony, "I hope you can appreciate that in the history
of stratosphere ozone protection and now in climate protection,
the United States military has been a leader and has won many
of these awards."
The BFVS Project Management Office is continuing its
efforts in halon replacement in crew areas. TIle office is al 0
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Looking into integration of potenl'ial replacements u ing modeling
...
and simulation.
Thi effort represent ju t one part of an overall effort by
PM, Bradley to maintain a broad commitment to environmental
steward hip. The Bradley Environmental Management Team has
won the Secretary of the Army Pollution Prevention Award for
Weapon Sy tern Acquisition Teams for 1995-97, and in April
2000 received the Secretary of the Army Pollution Prevention
Award for 1999.
,..
For more information on this matter, contact Ted Vician in
the BFVS Project Management Office at (810) 574-7650.
To read more about ozone matters, vi it the Web ite at
http://www.nas.oas3.gov/ServiceslEducationlResourcesi
TeacherWork/Ozone/Ozone.homepage.hlml.
The preceding article was writrell by Margaret Comploll, a '
Staff Writer in TACOM's Public Affairs Office, Warrell, MI.

CG USAREUR Incentive
Awards Presented
At a ceremony held in Heidelberg, Germany, late last year,
two individuals received the 1998 Commanding General, U.S.
Army, Europe (USAREUR) Annual Incentive Award for contracting and acquisition achievements. Their ontribution
helped acquire qua:lity upplies and services in a co t-eff'ective ~. ~
manner.
Bill Mysliwiec wa recognized for hi uperior performance
as the Chief of the Contracting Division at the Regional
Contracting Office, Seckenheinl, Gennany. He distinguished
himself by personally working to help adopt several acqui ition
refoml initiatives. TIli included erving as Team Leader on the
Acquisition Development A i tance Team, which won Vice
Pre ident Gore' Hammer Award; developing a new multirrade
con !rUction, repair, and maintenance contract fonnat; and mar- 4
keting and fielding the new customer, contracting, and commerce modified two-step contracting process.
MAl Daniel Ro so wa commended for his elfless ervice,
innovation, and Leadership during several deployments in 1998.
During those deployments, he fostered close ties with NATO
contracting office in tlle Balkan and streamlined operations in •
the local Hungary office. He served in Greece on a host-nation
exerci e and was deployed to Israel in support of Operation
Desert Fox. Rosso's knowledge, skill, and abilitie set him
apart as an ultimate contracting profes ional.. Rosso was the initial contracting officer that spearheaded support for Ta k Force . ~
Hawk in Albania. His leadership and team efforts made contracting a key element in support of combat operation .
Mysliwiec and Rosso were also acknowledged for inlproving the overall quality, efficiency, and effectivene of the acquisition cycle; demonstrating excellence in relationship with contractors, co-workers, and management; and for maintaining a
high level of professional tandards and demonstrating the ability to effectively solve acquisition is lie and problem .
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MEDIA RELEASE
ADVANCE NOTICE
22nd ARMY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
" Accelerating the Pace of the Transformation
to the Objective Force"
12-13 December 2000
Baltimore, Maryland
CO FERENCE OVERVlEW

•

Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences
Force Protectioo (Includes WMD Defense)

The 22nd Army Science Conference, sponsored by the
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Acquisition, Logistics and
Technology), wilt be held at the Renaissance Harborplace Hotel,
Baltimore, MD, 12-13 December 2000. The conference theme
is "Aet:eJerating thePaceofthe Transformatiotllo the Objective
Force." This biennial event was inaugurated in 1957 to provide
aforom forpresentation. discussion, and recognition ofsignificant
accomplishments by U.S. Army scientists and engineers in their
efforts to support the combat soldier of tomorrow.
The conference will feature presentations of papers and
postersjudged as best among those submitted by Army scientists
and engineers. Authors of the most outstanding papers will be
selected to receive special recognition and awards. The audience
will include representatives from academia, industry, U.S.
Government and allied nations.

Defense (particularly U.S. Army personnel), academia and
industry representatives involved with new scientific initiatives
and ongoing modernization activities focused on near-term and
long-range U.S. Army combat capabilities. Attendance at this
conference will be beneficial to both management and technical
personnel from industry, government and academia who have
an interest in the application of new scientific and engineering
technologies.

OBJECTIVES

MORE TO FOLLOW

To present the Army's best research to the international
scientific and engineering community for critical review
and discussion;
To provide a foromfor the cross fertilization of ideas among
the many scientific and engineering disciplines relevant to
the Army's missions;
To highlight the refocusing ofArmy ScienceandTechnology
toward Future Combat Systems and the Objective Force;
and
Topubliclyrecognize the importanltechnical achievements
of Army scientists and engineers.

PRESENTAnONS
Presentations will be in the areas of:

•

Advanced Materials and Manufacturing
Microelectronics and Photonics

•

Advanced Propulsion Technologies
Engineering Sciences
Environmental and Geosciences

u

•

ufl1i.fll,4l<>m'--

•

High Performance Computing and Simulation
SoIdier Systerns
Sensors and Information Processing

WHO SHOULD ATIEND

A follow-up invitation will be sent in the near future and
will provide information concerning registration, bote1
reservations, travel discounts, and an agenda update. To receive
an invitation or if you have further questions, call the Army
Science Conference Registration Desk at (757) 357-4011, fax
requests for information to (757) 357-5108, E-Mail
asc2000info@aol.com, or visit the 22nd Army Science
Conference website at: www.asc-2000.com.

FOR YOUR CALENDAR
Dates:

12-13 December 2000

Place:

Renaissance Harborplace Hotel
202 East Pran Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
(410) 547-1200
(800) 535-1201

The 2000 Weapon Systems handbook has been published
and is available electronically on the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Acquisition, Logistics and Technology home page at
http://www.sarda.army.mil. (Click on Document Center.
Regulations/Handbooks. 2000 Weapon Systems Handbook.)
The entire handbook, individual PDF files, and individual system
photographs can be downloaded.
In addition, hard copies may be purchased from the U.S.
Government Printing Office (GPO) for $46.00 by writing the
Superintendent of Documents, P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA
15250-7954. Orders may be placed by calling GPO at
(202) 512-1800. The handbook is also available at the GPO
Bookstore, 710 North Capitol Street, NW, Washington, DC, (202)
512-0132. The 2000 Weapon Systems handbook GPO identification number is ISBN 0-16-050302-7.
Additional questions can be submitted via e-mail to
hti@sarda.army.mil.

ARMY AL&TWRITER'S GUIDELINES
http://dacm.sarda.army.millpublications/rdal
Army AL& T is a bimonthly professional development magazine published by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Acquisition, Logistics and Technology). The address for the Editorial Office is DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY.
ARMY AL&T, 9900 BELVOIR RD, SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567. Phone numbers and e-mail addresses for
the editorial staff are as follows:
Harvey L. Bleicher, EdiIO(~n-Chiel
Debbie Fischer. Execuijve Editor
Cynthia Hermes. Managing Edilor
Sandra R. Marks. Contract Support
Joe Stribling, Contract Support

b1eicheh@aaesa.betvoir.army.mil (703)805-1035/DSN 655-1035
fischerd@aaese.belvoir.army.mil
(703)805-10381DSN 655-1036
hermesC@aaese.betvoir.army.mil (703)805-1034/DSN 655-1034
mark$S@aaesa.bel'lOlr.army.mil
(703)805-1 007/DSN 655-1007
striblinga@aaese.be!volr.army.mll (703)805-1036IDSN 655-1036
Datarax: (703)805-42181DSN 655-4216

Purpose
To Instruct members of the AL& T community relative 10 AL&T processes, procedures, techniques, and management
philosophy and to disseminate other infonnation pertinent to the professional development of the Army Acquisition
Workforce.
Subject Matter
Subjects may include, but are not restricted to. professional development of the Army's Acquisition Worl'iJorce. AL&T
program accomplishments. technology developments. policy gUidance, infonnation technology, and acquisition reform
iniliatives. Acronyms used In manuscripts, photos, illustrations, and captions must be kept to a minimum and
must be defined on first reference.
Length of Articles
Articles should not exceed 1.600 words in leng1h. This equates to approximately 8 double-spaced typed pages, using
a 20-line page. Do not submit articles In a layout format. ARTICLES CONTAINING FOOTNOTES OR ENDNOTES
ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE.
Photos and Illustrations
A maximum of 3 photos or iIIustratlons. or a combination of both, may accompany each article. Photos may be black
and white or color. illustrations must be black and white and must not contain any shading, screens, or tints.
Submit Illustrations in separate flies from text. Photos and illustrations will not be returned unless requesled. All
scanned photos and illustrations must have a resolution of at least 300 dpi (JPEG or TIFF). Glossy prints of all
photos should also be submitted via the U.S. Mall, FedEx. etc.
Biographical Sketch
Include a short biographical sketch of the authorls that includes the author's educational background and cUlTant
position.
Clearance
securllylOPSEC office and public affairs office prior to
submission. The cover letter accompanying the article must stale that these clearances have been obtained and that
the article has command approval for open publication.
OffICeS and individuals submitting arlicles that report Army cost savings must be prepared to quickly provide detailed
documentation upon tBquest that verifies the cost savings and shows whare the savings were reinvested. Organizations
should be prepared to defend these monies in the event thai higher headquarters have a higher priority use for these
savings. All Army AL&T articles are cleared through SAAL-ZAC. SAAL-ZAC will clear all articles reporting cost savings
fhrough SAAL -RI. Questions regarding this guideline can be directed 10 SAAL-RI, Plans, Programs and Resources
Office, (703) 693-2685, DSN 223-2685.

Air articles must be cleared by the author's

Submission Dates
Issue
January-February
Mard1-April
May-June
July-August

September-Qclober
November-December

Author's Deadline
15 October
15 December
15 February
15 April
15 June
15 August

Submission Procedures
Article manuscripts (in MS Word), illustrations (300 dpi). and photos (glossy prints or 300 dpi JPEG or TIFF) may be
submitted via e-mail tobleicheh@aaesa.belvolr.army.mil. or on a 3 1/2-lnch floppy disk or a 100-MB ZIP disk via U.S.
mail to DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, ARMY AL&T, 9900 BELVOIR RD, SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567. All
submissions must include the author's mailing address. office phone number (DSN and commercial), and a typed, selfadhesive relum address label.
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